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ABSTRACT

This thesis includes mathematical simulation of smear effects in a 2-D plane
strain finite element model employing the modified Cam-clay theory, and the
experimental evaluation of smear zone propagation around vertical drains using a
large scale, radial drainage consolidometer. The original axisymmetric analysis of
vertical drains including the effect of smear and well resistance has been well
documented in the past. In contrast, in this study, the analysis of a unit cell is
conducted by converting the axisymmetric (radial) permeability into an equivalent
plane strain model Thereafter, a multi-drain, plane strain analysis is conducted to
study the performance of the entire embankment stabilised with vertical drains, for
number of case histories taken from Southeast Asia.
A laboratory technique of evaluating the extent of smear around vertical drains

is elaborated. In this approach, a central vertical drain was installed in soil spec
placed in a large steel cell (450 mm in diameter and 950 mm in height), using a
specially designed mandrel. Once the drain was installed, smaller specimens were

recovered from various radial distances from the drain, and the horizontal and verti
permeabilities of these specimens were determined by standard oedometer tests. The

extent of the smear zone was established as a function of the horizontal and vertica
permeability ratio (kh/kv). It was found that the ktJh ratio decreased significantly

towards the central drain. It is also revealed that the krfkv ratio approaches unity

soil drain interface, and is about 1.3 at the undisturbed region outside the smear z
Axial and radial permeabilities were converted to 2-D plane strain parameters based
on the mathematical model developed in this study. The mathematical model was used

V

in conjunction with finite element analysis (CRISP) to determine the settlements,
lateral movements and pore pressures.
The selected case histories include a number of embankments stabilised with
vertical drains in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. The embankments were well
instrumented with settlement gauges, piezometers and inclinometers. The settlements,

excess pore pressures and lateral displacements were predicted using the plane strain
multi-drain model, and the results were compared with the fields measurements. The

effect of smear was found to be significant in controlling the performance of vertica
drains, while the role of well resistance was found to be insignificant. The model
described in this thesis provides an excellent plane strain formulation capable of
predicting the behaviour of embankments constructed on soft clay foundations
stabilised with vertical drains.
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CHAPTER 1 —INTRODUCTION

1.1 General
Vertical drains have been used extensively to accelerate the consolidation

process of soft clay sub-soil by preloading. This method at least has two advantages.

Firstly, it accelerates the consolidation process by reducing the drainage path in ra
direction, and secondly, in the case of sand compaction piles, it reinforces the soft

layer to provide a better bearing capacity of the overall foundation. The major benef
of preloading and vertical drains is that the preloading alone can reduce total and
differential settlement and may allow for economics in the choice of foundations,
whereas with vertical drains, the settlement process can be accelerated so as to save
time.
The consolidation of soil is the process of expelling some volume of water
from the pores between the solid soil particles (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). Hence,
the rate of consolidation is controlled by the compressibility, permeability and the
maximum length of the drainage path. The amount of settlement is directly related to

the amount of water squeezed out of the soil (the change in void ratio), and in turn i

is directly proportional to the amount of dissipation of the excess pore water pressu

If the compressible clay layer in the field is thick and has a low permeability, with
preloading alone the rate of settlement can be very small. Therefore, one of the
solutions is to decrease the drainage path in order to promote radial dissipation of
excess pore water pressure by installing vertical drains.
Installation of vertical drains into soft clay layer is almost impossible without
causing some disturbance of the surrounding soil. This region of disturbance which is
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usually called the "smear zone", decreases the permeability of the soil which, in

retards the time rate of consolidation process. The deep installation of vertical

or a drain with a limited discharge capacity may also suffer "well resistance", w

the drain efficiency is reduced due to retarded draining process. Impurities such

small particles of clay may also pass through the drain, and if a poor quality fi

system exists, the drains will eventually get clogged. The lateral movement of th
subsoil caused by the embankment load may also deform and cut off the drain well

system. All of these problems mentioned above govern the effectiveness of the ver

drains. However, the effect of smear is the most significant problem which is oft
inevitable, and form the main focus of this thesis.

In this study, the effectiveness of vertical drains was evaluated by modelling it

behaviour in large scale laboratory consolidation tests. Special attention was gi

modelling the effect of smear zone developed during the installation of the drain

extent of the smear zone was determined in the laboratory utilising the large-sca

consolidometer apparatus. A plane strain model including smear effect is introduc
by modifying Hansbo's axisymmetric solution of vertical drains. The sub-soil

properties were modelled according to the modified Cam-clay theory, and the finit
element technique was adopted as the main tool of numerical analysis.

1.2 Purpose and Application of Vertical Drains
The main purpose of vertical drains is to accelerate the rate of primary
consolidation by shortening the drainage path, such that pore water pressure
dissipation can occur in the radial rather than the vertical direction. Vertical

artificially created drainage inserts which promote lateral (radial) drainage, pa

in circumstances where the horizontal permeability of the soil is larger than that of

verticaL The potential benefit of vertical drains might be illustrated as shown in F

1.1, where a faster rate of settlement of the foundation with vertical drains is obt

compared to the one without vertical drains. Vertical drains can also be utilised as
pressure relief wells to reduce pore pressure due to seepage, for instance, below
natural slopes, and to improve the effectiveness of natural drainage layers below
loaded areas.

y
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\

Soft ground
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— -__ Without vertical drains
With vertical drains

Time
Vertical drains accelerate settlements
Figure 1.1. Potential benefit of vertical drains.

Several types of vertical drains are usually k n o w n in ground improvement such
as: sand drains, sand compaction piles (SCP), sandwick drains, and Prefabricated

Vertical Drains (PVD). The general features of vertical drains are illustrated in F
1.2a, showing various types of vertical band drains as well as sandwick drains
wrapped in filter jacket. Sand compaction pile is a sand drain which is compacted
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Figure 1.2. a) typical types of vertical drains, and b) typical installation equipment of
vertical drains.
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during its installation and can carry more load as well as functioning as a drain w
The diameter of sand drain usually varies between 30 cm and 70 cm. A sandwick

drain which can be as small as 5 cm in diameter, is a sand drain which is inserted

a hose of fabricated filter material with high permeability and strength. Sand dra
which is made of natural material does not only provide good drainage, but also
reinforces the soft foundation. However, sand drains are susceptible to damage due
lateral ground movement (ie. cut off in lateral plane). The development of
prefabricated vertical drains has largely replaced vertical sand drains in most
applications. The most commonly used PVD's are band-shaped drains which consist

of a synthetic filter jacket made of polyester or polypropylene geotextiles surrou
a plastic core (Fig. 1.2a). Several types of PVD are available such as: Geodrain,

Mebra drain, Alidrain, Colbond and Flodrain. PVD is more efficient than a sand drai
due to the rapid installation rate which can save time and cost. PVD also creates

disturbance to the soil during installation, and has a greater resistance (stiffne
lateral ground movement.
The vertical drains can be installed using two different methods which are

either dynamic or static. In the dynamic method of installation, the mandrel is dri
into the ground using either a vibrating hammer or a conventional drop hammer. In

the static procedure, the mandrel is pushed into the soil by means of a static forc
Static pushing is preferable for driving the mandrel into the ground, whereas the
dynamic methods seem to create a higher excess pore water pressure and a greater
disturbance of the surrounding soil during installation. The installation rig was
in Fig. 1.2b, where the vertical drain is protected using a mandrel during the
installation.
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Vertical drains are applicable for moderately to highly compressible soils
which are usually normally consolidated or lightly over consolidated, and for

stabilising a deep layer of soil having low permeability. These soils include orga

and inorganic silts and clay with low to moderate sensitivity, varved cohesive soi

decomposed peat. The vertical drains are particularly efficient where the clay lay
contain many thin horizontal sand or silt lenses (microlayers). However, if these

microlayers are continuous in the horizontal direction, the installation of vertic

drains may not be effective, since rapid drainage of the pore water out of the soi

layers may occur through the horizontal microlayers. In this case, wells for press
relief in the sand layer might be more appropriate.

1.3 Concept of Smear
The installation of vertical drains by means of a mandrel causes significant

remoulding of the subsoil especially in the immediate vicinity of the mandrel Thus
zone of smear will be developed with reduced permeability and increased

compressibility. Barron (1948) stated that if the drain wells are installed by dri

cased holes and then back-filling as the casing is withdrawn, the driving and pull

the casing will distort and remould the adjacent soil. In varved soils, the finer a
more impervious layers will be dragged down and smeared over the more pervious

layers, resulting in a zone of reduced permeability in the soil adjacent to the we
periphery. As remoulding retards the consolidation process of the subsoil, it has
considered in any theoretical solution. Barron (1948) suggested the concept of
reduced permeability, which is equivalent to lowering the overall value of the
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coefficient of consolidation. Hansbo (1979) also introduced a zone of smear in the
vicinity of the drain with a reduced value of permeability.
The combined effect of permeability and compressibility within the smear zone
brought a different behaviour from the undisturbed soil, hence, the prediction of the
behaviour of the soil stabilised with vertical drains cannot be m a d e accurately if the
effect of smear is ignored. Both Barron (1948) and Hansbo (1981) modelled the
smear zone by dividing the soil cylinder dewatered by the central drain into two
zones. T h e smear zone is the region in the immediate vicinity of the drain which is
disturbed, and the other zone is the intact or undisturbed region outside the smear
zone. O n o u e et al. (1991) introduced a three zone hypothesis defined by: plastic
smear zone in the immediate vicinity of the drain where the soil is highly remolded
during the process of installation of the drain, plastic zone where the permeability is
reduced moderately, and the undisturbed zone where the soil is not at all affected by
the process of drain installation. This three zone analysis was suggested after
extensive laboratory testing by Ting, et al. (1990). However, due to the complex
variation of permeability in the radial direction from the drain, the solution of the three
zone approach becomes increasingly difficult. For practical purposes, the two zone
approach is generally sufficient, as demonstrated later by numerical modelling, based
on this study.
In the finite element analysis, it is necessary to convert the axisymmetric
vertical drain model into a 2-D plane strain model. Several possible models are
published (Zeng et al., 1987; Sanchez and Sagaseta, 1990; Hird et aL, 1992, Bergado
and Long, 1994), where the cylindrical vertical drain is converted into a drain wall In
this study, the drain well is converted into a plane strain solution including smear,
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modifying Hansbo's (1981) solution. The extent of the smear zone and the reduction
of its permeability is studied using a large-scale, radial drainage consolidometer
(Indraratna and Redana, 1998). Hence, the effect of smear can be incorporated in a
2-D finite element analysis to obtain a more accurate prediction of the behaviour of
soft soil stabilised with vertical drains.
The utilisation of equation regarding smear remains unsatisfactory due to the
difficulties associated with estimating the coefficient of horizontal permeability of the
smear zone, k'h, and the extent (diameter) of the smear zone, d,. Available
measurements on embankments stabilised with vertical drains do not always provide
consistent values of k'h and d,. This inconsistency is further complicated by the
limitations of the existing methods for estimating the correct values of in-situ soil
properties before, during and after installation of vertical drains, as well as evaluating
the large number of parameters that affect the process of consolidation around vertical
drains. It has been suggested that pilot projects are the most appropriate for
estimating the correct parameters regarding vertical drains, where the effect of various
drain types, drain spacing and loading conditions on embankment with and without
vertical drains can be studied and compared. In this way, the parameters of vertical
drains can be back calculated using available methods, for instance, using the curve
fitting method proposed by Aboshi and M o n d e n (1963) and by Asaoka (1978).
However, in a site where there is no pilot project available, the design parameters can
be determined (estimated) on the basis of experience of preloading with vertical drains
under similar soil conditions. Later, in this study, the use of the large-scale radial
drainage consolidometer is demonstrated to quantify the magnitude of soil parameters
influencing the smear zone.
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1.4 Methods of Deformation Analysis
1.4.1 Analytical Analysis
Conventionally, the deformation of embankments and the subsoil has three

components: immediate or distortion settlement, consolidation or primary settlem
and secondary compression. The immediate or undrained deformation might be
calculated using various solutions (Giroud and Rebatel, 1971; Poulos and Davis,

1974). These elastic solutions have been popular due to their simplicity, althoug
sub-soil is often non-elastic.
The consolidation settlements are predicted by evaluating one dimensional

compression characteristics of an undisturbed sample in the laboratory oedometer

test. The state of stress within the soil layers can be estimated using Boussine

theory for a point load acting perpendicular to the surface. Newmark (1935) base

Boussinesq mathematical solution performed integration, and derived the solution

vertical stress under the corner of a uniformly loaded rectangular area. Osterbe
(1957) developed an influence chart of the stress due to embankment load by

integrating Boussinesq's equations. The rate of settlement can be predicted usin
Terzaghi's one dimensional consolidation theory (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967; Holtz
Kovacs, 1981). For embankments stabilised with vertical drains, the rate of

settlements can be predicted using Barron's (1948) or Hansbo's (1981) analytical
solutions.
Secondary compression is a continuation of the volume change beyond
primary consolidation, and usually occurs at a much slower rate. The secondary

compression is different from primary consolidation in that it takes place under

constant effective stress, or in other words, after all the excess pore pressure
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dissipated. Secondary compression might be predicted using the relationships given by
R a y m o n d and Wahls (1976), and Mesri and Godlewski (1977).

1.4.2 Numerical Analysis
Numerical techniques in Geotechnical engineering have been increasingly
employed due to the advance of computer applications. The main advantages of
numerical analysis (finite difference and finite element methods) are that the settlement
and stresses within the soil are coupled, and therefore, a more realistic soil behaviour
can be simulated. Finite difference method for vertical drains has been developed by
several researchers (Brenner and Prebaharan, 1983 and Onoue, 1988b). Out of these,
two techniques are generally k n o w n infinitedifference approach as "explicit" and
"implicit" solutions. A comparative study between these two methods concluded that
the implicit method provides a better numerical stability, although a set of
simultaneous equations needs to be solved at each time step (Desai and Christian,
1977).
The finite element technique is based on the discretization of a continuum into
a number of elements which are connected at nodal points. The deformation response
of each element is defined by element shape, the displacement variation within each
element and the constitutive model (stress-strain behaviour) employed to represent the
behaviour of the element. The advances in aeronautical engineering brought about the
idea of finite element analysis in early 1950s. Since that time, the stiffness matrices for
truss, beam, and other elements have been derived. Thefirstcomprehensive book on
finite elements was published in 1967 by Zienkiewicz and Cheung. Later the method
was extended to incorporate non-structural problems such as heat and fluid flow.
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Today, the rapid development of sophisticated software and the significant fall in the
price of computer hardware have brought thefiniteelement method within easy reach
of engineers working even in small industries, or at individual levels.

1.5 Objectives and Scope of Study
The primary objectives of this study were to examine the effect of smear due
to the installation of vertical drains in soft ground. The extent of the smear zone was
determined by conducting several large-scale consolidometer tests in the laboratory.
A n analytical model was developed to represent the effect of smear in 2-D finite
element analysis. The settlements observed in laboratory tests were compared with the
settlements predicted by Baron's theory as well as by the finite element computer
program CRISP, incorporating the critical state theory in soil mechanics. Various
case studies on vertical drains were analysed to verify the analytical model. This study
includes the performance of vertical drains installed underneath embankments built on
soft clay foundations in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.
Various tests in the laboratory have been conducted to model the smear effect
around vertical drains. Based on the laboratory findings, the smear zone can be
quantified and then incorporated in thefiniteelement analysis. This study resulted in
the development of a n e w analytical model to represent the effect of smear on the
performance of drains. In more detail, the scope of this study is as follows.

1.5.1 Compressibility and Permeability Tests
These tests were conducted to determine the variation of compressibility,
vertical and horizontal permeability of the soil close to and away from the central
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drain, in a large, radial drainage consolidometer. The apparatus can accommodate 450
m m diameter samples, upto 950 m m in height. The permeability was indirectly
measured using a conventional (50 m m dia) oedometer apparatus on samples
recovered from the large-scale consolidometer, and subsequently analysed using
Terzaghi's one dimensional theory. B y measuring the samples recovered at a known
radial distance surrounding the centrally inserted drain in the large-scale
consolidometer, the extent and the variation of the permeability inside and outside the
smear zone could be determined.

1.5.2 Radial Drainage Consolidation Tests
The soil sample (450 m m diameter) placed in the large-scale consolidometer
was loaded to measure the settlement and pore water pressure response of the soft
clay. Both sand drains and Prefabricated Vertical drains ( P V D ) were installed in the
centre of the soil specimen and tested, for different drain diameters. The sand drains
were lightly compacted to represent Sand Compaction Piles (SCP), as used in the
field.

1.5.3 Analytical Solution of Plane Strain Vertical Drain
A plane strain model was developed to enable the execution of a 2-D finite
element analysis. In this exercise, the classical analytical solution of vertical drains
(Hansbo, 1981) has been converted to 2-D plane strain model. The settlement of the
soft clay tested in the large-scale radial drainage consolidometer was analysed using
this n e w plane strain solution easily incorporated in the finite element code C R I S P
(Britto and Gunn, 1987), through self-made computer subroutines.
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1.5.4 Application of the Model
The model proposed in this study has been applied to several embankments
built on soft clay stabilised with vertical drains founded in Thailand, Malaysia and
Indonesia. T h e settlements and pore water pressure responses of the soft clay
foundations

were

determined, and

subsequently

compared

with

the field

measurements.

1.6 Organisation of The Thesis
In this Chapter 1, a brief introduction was presented where the concept of
smear, the aim and the scope of the present research were highlighted. The following
Chapter 2 presents a review of pertinent literature associated with the present work.
The present theories of vertical drains, the relevant laboratory tests to measure the
coefficient of consolidation and permeability inside and outside smear zone, and the
analysis of embankments stabilised with vertical drains are reviewed in detail.
Chapter 3 presents the theoretical background and the details of the
mathematical formulation developed in this study. Several methods have been
proposed to convert the vertical drain well into a vertical wall, and these models have
been reviewed briefly. The proposed plane strain model incorporating smear and well
resistance by modifying Hansbo's theory of vertical drains isfinallypresented in detail
towards the final section of Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 presents the laboratory research and a detailed discussion of the
research findings. T h e details of the large-scale, radial drainage consolidometer and
the arrangement of instrumentation to monitor the settlement and pore water pressure
are explained in this chapter. The procedure of the laboratory test to detect smear
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around vertical sand compaction pile and prefabricated vertical band drain is also

explained. The settlement response of the soil with vertical drains tested in the l

scale equipment is predicted using the proposed plane strain analysis as previously
mentioned in Chapter 3.
Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 present the application of the model to several

embankments stabilised with vertical drains in Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand. Th
settlement of these embankments is predicted using the plane strain model
incorporated in the finite element code, where both single drain and multi-drain
analyses are carried out. In multi-drain analysis, settlement, pore water pressure
lateral deformation at any point beneath the embankments can be predicted. The

single drain analysis, however, is restricted only to predict the settlement and po
water pressure beneath the centreline of the embankments. The advantage of the

single drain analysis is due to its simplicity and the ability to provide acceptabl
predictions, for near-symmetrical geometries.
Conclusions of the present research and recommendations for further studies
are summarised in Chapter 9, followed by Bibliography and the list of Appendices.

CHAPTER 2—LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 History and Development
In the past three decades, sand compaction piles and prefabricated vertical

drains have been used extensively for the purpose of soft ground improvement. Sa

drains were first used in practice in and around 1920's. The first comprehensive

laboratory and field tests have been conducted in 1933 by the California Divisi
Highways. In Japan, during 1940's the behaviour of vertical sand drains was not

understood, in that the bearing capacity of foundations after installation of s

was considered to provide sufficient reinforcement, hence, the full load was pla

the foundation too quickly resulting in frequent foundation failure (Aboshi, 1992
In 1956, the method of sand compaction piles was developed in which the

vertical sand drains were compacted during installation (Aboshi, 1992). After sa

was poured into the pipe (casing), it was withdrawn part-way and again driven do
to compact the sand column and enlarge its diameter. Although no effect of

densification was expected in clayey soils, these sand columns behaved as if the

piles in soft ground, thereby carrying a greater load. At the same time, they al

worked as vertical drains to accelerate consolidation of clayey ground, by rapi
pressure dissipation.
Since 1940, prefabricated band shape drains and Kjellman cardboard wick

drains have been introduced in ground improvement. Subsequently, several types o
prefabricated band drains were developed such as: Geodrain (Sweden), Alidrain

(England), Mebradrain (Netherlands) etc. Basically, the prefabricated band drain

compose of a plastic core with a longitudinal channel wick functioning as a drai
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a sleeve of paper or fibrous material as afilterprotecting the core. The size of the
band drains is usually 3.5 m m by 100 m m , or in that order.
T h e basic theory of radial consolidation around a vertical sand drain system is
an extension of Terzaghi's (1925) one-dimensional consolidation theory. Since it is
obvious that the coefficient of consolidation in the horizontal direction is m u c h higher
than that in the vertical direction, and that the vertical drains reduce the drainage path
considerably in the radial direction, the effectiveness of vertical drains in accelerating
the rate of consolidation and improving the strength of soft soil is remarkably
improved. T h e theory of vertical drain was probablyfirstsolved by Kjellman (1948).
His solution based on equal vertical strain hypothesis, was developed on the
assumption that horizontal sections remain horizontal throughout the consolidation
process. However, Barron (1948) presented the most comprehensive solution to the
problem of radial consolidation by drain wells. H e studied the two extreme cases of
free strain and equal strain and showed that the average consolidation obtained in
these cases is nearly the same. T h e 'free strain hypothesis' assumes that the load is
uniform over a circular zone of influence for each vertical drain and that the
differential settlements occurring over this zone have no effect on the redistribution of
stresses by arching of thefillload. T h e 'equal vertical strain hypothesis' on the other
hand, assumes that arching occurs in the upper layer during the consolidation process
without any differential settlement in the clay layer. T h e arching effect implies a more
or less rigid boundary at the surface of the soil layer being consolidated with vertical
drains. It means that the vertical strain is uniform in the horizontal section of the soil.
Barron (1948) also considered the influence of well resistance and smear on
the consolidation process due to vertical well drains. Takagi (1957) extended
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Barron's solution to incorporate a variable rate of loading, whereas Richart (1959)
presented a convenient design chart for the effect of smear, where the influence of
variable void ratio was also considered. Hansbo (1960) presented a solution by
pointing out that the Darcy's law m a y not be valid when the hydraulic gradient is in
the range of magnitudes prevailing during most consolidation processes in practice.
However, in this equal strain solution, the effect of smear and well resistance were not
considered. Later, a simplified solution to the problem of smear and well resistance
was proposed by Hansbo (1979, 1981), giving results almost identical with those
given by Barron (1948) and Yoshikuni and Nakanodo (1974). Onoue (1988b)
presented a rigorous solution based on the free strain hypothesis. In this study, the
solution proposed by Barron (1948) and Hansbo (1981) were compared with the
rigorous solution. It was revealed that all of these solutions provide a similar
accuracy, once the secondary terms were ignored in the rigorous solution.

2.2 Axisymmetric Analytical Analysis of Vertical Drains
2.2.1 Equal Vertical Strain Hypothesis (Barron, 1948)
Conventional procedure for predicting radial consolidation was first
introduced by Barron (1948). This procedure was based on the extension of the
theory of consolidation initially presented by Terzaghi (1925). Barron's solution is
based on the following assumptions: (a) all vertical loads are initially carried by excess
pore water pressure, u, which means that the soil is saturated, (b) the applied load is
assumed to be uniformly distributed and all compressive strain within the soil occurs
in the vertical direction, (c) the zone of influence of the drain is assumed to be circular
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and axisymmetric, (d) permeability of the drain is infinite in comparison with that
the soil, and (e) Darcy's law is valid.
Barron (1948) developed the exact (rigorous) solution of vertical drain based
on 'free strain hypothesis' and an approximate solution based on 'equal strain

hypothesis'. The rigorous solution based on the free strain assumption utilised Bes

function of zero and first order, which are not presented here. The difference in t
predicted pore water pressure calculated using the free strain and equal strain
assumptions are shown to be very small Therefore, the approximate solution based

on the 'equal strain hypothesis' gives satisfactory results compared to the rigorou
free strain hypothesis.
The schematic illustration of a soil cylinder with a central vertical drain is

given in Fig. 2.1, in which the radius of the drain is rw, the radius of smear zone

the radius of soil cylinder is R and / is the length of the drain installed into th

ground. The coefficient of permeability in the vertical and horizontal directions a

and kh, respectively and k'h is the coefficient permeability in the smear zone. The
dimensional consolidation of radial drainage (Barron, 1948) is given by:
du

( 2

d u i_ay

d u

dt = c ydz2 j

+ ch

ydr2

r dr j

(2.1)

where t is the time elapsed after the load is applied, u is the excess pore water
pressure at radius r and at depth z.
For radial flow only, the above equation becomes:
du

f 2

du

Idu\

=C " £ X + ~ X
¥*
Kor

(2 2)

-

r ory

The solution of the excess pore pressure for radial flow only, ur of the above
equation based on "equal strain" assumption is given by:

4u
"r =

D2F(n)

(
2

R ln —

\

-2

-2

r -r.

(2.3)

where, D is the diameter of soil cylinder, the drain spacing factor, F(n), is given by:
n2 3n2-l
F(n)

=—iln(n)-^r

v
where, n = — is drain spacing ratio, and the average excess pore water pressure

given by u( =uav) = u0 ex[

-8Th
F(n)

Drain
Smear zone

Figure 2.1. Schematic of soil cylinder with vertical drain.
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The average degree of consolidation, Uh, in the soil body is given by:

8T
F(n)

Uh -I-exi

(2.4)

where the time factor Tf, is defined as:

The coefficient of radial drainage consolidation, cfc, is represented by
kh(l + e)
cfc =

flv7„

where yw is unit weight of water and av is the coefficient of compressibility of the soil,
e is the void ratio, and h is the horizontal permeability of the soil.

Solution with Peripheral Smear
The solution of Eq. (2.2) taking account of smear effect is given by:

ur=ur—

r
In—

r2-r2
2R'

kh

K

f 2

2\

n -s
n

(2.5)

Ins

where the smear factor v is given by:
n2-s2 . n
ln
v = F(n,s,kh,k'h) =
n

3

l-7+77+Tv

-8Th

u(=uav)=u0exf

(

2

n -s
n

2

ins and

(2.6)

(2.7)

In the above expression, s is the extent factor of the smear zone with respect to the
size of the drain and is given by: s = rjrw.
The average degree of consolidation including smear is now given by:
8T
Uh -1-exp
>, v

(2.8)
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Curves of average radial excess pore water pressure, ur, and average degree of

consolidation, Uh (purely radial flow) versus time factor Th for various value
shown in Fig. 2.2. The average degree of consolidation, U

v

due to vertical flo

versus time factor Tv is also indicated.
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Figure 2.2. Average consolidation rates a) for vertical flow b) for radial flow
(after Barron, 1948).

2.2.2 Rigorous Solution (Yoshikuni and Nakanodo, 1974)
Yoshikuni and Nakanodo (1974) developed a rigorous solution of the

consolidation with vertical drains based on the 'free strain hypothesis'. This

solution is very long, hence not included here. However, a summary of the gove

equations is given below. In this solution, only the effect of well resistance
but the effect of smear is not taken into consideration. The consolidation of
cylinder with vertical drain at radius r = rw and at depth z is given by:

f^2 \ 2 kjdu^
o 2u
= 0

[dz

r k ydrj

(2-9)
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where kw is the permeability of the drain.
In general form, the average degree of consolidation, U , is given by:
—•
Vh(Th) =

f—8T
^
l-exp\-^+0.8L

(2.10)

where the factor of well resistance, L, is presented by:

L=

32 kh[Ht

v

8khH]

j

7lqw

2

n kAd
w \u»

(2.11)

In the above, Hd is the maximum flow path in the drain, and qw is the discharge
capacity of the vertical drains.

2.2.3 Approximate Equal Strain Solution (Hansbo, 1981)

Hansbo (1981) derived an approximate solution for vertical drain based on th

'equal strain hypothesis' and taking both smear and well resistance into co
The general concept of this solution is the same as illustrated previously
(Section 2.2.1). By applying Darcy's law, the rate of flow of internal pore
radial direction can be estimated. The total flow of water from the slice,

drain, dQi, is equal to the change of flow of water from the surrounding soi

which is proportional to the change of volume of the soil mass. Further det

derivation of the governing equation in plane strain are discussed later in

The average degree of consolidation, U, of the soU cylinder with vertical d
given by:

77 i

1 EL

(2.12)

U>=l-exp\-—
kh/k'h-l
k \
k
111 = In - -f
H- ln(s)-075+nz(2l-z)—1
(k /kf )(n/sn
(

V;

h

h
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Or, in simplified form:

,.£)
A

r-77k^

ykh J

bn(s)-075+nz(2l-z)-L
qw

(2.13)

The effect of smear only is given by:

fi = bi —
Vs >

j*r fn(s)-075

(2.14)

The effect of well resistance only is given by:
H~ln(n)-075+)Tz(2l-z)—

(2.15)

If both smear and well resistance are ignored, this parameter becomes,
AZ = ln(n)-0.75 (2.16)

Hansbo (1981) illustrated that the difference of results given by Eqs. (2.1

and the corresponding results obtained by Eq.(2.10) according to Yoshikuni
Nakanodo (1974) is negligible (Table 2.1). In practice, Eq. (2.13) can be
evaluate the effect of well resistance and smear for any values of n>5.

Table 2.1. Average degree of consolidation in % at bottom of drain wells
according to Yoshikuni (Y) and Hansbo (H)
5
3
0.5
0
L
H
Y
H
Y
Y
H
H
Y
Th
1.4
0.6
3.5
3.0
4.0
6.5
0.01
1.9
0.6
2.8
1.7
6.7
6.0
7.8
10.6
0.02
4.8
2.8
6.8
5.2
14.9
14.3
18.3
20.7
0.05
9.4
6.4
13.2
11.0
26.8
26.6
33.2
34.9
0.1
17.8
13.8
24.6
21.7
55.4 46.0 46.0
0.2
56.1
38.8
34.6
50.7
78.4
78.4 48.4
86.7
86.5
0.5
62.6
61.1
75.7
75.5
95.5
95.5
98.2
98.1
1
86.0
86.3
94.1
94.9
99.8
99.8
2
L is the we11 resistance factor according to Yoshikuni (Eq. 2.11)
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2.2.4 A Method (Hansbo, 1979 and 1997)
The classical theory of consolidation of vertical drains (Barron, 1948) and

which was later extended by several authors (Kjellman, 1948; Hansbo, 1979, 1

Yoshikuni and Nakanodo, 1974; Onoue, 1988a) are all based on the validity of

Darcy's law. In the consolidation process, however, the permeability is subj

gradual reduction. The pore water flow velocity, v caused by a hydraulic gra

might be deviated from the original Darcy's law v = k i, where under a thres

gradients below which no flow takes place, the rate of flow is then given by
k (i - i0). The following relations were proposed:
v = «" for i < it
v = k(i-i0) for i>i.
where i. = , ' A and K = (nlil~n) k
(n-1)
In order to study the effect of the non-Darcian flow, Hansbo (1979, 1997)

proposed an alternative consolidation equation which is supported by the fu

field test at Sfca-Edeby, Sweden. The average degree of consolidation is th

given in Eq. 2.4. The time required to reach a certain average degree of co
including smear effect is given by:
aD2(DY^1
(2.17)
t=
X K Uo J

(

—L

\

j

K M
where the coefficient of consolidation X is given by - f — , M=i/mv=oedometer
/ tv

modulus, D is the diameter of the influence zone of the drain, d, is the di
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smear zone, n=D/dw, dw is the diameter of the drain, u0 is the initial average excess

n2npn
pore water pressure, a is

P = 3n-l

4(n-l)

n-1
n(3n-l)(5n-l)

and

n+l

(n-lf
2

2n (5n-l

)(7n-l)

(„

-s—i
2n LV*.

J-

W h e n n-»l Eqn. (2.17) yields the same result as the average degree of consolidation

given by Eqn. (2.4) provided that well resistance is ignored and assuming X=Ch
Kh/K=kh/k3.

2.2.5 Rigorous Solution (Onoue, 1988b)
Onoue (1988b) presented a rigorous solution for consolidation with vertical

drains based on the 'free strain hypothesis', where both well resistance and s

effect were taken into consideration. In this rigorous solution, the compress

the soil inside and outside the disturbed smear zone was considered to be dif

contrast, Barron (1948) assumed the soil in the smear zone to be incompressib
Hansbo (1981) assumed the soil in the smear zone to be compressible. However,

compressibility was assumed to be the same as that of the soil in the undistur
region.
The derivation of the rigorous solution (Onoue, 1988b) is based on Biot

(1941) three dimensional consolidation theory. The soil cylinder is the same a
in Fig. 2.1 with the two zone analysis, however, the ratio of the reduction in
compressibility in the smear and undisturbed zone is denoted by £ = . Several
"hs
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important findings are obtained from this rigorous solution. The difference in

compressibility between the soil in the smear zone and the intact zone has negligibl
contribution to the delay of the consolidation process. Based on field observation,

vertical displacement of sand drains is the same as that of the clay soil around the
drains, therefore, the radius of the drain well is considered to vary with time.

However, as the effect of variable drain well radius is rather complex to analyse, a
constant value of rw is adopted in Onoue's solution to study the smear effect. The
change in the permeability ratio, 77 = -— performs approximately the same role as
k/>
re
the change in the spacing ratio, N = — , where re = R which is the effective radius
of influence of the vertical drain.
The rate of consolidation given by Hansbo's and Yoshikuni's approximate

solutions are examined in detail and compared with the rigorous solutions as shown i

Fig. 2.3. The curves are developed for values of L (well resistance factor), N (chan

in spacing ratio), S (radius ratio of smear zone, S = r/rw) and e equal to 0.5, 5, 1

and 1, respectively. It can be concluded that Hansbo's solution can provide the same
accuracy as the rigorous solution, except for the initial stage of consolidation.
Yoshikuni's rigorous solution, however, gives the lowest rate of consolidation,
especially when the permeability reduction ratio due to disturbance, T| is equal to
However, towards the later stage of consolidation, both Hansbo's and Yoshikuni's
solutions coincide well with the rigorous solution proposed by Onoue (1988b).
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Figure 2.3. Comparison of the degree of consolidation between Hansbo, Onoue and
Yoshikuni solutions (after Onoue, 1988b).

2.3 Evaluation of Design Parameters
The application of the equation of consolidation with vertical drains requires

an evaluation of soil properties including the vertical and horizontal coefficient
permeability and coefficient of consolidation. In common practice, the vertical

coefficient of consolidation (cv) is estimated from the results of standard oedome

testing. Hence, the value of the horizontal coefficient of consolidation (eh) is e

by assuming an appropriate ratio of ct/cv. The parameters of the smear zone is mor
complicated to estimate. The available theoretical and empirical solutions cannot
provide satisfactory and consistent estimates of these parameters.

2.3.1 Vertical Coefficient of Consolidation (cv) and Coefficient of Permeability (
The coefficient of consolidation can be obtained from the standard oedometer
tests. B y using Terzaghi's one dimensional theory, cv can be estimated as:
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W

cv=-r—

(2.18)

where 7/ is the time factor. For example, for the case of double drainage, Tso = 0

and T90 = 0.848. u is the corresponding time for Tt, and is usually obtained by us
curve fitting methods such as: Taylor's Vf method (1948), and Cassagrande's log t
method (1936). Hd is the average length of the longest drainage path during

consolidation for a given load increment. For double drainage (drainage on both si
of the sample), the average drainage path length is half of the specimen height.
The coefficient of vertical permeability of the soil can be indirectly estimated
from the results of oedometer test. The relevant relationship is given by:
c y a
^dbLJL
l + e0

( 2.19)

where, av is the coefficient of compressibility which is denoted by av = ~ /^a, •

Ac is the change of void ratio of the sample for a given load increment Acr'v, and
the initial void ratio of the sample.
In order to permit changes of soil permeability during the consolidation
process, Taylor (1948) suggested the following relationship:

logk^logK-y^- (2.20)
^k

where, kD and ea are the initial values of permeability and void ratio, respective
Ck is the permeability change index. Tavenas et al. (1983b) suggested that Ck= 0.5

2.3.2 Horizontal Coefficient of Consolidation (ch) and Coefficient of Permeabilit
The coefficient of consolidation for horizontal drainage, ch, is usually
estimated from the relationship:
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k ^

c fc =

(2.21)

The ratio of kk/kv is approximately given based on the type of soil in which the drains

are installed. For instance, for clay with discontinuous lenses and layers, kh/kv = 1
1.5. For sedimentary clays with occasional silt and silty lenses, kh/kv = 2 to 5. In

smear zone, kh/kv ratio is approximately taken to be unity. Various methods have been
introduced to measure the value of h, and these methods will be discussed later in
Section 2.4.

2.3.3 Drains Properties
2.3.3.1 Equivalent diameter for band-shaped drains
The conventional theory of consolidation with vertical drains assumes that the

vertical drains are circular in cross-section. Therefore, a band-shaped drain needs t
be converted to an equivalent circular diameter, which implies that the equivalent

diameter of a circular drain has the same theoretical radial drainage capacity as the

band-shaped drain. Kjellman (1948) stated that "the draining effect of a drain depend

to a great extent upon the circumference of its cross-section, but very little upon i
cross-sectional area". Based on Kjellman's consideration, Hansbo (1981) introduced
the equivalent diameter for a prefabricated band-shaped drain, as given by:

d,=^lR (2.22)
Tt

Another study (Rixner et al., 1986) suggested that the more appropriate dw is
given by the less complex relationship:
d„=^ (2.23)
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Pradhan et aL (1993) suggested that the equivalent diameter of band-shaped
drains should be estimated by considering the flownet around the soil cylinder of
diameter de (Fig. 2.4). The mean square distance of their flownet is calculated as:
_2 1 , i 1 7 2a ,
d +

' ~4 - l2*-7Td-

(2 24a)

-

Then, dw=de-2^(j2) + b (2.24b)
Equivalent diameter
. 2(a + b)
w

dww =-

It

(a + b )
2

1
_b

t
\

^

^

\

/

. Assumed water flownet
(Pradhan etal, 1993)

de
Figure 2.4. Equivalent diameter of band-shaped vertical drain.

Based on finite element studies and by comparing the equivalent band shaped
drains diameter represented by equations 2.22 and 2.23, it was found that the
equivalent diameter given by Eq. 2.22 should be reduced by 20 percent. It was
suggested by Rixner et al (1986) that the use of Equation 2.23 is more appropriate
than Eqn. 2.22.

2.3.3.2 Filter and apparent opening size (AOS)
The drain material (sand drain) and the filter jacket of PVD have to perform
two basic but contrasting requirements, which are retaining the soil particles and
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the same time allowing the pore water to pass through. The general guideline of the
drain permeability is given by:
kfilter > 2 k,0u (2.25)

An effective filtration can minimise soil particles from moving through the filter. A
commonly employed filtration requirement is given by:
— <3 (2.26)
D

where, AOS, O95 indicates the approximate largest particle that would effectively pa
through the filter. Sieving is done using glass bead of successively larger diameter

until 5% pass through the filter and this size in millimeters defines the AOS, O95 b
on ASTM D 4751 (ASTM, 1993). This apparent opening size (AOS) is usually taken
to be less than 90 microns based on Eq. 2.26. D8s indicates the diameter of clay
particles corresponding to 85% passing.
The retention ability of the filter is given by:
<24

(2.27)

Dso
Filter material can also become clogged if the soil particles become trapped within the

filter fabric structure. Clogging is prevented by ensuring that (Christopher and Hol
1985):
095
7>3
(2.28)
D15

2.3.3.3 Discharge capacity
The discharge capacity of the prefabricated vertical drain is required to analyse
the drain (well) resistance factor. However, well resistance factor is always less
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significant than the drain spacing and disturbance (smear effect). In order to measure

the discharge capacity of drains, it is required to simulate as closely as possible the

conditions in the field. In this case, the discharge capacity will be a function of the

volume of the core or the drain channel, the lateral earth pressure acting on the drain

possible folding, bending and twisting of the drain due to large settlement, infiltrat

of fine soil particles through the filter, and the biological and chemical degradation.
Incorporating the above factors, the actual discharge capacity, q*, is then given by:
qw=(Ft)(Fc)(Ffc)qnq (2.29)
where F,, Fc and F/c are the influence factors due to time, drain deformation and
clogging, respectively. qreq is the theoretical discharge capacity calculated from
Barron's theory of consolidation, which is given by:
efUwlnch
g~,=

^

(2-30)

where, Ef is the final settlement of the soft soil equivalent to 25% of the length of t

drain installed to the soft ground, Uw is the 10 percent degree of consolidation, / is

the depth of the vertical drain, Ch is horizontal coefficient of consolidation and Th i
the time factor for horizontal (lateral) consolidation.
From laboratory tests, the influence factor of time, F,, has been estimated to
be less than 1.2, and it is usually conservatively taken to be 1.25. The reduction of
discharge capacity under the worst condition of bending, folding and twisting has
been suggested to be about 48%, which gives an influence factor of deformation, Fc

of about 2. The filtration tests show that the trapped fine soil particles decrease th
permeability of the PVD, and in turn decrease the PVD discharge capacity. This
deterioration is complicated by the biological and chemical growth in the geotextile
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filter. F r o m filtration tests, the value of Ffc is suggested to vary between 2.8 and 4.2
with an average of about 3.5. After considering all the worst conditions that m a y
occur in the field, the discharge capacity, qw of the P V D could be as high as 500-800
m /year, but reduced to 100-300 m /year where the hydraulic gradient is unity under
elevated lateral pressure (Rixner et al., 1986).
The discharge capacity of various types of drains is shown in Fig. 2.5, where
the discharge capacity is influenced by lateral confining pressure. It is also suggested,
in lieu of laboratory test data, discharge capacity can be conservatively assumed to be
100 m3/year. Hansbo (1981) based on laboratory test results suggested a m u c h
smaller discharge capacity of drains as summarised in Table 2.2 compared to those
given in Fig. 2.5.
Holtz et al (1991) reported that the discharge capacity of prefabricated
vertical drains can vary from 100-800 m3/year. The discharge capacity of P V D is a
function of its filter permeability, core volume or cross section area, lateral confining
pressure, drain stiffness controlling its deformation characteristics, among other
factors (Hansbo, 1979; Holtz et al. 1991). For long vertical drains that are vulnerable
to well resistance, Hansbo (1981) and Holtz et al. (1988, 1991) pointed out that in the
field, the actual reduction of the discharge capacity can be attributed to: (a) reduced
flow in drain core due to increased lateral earth pressure, (b) folding and crimping of
drain due to excessive settlements, and (c) infiltration of fine silt or clay particles
through the filter (siltation).
Based on a number of experimental studies, Holtz et al. (1988) concluded that
as long as the initial discharge capacity of P V D exceeds 100-150 m3/year, some
reduction in discharge capacity due to installation should not seriously influence the
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consolidation rates. However, discharge capacity qw can fall below this desired

minimum value due to the three reasons mentioned earlier. For certain types of PVD,

affected by significant vertical compression and high lateral pressure, qw values m
reduced to 25-100 mVyear (Holtz et al, 1991). Clearly, the 'clogged' drains are
associated with qw values approaching zero.
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Figure 2.5. Typical values of vertical discharge capacity (after Rixner et al., 1986).

Table 2.2. Short-term discharge capacity, in mVyear, of eight band drains measured in
laboratory (Hansbo, 1981)

Drain type
Geodrain
Other drain types

40
26
21
24
15
10
21
-

19

Lateral pressure in kPa
80
250
20
20
20
18
22
14

14
5
19
17
17

14
1
17
13
9

500
16
10
12
13
clogged
15
12
4
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2.3.3.4 Discharge capacity testing.
S o m e researchers have developed several test methods and equipment for the
purpose of measuring discharge capacity of vertical drain. Hansbo (1983) proposed a
strip of P V D , 500 m m in length, enclosed by a film of polyethylene and placed
between two steel plates, in order to measure the P V D discharge capacity. A n
external pressure of 300 kPa was applied against the plates and the volume of water
discharged through the drain could be quantified. A conventional triaxial cell can also
be utilised where a soil sample of 50 m m in diameter and 100 m m high is split axially
into two equal parts, and the P V D is placed between two halves of the sample. The
sample is then subjected to a lateral consolidation pressure, after consolidation, the
discharge capacity can be quantified.
A comprehensive study was undertaken by the Regional Laboratory of
Bordeaux, France in order to clarify the discrepancies inherent among different testing
methods of discharge capacity of vertical drains. For this test, triaxial chambers were
adapted where lateral confining pressure was varied between 0 and 500 kPa for 150
m m long P V D samples confined with and without soil media. It is evident from this
test that the confining media affected the measured value of discharge capacity.
Thereafter, the procedures of measuring discharge capacity of drains basically can be
divided into two groups: those with lateral pressures transmitted by means of soil and
those using non-soil media.
The discharge capacity testing using soil medium might be more closely
related to in-situ conditions. However, it should be recognised that only rough
approximations are possible due to the effects of installation of the drain and isotropic
in-situ conditions. The non-soil techniques, on the other hand, offer a considerable
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advantage especially if the objective is to compare the performance of several drains
rather than drain-soil interface. These techniques are less time consuming and offer a
better control of variables (eg. intrusion of jacket) and the ability to obtain
reproducible results. A testing apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.6, where the discharge
capacity of PVD is tested using de-aired water under pressure interface media. A thin
latex membrane is used to envelope the PVD sample, and the lateral pressure is varied
to reflect the in-situ situation.
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Figure 2. 6. Schematic of discharge capacity test apparatus.

2.3.4 Disturbed (Smear) Soil Zone
Vertical drains are usually installed using a mandrel which is driven into the
soil using installation equipment. The installation procedure results in shear strain
accompanied by increase in total stress and pore water pressure, apart from the
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displacement of the soil surrounding the mandrel The degree of disturbance depends
on several factors:

2.3.4.1 Mandrel size and shape
Generally disturbance increases with larger total mandrel cross sectional area.
The mandrel size should be as close as possible to that of the drain to minimise
displacement. Akagi (1977, 1981), while working on the effect of mandrel driven
drains on soft clays, observed that w h e n a closed-end mandrel is driven into a
saturated clay, the clay will suffer large excess pore water pressure, associated with
ground heave and lateral displacement. The strength and coefficient of consolidation
of the surrounding soil can then decrease considerably. However, the excess pore
pressure dissipated rapidly, followed by consolidation process after installation of the
mandrel or before the fill is placed. Bergado et al. (1991) reported from afieldtest of
an embankment stabilised with vertical drains in Bangkok soft clay, that a faster rate
of settlements takes place in the area where the drains were installed using a smaller
mandrel area rather than a larger mandrel area. This verifies that a smaller smear zone
was developed in the former.

2.3.4.2 Soil macrofabric
For soil with pronounced macrofabric, the ratio kh/kv can be very high,
whereas the k/Av ratio becomes unity within the disturbed (smear) zone. T h e vertical
drains are particularly efficient where the clay layers contain m a n y thin horizontal sand
or silt lenses (microlayers). However, if these microlayers are continuous in the
horizontal direction, the installation of vertical drains m a y not be effective, since rapid
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drainage of the pore water out of the soil layers may occur whether the drains are
installed or not.

2.3.4.3 Installation procedure
Basically, two different methods of installation of vertical drains are available,
namely, dynamic and static. In the dynamic method of installation, the mandrel is
driven into the ground using either a vibrating hammer or a conventional drop
hammer. In the static procedure, the mandrel is pushed into the soil by means of a

static force. Static pushing is preferable to drive the mandrel into the ground, beca
the dynamic methods seem to create a higher excess pore water pressure during

installation. A greater disturbance of the soil can be created by buckling or wobblin
of the mandrel during installation of the drain.
Jamiolkowski and Lancellota (1981) suggested that the smear zone is given by
d,=(5to6)rm (2.31)

where rm is the radius of a circle with an area equal to the mandrel's greatest cross

sectional area, or the cross-sectional area of the anchor or tip, which ever is great

For design purposes, it is currently assumed that within the disturbed zone, complete
soil remoulding occurs.
Evaluation of the effect of installation on the degree of disturbance is a very
complex matter in soil mechanics. Equation (2.31) provides only a very simple
approach for accounting for disturbance. Baligh (1985) developed a strain path

method to estimate the disturbance caused during the installation of piles. The state
strain during undrained axisymmetric penetration of closed end piles have three

deviatoric strain components, Ei, E2 and E3. Ei is the shearing strain in a convention
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triaxial test, E2 is the strain from pressuremeter tests (cylindrical cavity expans
tests) and E3 is the strain from simple shear tests. The second deviatoric strain
invariant, the octahedral strain, yocl, is then given by:

7ot,=-^lEf + E2 + E23Y

(2.32)

Figure 2.7 shows the theoretical distribution of octahedral shear strain (yoc) with radial
distance from a circular mandrel At the distance d, (smear zone), the estimated
theoretical strain is approximately 5%, based on Eq. 2.32.
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M a x i m u m undrained
Shear strain, Ym»x (*)

Figure 2.7. Approximation of the smear zone around the mandrel.

2.3.5 Drain Influence Zone
Vertical drains are commonly installed in square or triangular patterns (Fig.

2.8). As illustrated in Fig. 2.8, the influence zone (D) is a controlled variable,
is a function of the drain spacing (S) as given by:
D = 1.13 5 for drains installed in a square pattern, and

(2.33a)

D = 1.05 S for drains installed in a triangular pattern.

(2.33b)
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A square pattern of drains may be easier to lay out and control during installat

the field, however, a triangular pattern is usually preferred since it provides
uniform consolidation between drains than the square pattern.

D=1.13S
Square pattern

D = 1.05S
Triangular pattern

Figure 2.8. Plan of drain well pattern and zone of influence of each well.

2.4 Methods for Obtaining Coefficient of Consolidation with Radial Drainage
2.4.1 Curve Fitting Methods
2.4.1.1 Log U vs t approach
Aboshi and Monden (1963) presented a curve fitting method using log U and

linear t. This method is developed by taking 'log' on both sides of Barron's sol
(Eq. 2.4) which results in the following expression:

Tk=-^fbil-U) (2-34)

The above equation represents the theoretical time factor for radial consolidat

perfect drains without considering the effect of smear. The coefficient of radia

consolidation ch is determined by plotting the logarithm of the average degree o
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consolidation against the linear consolidation time (log U vs Th), where a linear slope
provides the Ch value (Fig. 2.9).

c/ = -M%)
P.

80 h

250
—

[sec/cm2)

•*"

p = Settlement
Figure 2.9. Aboshi and Monden (1963) method for determining c*.

In order to include the effect of smear, 'log' is taken on both sides of Eq.
(2.8), which yields a n e w time factor Th as given by:
(2.35)

Th=--ln(l-U)
8
B y substituting ch =

M

yields,

D2vHdln(l-U)
cA=-

8

(2.36)

</f

By using Eq. (2.8) the coefficient of radial drainage consolidation Ch can be def

from the slope of log U-t curve with settlement data. The pore water pressure dat
can also be plotted other than settlement, in this method.
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2.4.1.2 Plotting settlement data (Asaoka, 1978)
Asaoka (1978) developed a method where a series of settlements (pi, pw,
pi, Pi+i etc) which are observed at constant time interval are plotted

2.10. The coefficient of radial drainage consolidation in this method i
Barron's (1948) solution which is given by:
D2vlnP
c, = 8

(2.37)

At

where, v is expressed in Eq. (2.6), p is the slope of the line formed by the observed

displacement data, and At is the time interval between observations. To

average coefficient of consolidation, v (smear factor) is replaced by d
factor, F(n) as expressed in Eq. (2.3) which gives:
D2F(n)lnP
c* =
8

(2.38)

At

•

-

dPn-l

Pn -

+/' y

i

i

,

i

Pn-l
Figure 2.10. Asaoka (1978) method to determine a.
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2.4.2 Experimental Approach
2.4.2.1 Radial drainage oedometer for laminated clays (Shields and R o w e , 1965)
The apparatus used in this test is shown in Fig. 2.11, where the diameter of the
sample varies between 3 and 20 inches and the thicknesses varies between 1 and 2
inches. The load is applied by means of hydraulic pressure acting across a convoluted
rubber diaphragm, 0.08" thick. In this test, the influence of the ratio of oedometer to
drain diameter and the effect on coefficient of consolidation were measured by
conducting a series of tests. It was revealed that the accurate measurement of the
coefficient of consolidation and settlement of clay sample during radial drainage could
be made with the aid of a model sand drain, where the ratio of oedometer to drain
diameter was about 20. The use of a model sand drain allowed the simulation of both
drainage and applied stresses in a realistic manner.

SETTLEMENT GAUGE

PRESSURE GAUGE

SOIL SPECIMEN

SAND DRAIN

Figure 2.11. General arrangement of radial oedometer
(after Shields and R o w e , 1965).
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2.4.2.2 Permeability of natural soft clays
Tavenas et al (1983a) conducted laboratory testing to determine the
permeability of clays using modified triaxial and modified oedometer equipment. The
triaxial apparatus is modified to permit instrument for permeability test to be installed
in the cell Both constant head and falling head permeability tests can be performed on
the apparatus. In a similar but simpler way, the conventional oedometer apparatus is
modified to enable the permeameter burette to be connected to the bottom porous
stone of the oedometer cell This modification of the apparatus enables the falling
head permeability test to be performed at the end of any incremental loading.
Generally, the coefficient of permeability can be determined indirectly from
conventional oedometer test using Terzaghi's one dimensional consolidation theory.
This indirect method of determining coefficient of permeability leads to some error
due to the assumption of constant coefficient of permeability, constant coefficient of
volume change and constant coefficient of consolidation (k, my and cv), respectively,
during the consolidation process. The modified triaxial and oedometer tests equipped
with the permeameter produce more reliable values of permeability. The falling head
permeability test conducted on the modified oedometer appears to be the best
(simpler and faster) to determine permeabilities of natural clays.
The permeability characteristics of a number of intact clays determined using
the modified apparatus explained above is reported later by Tavenas et al. (1983b). In
these tests, the horizontal permeability was also determined using samples rotated
horizontally (90°) and of intermediate inclination, 45°. For marine clays recovered
from C h a m p k i n sea formation (Canada), the anisotropy ratio (r* = kh/kv) estimated
using the modified oedometer test was found to vary between 0.91 and 1.42 with an
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average of 1.1. In the triaxial test, this ratio was found to be in the range of 0.81-1.16
with an average of 1.03, which implies that anisotropy was not an influence factor in
this soil.

2.4.2.3 Oedometer with central drainage
Onoue (1988a) determined the horizontal coefficient of consolidation as well
as the permeability by utilising a modified oedometer apparatus which facilitated
central drainage. T h e central drainage was made possible by a porous stone column
having a coefficient of permeability of 0.038 cm/sec, which was sufficiently large to
negate the effect of well resistance. The diameters of the porous stones were 1.3 c m
and 2 cm. The soil sample with the vertical drain was subsequently loaded axially.
The ratio of ct/cv was determined to be 2.7 to 6.3, and the values of kh/ky were
found to be 2.6 to 4.4 for undisturbed samples. In the smear zone (disturbed soil), the
values of c/, and kh were determined by back calculation of thefieldsettlement data. It
was found that the value of Ch was equal to the value of cv, thus it was assumed that
the value of h was approximately equal to kv.

2.4.2.4 Permeability of disturbed zone around vertical drains (Onoue et al, 1991)
Radial consolidation tests were performed on a consolidometer (305 m m
diameter and 140 m m thickness) with central drainage. The apparatus was equipped
with pore water pressure probes which were improvised hypodermic needles with
outside and inside diameters of 1.27 and 0.64 m m , respectively. The soil used in this
test was a sedimented Boston blue clay, a moderately sensitive illitic marine clay. The
sample was first consolidated before applying the subsequent axial load.
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The vertical drain consisted of a filter sleeve, made of sintered bronze having

an internal diameter of 32 mm with very small pore openings. Drainage of the clay

samples was only provided through the central vertical drain. The increment of th

load was set from 120 kPa to 200 kPa. The laboratory settlement curve was plotted

back calculated and compared using the theoretical curves based on square root of
time, logarithm of time, Barron (1948), Hansbo (1981), Aboshi and Monden (1963)

and Asaoka (1978) methods. The results demonstrated that the two zone theories of

vertical drains can provide satisfactory prediction for radial consolidation. How

the actual distribution of permeability varies smoothly with radius and the smear

extends to a greater distance than what was assumed in theory. The variation of t
permeability based on this study is plotted in Fig. 2.12, in which three zone of

are suggested. Zone III is the remoulded smear zone, whereas zone I is undisturbe
and zone II is the intermediate region.
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Figure 2.12. Variation of soil permeability around vertical drain (Onoue et al., 1991).
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2.4.2.5 Determination of smear effect on Bangkok clay (Bergado et al., 1991)
The effect of smear due to the installation of vertical drains was studied in the
laboratory using a large-scale, radial drainage consolidometer (45.5 c m diameter and
92 c m height) and in thefieldusing a full-scale test embankment by Bergado et al
(1991). The sample was a reconstituted Bangkok soft clay. The soil was preloaded up
to 10.2 kPa prior to the insertion of the vertical drain. After the drain was installed,
small specimens were recovered close to the drain to measure the smear properties,
and close to the periphery of the cell to measure the undisturbed soil properties. The
soil specimens were tested using a standard consolidometer apparatus. Subsequently,
the soil samples were loaded axially up to 47.8 kPa using a rubber balloon system
connected to a compressor.
It was reported from this test that the ratio of ki/kv in the smear zone was
close to unity, whereas at the undisturbed zone, this ratio was measured to be in the
range of 1.5 and 2 with an average value of 1.75. Asaoka's (1978) method was also
utilised to back calculate the value of a , in addition to the Terzaghi's method. The
extent of smear zone was verified by comparing the Ch values determined by the
oedometer test with the back-calculated Ch values using different diameter of smear
zone, d, and variable Ch. W h e n both laboratory estimated and back-calculated a,
values using a particular value of d„ matched reasonably well, then the extent of the
smear zone was defined to be twice the equivalent diameter of mandrel.
The laboratory model was applied to a full-scale embankment stabilised with
vertical drains on soft Bangkok clay. The total settlement prediction of the test
embankment using the method of Asaoka (1978) and Skempton and Bjerrum (1957)
with the stress distribution predicted by Poulos (1967) yielded reasonable agreement
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with the observed settlement. It was also observed that a faster settlement rate and
higher amount of compression were associated with a small mandrel in comparison to
a larger mandrel, which verified that smaller mandrels cause less smear.

2.4.2.6 Coefficient of consolidation in radial drainage (Seraphim, 1995)
In this study, Seraphim (1995) utilised a standard Bishop oedometer apparatus

to determine the radial coefficient of consolidation, c*. The horizontal flow withi
soil was induced by inserting vertically small rolls of filter paper into the clay

using a straw (mandrel like) in a specific distribution, keeping the same horizontal
drainage distance among them. Fig. 2.13 shows the consolidation apparatus and the

configuration of the vertical rolls of paper drainage. The soil used in this test wa

reconstituted clay similar to that used in the manufacturing of ceramic tiles. After
preparation of the sample, the test was run in a conventional way with incremental
loading.
/ POROUS STONE
31—FILTER PAPER

Figure 2.13. Consolidation cell and drainage configuration (after Seraphim, 1995).
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It was concluded that the flexibility of thefilterpaper drains inserted vertically into
the clay sample do not affect the stiffness or compressibility of the sample. The
horizontal coefficient of consolidation was found to increase as the Ra ratio was
increased, where Ra is the ratio between the total cross sectional area of vertical
drains and the cross sectional area of the sample. The use of 7 rolls of vertical filter
paper was sufficient to carry out the horizontal drainage, whereas with more than 7
rolls, similar values of Ch were observed. Based on these results, a Ra ratio of 2 % was
recommended.

2.4.2.7 Effect of sample disturbance (Shogaki et al., 1995)
Shogaki et al (1995) studied the effect of sample disturbance on consolidation
parameters of anisotropic clays. Although this study was not conducted in regard to
the installation of vertical drains, the procedure for the determination of soil
disturbance on the vertical and horizontal coefficients of consolidation could be
considered to be useful for the current study. The soil samples were taken from the
alluvial marine clays located at four different sites in Hokkaido to Chugoku region in
Japan. T h e tests were conducted on unconfined compression and standard
consolidometer apparatus, and the samples were designated as vertical and horizontal
according to their orientation. The degree of disturbance of the sample was quantified
by the ratio of the compressive strength of disturbed to undisturbed sample. For a
totally remoulded sample, this ratio approached zero.
It was reported that for undisturbed samples the range of Ch/cv, mn/nu,, and
kh/kv values were (0.78-2.60), (0.55-1.03) and (0.78-2.10), respectively, with the
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average values of 1.57, 0.92 and 1.36, respectively. For completely disturbed samples,
the values of all the above ratios approached unity.
F r o m the above, it can be summarised that several procedures using different
types of apparatus have been conducted in order to determine the correct magnitude
of the radial coefficient of consolidation or permeability. The values of c* observed by
several researchers using different methods of testing are summarised in Table 2.3.
The technique of rotating the specimen 90° from itsfieldorientation and testing it in
the conventional oedometer cell has been adopted by several researchers (Rowe,
1959; W a r d et aL, 1959; Aboshi and Monden, 1963, Bergado et al., 1991). Since the
specimen is rotated 90° in this technique, the direction of loading in the laboratory will
inevitably differ from that in thefield.This technique will therefore give an incorrect
value of ci,, particularly for anisotropic soils with respect to their compressibility.

Table 2.3 Studies dealing with the evaluation of horizontal coefficient of consolidation
Reference
Rowe, 1959

Apparatus
Oedometer

Escario and
Uriel, 1961

Triaxial,
external
radial
drainage
et al, Oedometer

Ward
1959
Aboshi and
Monden, 1963
Onoue, 1988a
Onoue et al.,
1991
Bergado et al,
1991
Shogaki et al.,
1995

Test Method
Rotated 90°

Sample
Results
Ch/cv =1.5
Glacial
lacustrine clay
drained from Disturbed
mica sheet
Huelva
blue
clay
Rotated 90°

London clay

Ch/cv = 4.5

Rotated 90°
Rotated 90°
Porous stone

Toyo
quay,
Hiroshima bay
Teganuma clay
Boston
blue
clay
Bangkok soft
clay
Alluvial marine
clay, Japan

o/cv=2.7(Oedometer)
Ch/cv=l.l (Triaxial)
Ch/Cy = 2.7-6.3

Oedometer
Triaxial
Oedometer
Modified
Oedometer
Oedometer

Rotated 90°

Oedometer

Rotated 90°

PVD

-

Ch/cv = 1.75 and
d/cv= 1 in smear zone
Ch/cv= 1.57 and
ci/cv=l if disturbed
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Testing the specimen in a porous ring oedometer with solid platens
(McKinley, 1961) can simulate bothfielddrainage and loading directions, although
the side shear cannot be avoided (Leonards and Girault, 1961). In the case of layered
soils, the relative movement of the ring and soil could result in smearing of the more
permeable layers with material from the less permeable layers. Other techniques of
sand drain testing have been reported by Shields and R o w e (1965), Aboshi and
M o n d e n (1963), O n o u e (1988a). Inducing radial drainage using distributed filter
paper to minimise stiffness has also been described in detail by Seraphim (1995).

2.5 Analysis of Settlement, Stress Distribution, and Pore Water Pressure as
Relevant to Soft Clay Consolidation
2.5.1 Settlement
Conventionally, the deformation of embankments and the subsoil has
three components: immediate or distortion settlement, consolidation or primary
settlement, and secondary compression. The total settlement (St) of a loaded soil is
defined as:
St = Si+Sc+Ss
where, 5/ is the immediate, or distortion settlement, Sc is the consolidation or primary
settlement, and Ss is the secondary compression. Figure 2.14 illustrates the term used
in obtaining total settlement in the soil layer.
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Preload, P (kPa)
Initial settlement, S,
C5

Consolidation/Primary
Settlement, Sc

I
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Secondary
impression, Ss

S,=S{+SC+S,

Excess pore
pressure (u) =0
Log Tune
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Figure 2.14. Typical components of settlements.

2.5.1.1 Initial or immediate settlement
Giroud and Rebatel (1971), proposed the following equation to predict the
elastic settlement under a symmetrical trapezoidal embankment:

Pa'
S,=

where, P

Eu(a-a'),

'H

~

I Hf,

(2.39)

is the m a x i m u m normal contact stress exerted by the e m b a n k m e n t o n the

ground surface, a is the half width of the lower part of the embankment, a' is the half
width of the upper part of the embankment, rH and r'H are dimensionless coefficients
related to the geometry of the embankment H/a and H/a', respectively, H is the
thickness of the compressible layer, and Eu is Young's modulus for undrained shear.
D'Appolonia et aL (1971) suggested a relationship to determine Young's
modulus, using Eu = I200cu, where cu is the average undrained shear strength within
the compressible zone.
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2.5.1.2 Primary settlement

To estimate consolidation settlement, the first step is to check whethe

is normally consolidated or overconsolidated. The clay is called normal

when the magnitude of preconsolidation pressure (G"P) determined from th

laboratory test is equal to the present in situ overburden pressure (G'

preconsolidation pressure (G*p) is larger than the present in-situ over
( G[0 ), the clay is said to be overconsolidated.
The settlement for normally consolidated is:
H0
<yvo+Aov
Sc = Cc — — log
I + e„

(2.40)

For over consolidated clay, the settlement is given by:
when GVO + AGV < Gp
cr„„ + 4rx
H„
log
sc=cr 1 + e,

(2.41)

when Gw + AGV t Gp

IV

10

^-t^iy-tk *

o~„„ +

AGV

(2.42)

where Cc is the compression index, CT is the recompression index and H0 is the initial
thickness of the compressible soil layer.

2.5.1.3 Secondary compression
The secondary compression is a continuation of the volume change after

primary consolidation, and it occurs at a much slower rate. The seconda
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compression is different from primary consolidation in that it takes place under
constant effective stress, or after all the excess pore pressure has dissipated.
R a y m o n d and Wahls (1976), and Mesri and Godlewski (1977) define the
secondary compression index as:

where, Ca is the secondary compression index, Ae is the change in void ratio along a
part of the void ratio against logarithm of time curve between U and t2, and At is the
time betweenfcand U.
T h e secondary settlement Ss can be written as follows:
Ss=-£f-(H0)(Alogt) (2.44)
where, ep is the void ratio at the start of the linear portion of the e versus log t

2.5.2 Preconsolidation Pressure
The m a x i m u m effective vertical stress that had acted in the past is referred to as
the preconsolidation pressure (G'p). The mechanism causing preconsolidation pressure m a y
be due to several changes such as: change in total stress due to removal of overburden or
past structures, changes in pore water pressure due to the change in water table elevation,
change in soil structure due to ageing and environmental changes such as pH, temperature
and salt concentration. The ratio of the preconsolidation pressure to the existing vertical
effective overburden pressure is defined as the overconsolidation ratio (OCR).
The preconsolidation pressure is usually determined from the e vs log G'p plot of
the laboratory oedometer data using Casagrande's empirical construction. The
preconsolidation pressure m a y be estimated by using the undrained shear strength (c«)
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value and Skempton's formula. For normally consolidated clays below the water tab

undrained strength is generally known to increase linearly with increase in effec
stress &vo. The correlation proposed by Skempton (1957)is:
c«

= 0.11 + 0.0037(IP)

(2.45)

where c„ is unconsolidated undrained shear strength, (&vo)nc is the effective vertical
stress for normally consolidated soil and //>is Plasticity Index in %.
The ratio of normally consolidated shear strength cl/t7/vo varies with overconsolidation ratio (OCR), as proposed by Ladd et al(1977):
(cu / <7/,)

7^

= £ - = (OCR)"

(2.46)

2.5.3 Stress Distribution Methods
2.5.3.1 Boussinesq
Boussinesq (1885) developed mathematical relationships to determine the
state of stress within a homogeneous, isotropic, linearly elastic half space for

load acting perpendicular to the surface. The change in vertical stress is given b

<*>
l =

'

Q(3z3)
„ _ , 2 2. 2,5,2
2x(r +z2)3

(2-47)

where Q is the point load, z is the depth from ground surface below the point load,

and r is horizontal distance from the point load. These terms are illustrated in F
2.15a.

By integrating the point load equation along a line, the stress due to a line load

may be found. The equation of stress due to strip area carrying uniform pressure m
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be derived by integrating the line load equation over afinitearea. N e w m a r k (1935)
performed this integration and derived the solution for vertical stress under the corner
of a uniformly loaded rectangular area. Subsequently, Osterberg (1957) developed an
influence chart of the stress due to embankment load by integrating Boussinesq's
equations. For uniformly distributed load under circular area of diameter D - 2R (Fig.
2.15 b), the vertical stress at depth z under the center is given by:
\3/2

G=q

1-

or

J+(R/zf

Gz=qlc

(2.48)

Values of the influence factor 7C in terms of Dlz are given in Fig. 2.16.
The radial and circumferential stresses under the center are equal and are given by:

<yr =vs =j|U+2v)

2(l + v)
\2 W/2

{i+(R/zrr

2 ,3/2

(2.49)

{i+(R/zrr'i

where, v is Poisson's ratio
The Boussinesq equation for uniformly distributed load w a s used in this study to
determine the axial load distribution in the large-scale, consolidometer.

a)

Q

~7N77? J

7N77T

Figure 2.15. Definition of terms used in Boussinesq formulation.
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Figure 2.16. Vertical stress under the center of uniformly distributed circular load.

2.5.3.2 Osterberg chart
Osterberg (1957) proposed an influence chart for vertical stress in a semiinfinite mass due to an embankment loading. The vertical stress at any location
beneath the embankment is given by a function of a/z, b/z and the unit load of the
embankment qa. Vertical stress for any point in the foundation can be found by

superposition. The influence factors for vertical stress at various depths beneath th
embankment are given in Fig. 2. 17. This method has been used by many researchers
in the past to calculate embankment loading on soil foundation, with depth. A
modified version was adopted by Indraratna et al. (1992).
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Figure 2. 17. Influence values for vertical stress under embankment; length=«> (after
Osterberg, 1957).

2.5.3.3 Purdue University method
Perloff et aL (1967) suggested a method, whereby the stress distribution
within and under an embankment resulting from its self weight, is determined
assuming that the embankment and the foundation soil, with which it is continuous,
are homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic. The embankment is assumed to be

sufficiently long so that the plane strain condition applies. The shape of the sym

cross section is defined by the slope angle (a) and the ratio of the half-weight of

top of the embankment L, to the embankment height (//) as illustrated in Fig. 2.18.

Perloff et al (1967) illustrated the contours of vertical stress, horizontal and v
shear stress beneath the elastic embankment for various embankment geometry. The
vertical stresses computed below the elastic embankment assumption are generally
smaller than if obtained using the normal loading approximation.
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Figure 2. 18. Long symmetric elastic embankment continuous with foundation.

2.5.4 T i m e Rate of Consolidation
2.5.4.1 One dimensional consolidation theory (Terzaghi, 1925)
Terzaghi (1925) presented the first most comprehensive one-dimensional
consolidation theory. In this theory, the compressible soil layer is assumed to be
homogeneous, saturated with water and water in the pores are completely
incompressible. Darcy's law is valid and the drainage of water is provided at the top
and bottom of the soil layer, or at either end. The unique relationship between the
change in void ratio, Ae, and the change in effective stress, ALT', is obtained if av

kept as constant. This is also called the small strain theory, where both the coeffic

of compressibility, av, and the Darcy's coefficient of permeability, k, remain constan
during the consolidation process.
Since the volume change in the solid element is given by the difference in flow
in and out of the element, it can be written in a differential time dt as:

-kd2u
dzdt
yw dz2

(2.50a)

A s the excess pore pressure dissipates with time, the effective stress is increased. In

this case the change in void ratio to the change in effective stress is denoted by the
coefficient of compressibility, av, hence,
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lfe"*dtdz (250b)
By putting these two equations together, the one dimensional consolidation equation
is obtained as follows:
du

d u
*

2

(2.51)
J

In the above equation, cv is the coefficient of consolidation which is given by:
k(l+e)
cv = u

(2.51a)
vY w

The time factor Tv is defined as:
r

v=p" (2.51b)

The average degree of consolidation U is given by:
total volume change at time t
Ultimate total volume change

2.5.4.2 Three dimensional consolidation theory (Biot, 1941)
Biot (1941) developed a three dimensional consolidation theory which can be
applied to a variable load with time. This model has been incorporated in many
consolidation codes, including CRISP employed in this study. This theory is derived

by considering the stress components acting on a small body of soil. Stress condition
must satisfy the well-known equilibrium condition of the soil under a given stress
field. The settlement occurred in the soil body is denoted by the strain. Another

variable involved in the settlement of the soil body is the variation of water conten
apart from the increment of the water pressure. The one-dimensional form of these
equations is precisely equivalent to Terzaghi's one-dimensional theory. The
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conventional Biot (1941) consolidation theory consists of four governing equ
order to solve the four unknowns u, i), w and a.
__, G de dG

07 u+

TTv^-a & =° <2-52>

__, G de dG

„_2 G de dG
GV2w+———-—a
l-2v dz
„, de 1 dG

— =0
dz

fcV2cT = a ^ - + — —
dt
Qdt

. v,2 d2 J* *2 „
where V = -z~T+~z~T+-z~r, G is shear modulus and v is Poisson's ratio, u, v and w
ax
oy dz
are the deformation vectors (displacements) in x, y, and z directions, respe

2.5.5 Pore Water Pressure
The rate of flow of water through soil is controlled by the size of the pore
the gradient of water pressure. This definition is given by Darcy's law as:
v = fc (2.53)

where, v is the velocity of water, k is the soil permeability and i is its h
gradient.

The neutral stress or pore water pressure, u, is given according to the stati
water condition as:
u = ywz (2.54)

where, z is the depth below ground water table to the point of consideration.

The term 'excess pore water pressure' is defined as the hydraulic head divide
by the bulk density of water, hence:
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h
u

= 7"

(2.55)

Iw

In the discussion of the pore water pressure, two main problems have to be
considered, which are the steady seepage and consolidation phases. In steady seepage

flow, hydraulic head is the basic variable, whereas in the consolidation phase, excess
pore pressure dissipation is the main factor.

2.5.5.1 Effective stress
The concept of effective stress was first proposed by Terzaghi in 1920's and is
given by the well-known basic equation:
CT = CT/ + M (2.56)

where, G is the total normal stress, & is the intergranular or effective normal stress
and u is the pore water pressure. The engineering behaviour of the soil mass is
assumed to be controlled by the effective stress. The response of a soil mass to
changes in applied stress (compressibility) depends on the effective stress acting on
that soil.

2.5.5.2 Pore pressure parameters
It is obvious that the compressible soil mass contains the soil skeleton, air and
water in the voids. When the principal stresses acting on the soil element are

increased, as for example in the case of consolidation or triaxial test, then the volu

of the soil will decrease and the pore water pressure will increase. In the case of on
dimensional or consolidation loading, the induced pore water pressure becomes
initially equal to the magnitude of the applied vertical pressure. In the three
dimensional or triaxial loading, however, excess pore water pressure is also induced,
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but the actual magnitude will depend on the type of soil and its stress history,
type of loading: ie. drained or undrained conditions.
The response of the pore water pressure to the changing total stress is
expressed via pore water coefficients or parameters, which were introduced by
Skempton (1954). The normalised excess pore water pressure is given by:
Au 1
AG3

,

nCv = B

(2.57)

1+

~c~
^sk

where n is porosity, C v is compressibility of the voids and G * is the compressibility of
the soil skeleton. If the soil is completely saturated with water (S = 100%), then
Cw and for most soil CJC,k —> 0 since the compressibility of water Cw is so small

compared with the compressibility of the soiL Therefore, B = 1 for saturated soil I

the soil is dry, then the ratio CJCtk —> °° (infinity) since the compressibility o
greater than the compressibility of soil, therefore, B = 0 for dry soil. Parameter
ranges between 0 and 1 for partially saturated soil.
The load acting on the soil is usually not hydrostatic but is deviatoric in

relation to principal stress increments as in the case of triaxial loading. In this
pore water pressure is expressed as:
Au-B—(AG,-AG3)
The combined equations yields:
Au = B[AG3 + A(AGj - AGS )] (2.58)
1
Parameter A replaces — since soil is not elastic.

The above equations are pertinent to ensure saturation of samples in triaxial tests
whereby coefficient B approaches unity at full saturation.
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Henkel (1960) introduced pore water equation to take into account of the
effect of the intermediate principal stress, in which:
Au^B^AG^+aAxJ (2.59)

where, AGoct = y(<7; +G2 + G3), x^ = jVfo -G2)2 +(G2 -G3)2 +(G3 -G

is the Henkel pore pressure parameter. Henkel's parameter is related to Skemp

/ 42
parameter using the following relationships. A = — Y a — for triaxial compression

2 VJ
and A = —+a——

for triaxial extension. These relationships imply that a = 0 for

elastic material.

2.5.6 Combined Vertical and Radial Consolidation
Carrilo (1942) proved that Terzaghi's consolidation equation in vertical and

radial dimensions can be combined. Two cases were proposed fully three dimens

as in the case of infinite rectangular prism and symmetrical as in the case o
circular cylinder. In the case of symmetrical consolidation,

If ui=f (r, fj is a solution of the symmetrical two dimensional flow equation:
du

=C

rru

¥'

\dr

ldu
2

^
rdr

(2.60a)
/

and u2-fz (z, t) is a solution of the linear flow equation
du

d u

¥=C' dz2

then u=uiU2 is the solution of the problem given by:

(2.60b)
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du

(d2u ldu
•+
\dr2 rdr

d2u\
dz2

(2.60c)

Carrillo (1942) concluded that "at any point within the cylinder which is cons
under specified conditions, the ratio between the excess hydrostatic pressure

point, and the initial excess pressure, is the product of the two ratios obtai

considering first drainage at the bases of the cylinder only, and then drainag
cylindrical surfaces only". Hence, the combined degree of consolidation U can

estimated by considering the vertical and horizontal drainage, Uv and Uh, resp
by using the relation below:
U = Uv+Uh-UvUh (2.61)

2.6 Installation and Monitoring of Vertical Drains
Figure 2.19 illustrates a typical scheme of vertical drains installation and

instrumentation for an embankment. Prior to vertical drain installation, it is

to conduct general site preparation. The work may include removal of vegetatio

surficial debris, establishing site grading and constructing a sand blanket. T
of the sand blanket is to conduct the expelled water away from the drains and
provide a sound working mat.

Several types of geotechnical instrumentation are required to install before a
after construction, in order to monitor the performance of the embankment.

Monitoring is essential to prevent sudden failures, to record changes in the r

settlement and to verify the design parameters. Performance evaluation is also

important to improve settlement predictions and to provide sound guidelines fo
future projects.
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Figure 2.19. Basic Instrumentation of embankments.

Settlement gauges (eg. of hydraulic type) are used to measure the long term
settlements at the original ground surface and should be placed immediately after the

installation of vertical drains. Settlement plates are suitable for initial reading and
should be installed at the bottom of sand blanket, at intermediate depths, and at the
bottom of the compressible layer to monitor its settlement. A bench mark is usually
set up on a stable ground at a reasonable distance from the fill Piezometers are used
to monitor the complete pore pressure profiles and should be installed at the bottom
of sand blanket, at intermediate depths and at the bottom of the compressible layer. A
dummy or remote piezometer should also be installed at an adequate distance from
the embankment to record the original or natural ground water level and in general,
the pore water pressure at a particular depth. Alignment stakes can be installed
parallel to the embankment slope prior to the placement of the fill The alignment
stake is a simple means of measuring the lateral displacement of the foundation during
construction of the embankment. In fact, they could provide an early warning of
bearing capacity failure. A more sophisticated equipment to measure lateral
displacement is an inclinometer which is set around the toe of the embankment. Figure
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2.19 illustrated the typical monitoring instruments required to monitor the
performance of the foundation beneath an e m b a n k m e n t

2.7 Constitutive Model of Soil Behaviour
2.7.1 Elastic and Plastic Models
In order to predict the behaviour of an engineering structure, it is necessary to
use an appropriate constitutive m o d e l which represents the stress-deformation
response of the material Deformation analysis in geotechnical engineering often
assumes a linear elastic material at small stresses. This assumption probably holds true
for over-consolidated clay, however, most soils exhibit plastic behaviour at increased
stresses. A s illustrated in Fig. 2. 20a, the initial part of the stress-strain curve ( O A ) is
linear, which means that if the material is unloaded at any point on O A , the stressstrain behaviour of the material follows the same path to return to the origin O.
H o w e v e r if the material is loaded to point B and then unloaded, the stress-strain curve
m a y still return to origin O but following a different path, O B , where the material
exhibits non-linear elasticity. If the time is a variable in both of these elastic processes,
the material is called visco elastic. Most soils are visco elastic and follow a non-linear
elastic behaviour, where their true behaviour is difficult to model exactly. Beyond
point B, the stress-strain behaviour is not reversible, and permanent strains occur on
the material as represented by O D . For brittle material as shown in Fig. 2.20b, failure
occurs abruptly, with little pre-failure yielding.
T h e behaviour of material can also be modelled as elastic-perfectly plastic. In
this m o d e l thefirstpart of the stress-strain curve is linear-elastic until the material
yields. T h e material then continues to deform at constant yield stress as s h o w n in Fig.
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2.20c. More complex behaviour can be represented by elastic, strain-hardening and
elastic, strain-softening. As shown in Fig. 2.20c, strain work hardening occurs when
the material yields under elastic condition, and the stress-strain curve continues
upwards linearly at a reduced slope. The opposite trend is termed as strain (work)

softening. In a perfectly plastic material (Fig. 2.20d), the elastic stresses are neglig

compared to the plastic strains occurring under constant stress. In this case, the failu

point of the material is not well defined, hence the failure strain is often selected in
arbitrary manner. The soft clays considered in this study were closest to the work
softening stress-strain model (Fig. 2.20c).

d)„t

c)

perfectly plastic

Figure 2. 20. Stress-strain relationship.

2.7.2 Critical State Model
The analysis of case histories in this thesis is based on the Critical State Soil

Mechanics, hence, a short introduction is given here. The theories of critical state soi
mechanics were developed based on the application of the theory of plasticity. The

plastic behaviour of soils allows complete description of the stress-strain behaviour of
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soil so that the soil deformation can be predicted up to failure. The critical state
theory (Roscoe and Burland, 1968; Schofield and Wroth, 1968; Atkinson and

Bransby, 1978) provides a realistic model for representing the behaviour of soft clay

Utilising the critical state concept based on the theory of plasticity in soil mechan
more sophisticated Cam-clay model has been introduced to represent the behaviour of
clay. The Cam-clay model has received wide acceptance due to its simplicity and

accuracy to model clay behaviour, especially for normally and lightly overconsolidate
clay. In this model the shear strength of the soil is related to the void ratio. To

describe the state of soil during triaxial testing, the following critical state para
are defined:
, CT;+2CT; G,+2G3

p = — - — =—
3
q = &1-G,3=Gl-G3

"
3

(2.62)

(263)

where, G\ represents the effective axial stress, G3 represents the effective confining
stress and u is the pore water pressure.
The state of stress during triaxial test can be represented by a series of points in
p\ q, and V, where Vis the specific volume or V=l+e. Critical state soil mechanics

provides a set of procedures for calculating the stress path so that the state of fai
of the soil can be described. The CRITICAL STATE condition is sometime referred

to a condition in which the samples at large deformation tend to reach a unique state

whereby all samples fail at the same strength (q), the same mean effective stress (pO
and the same void ratio (e). Further deformation of the sample is possible only by

shear distortion. However, more accurately, critical state should be a state in which
the material is sheared under constant effective means stress and constant volume.
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Volume-Pressure Relation
In critical state theory, the virgin compression, swelling and recompression
lines are assumed to be straight lines in (In p'-V) plots with slope -X and -K
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.21. The isotropic virgin compression line or
normal consolidation line (NCL) is expressed as:
V = N-Xln(p') (2.64)
where, N (Vx) is the value of V when Inp =0 or p =1.
The swelling or recompression line is expressed as:
V = VK-Kln(pf)

(2.65)

The (Inp-V) plot (Fig. 2.21) is basically similar to the (G/v, e) plots obtained from

oedometer tests in the sense that the slopes of the isotropic and one dimension

consolidation line are very close. Therefore, for practical purposes both can b

assumed to be equal to -X. The relation between Cc (compression index) and X ma
expressed as:

C

x=

(2. 66)

2307

Normal Consolidation Line

Inp
Figure 2.21. Isotropic normal consolidation line (NCL) plot in critical state
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Critical State Line
The slope of the straight line in q-p' plot is called Critical State Line (CSL) as shown
in Fig. 2.22. The slope of the critical state line, M is expressed as:
q = Mp' (2.67)

In the V-lnp' plot, if T (capital gamma) is used to represent the value of Vx which

correspond to a lnp'=0 (Le. T= e,c+l), than the equation of the straight line is gi
by:
V = r - Xln p', or pf - exp r-v

(2. 68)

Hence, the critical state line must satisfy Eqs. (2.62) and (2.63).
Combining the CSL equation into the Mohr circle plot, the relationship between
drained angle of friction (0") and M may be given by:
6sin(f>'
M =
3-sin(f>'

Figure 2.22. Position of the critical state line.

(2.69)
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Location of CSL in (e-lnp') Plot, where e„ = F-I
The initial void ratio can be estimated at any given depth below the ground

level once/?', q and P'c are known, and the e-ln p/ plot is shown in Fig. 2.23. The
parameter e„ is defined as the voids ratio on the critical state line for a value

The intersection between the swelling line and the insitu-stress line is assumed t
point A and given by coordinates €A and PA. Point P represents the intersection

between the initial void ratio, e and the effective mean normal stress p'. Then the
following relation m a y be established:
'A

(2.70)

*cs

P*
where, P*A =—
2

P*
for Modified Cam-clay and P'A = c for Cam-clay.
2718

e=r-i -

PA

P.

p,

Inj/

Figure 2.23. Position of the initial void ratio on critical state line.

Along the swelling line (Kline) passing through the initial stress state at point P, the
following relation can be applied:
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e-eA = K{lnp'-lnFA) (2.71)
Substituting e* from Eq. (2.70) gives:
ea=e+(X+ K) lnP'A-Klnp' (2.72)
In this study, the critical state parameters as discussed above have been

obtained from consolidation and triaxial tests (e.g. Bangkok clay, Muar clay etc.
relevant drained and undrained tests are described below.

Drained and Undrained Tests
The stress path of drained shear, if plotted in three-Dimensional plot p'-q-V

axes, must always lie within the rectangle shown in Fig. 2.24a. The projection of

initial stage A and the final stage B of the drained test on to the plane q-p' i

AiBi. The projected line AjBi inclined with an angle of tan (13)° to the axis p'.

(a) Drained Test

(b) Undrained Test

Figure 2.24. Drained and undrained stress paths in p'-q-V space.
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In a similar manner, if a soil is subjected to undrained shear, the initial stage at

A will reach its final failure stage at point B in the critical state line, as shown
2.24b. The undrained plane is parallel to the axes q-p'.

The Overall State Boundary
The results of drained and undrained triaxial tests on either normally

consolidated or over consolidated samples can be represented in three-dimensional p'q-V space. If a normally consolidated clay is sheared undrained, its stress path is

certainly different to that, if the sample is sheared drained. For normally consolida
clay, its stress path will move upward from its initial stage at point A at normally

consolidation line into a failure stage at point B on the critical state line. If bo

undrained and drained stress paths are plotted together, they appear to lie on the sa
three-dimensional surface bounded by the critical state line on the top, and by the
normally consolidation line at the bottom. This surface is called the Roscoe surface
shown in Fig. 2.25a and b. Figure 2.25a illustrates the normalised condition of the
stress paths where the equivalent isotropic consolidation pressure (P/) is given by:

N-v
P'e - e x p — r — , where N is the value of V when In (pO=0A
For heavily overconsolidated clay tested under undrained condition, the stress
path rises upward from its initial stage at C and inclined to become tangential to a

straight line toward the critical state line and reaches its failure stage at point B
shown in normalised graph Fig. 2.25a, and p'-q-V graph Fig 2.25b. This straight line
a boundary line known as Hvorslev surface.
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CSL

q \

1./PI

Hvorslev
surface

dry, wet

NCL

Roscoe
surface

P'&

N o tension
surface

Figure 2.25. The overall state boundary surface in ip', q, V) space.

The Roscoe surface is referred to as a state boundary, as it is a boundary

between possible and impossible stress states in a soil As shown in Fig. 2.2
soils in this region when subjected to drained shear, have an initial state

than the critical state. The Hvorslev surface is a similar state boundary an
with the Roscoe surface at the critical state line. The soil in this region

to drained shear will expand as they approach their failure condition in the
state line, and their initial state is drier than the critical state.

Cam-clay and modified Cam-clay
Cam-clay

Cam-clay is a soil model to describe an elasto-plastic behaviour of soil uti

the critical state soil mechanics. Although it is not a real soil, the Cam-cl
can be used to describe the behaviour of many cohesive clays.
The Cam-clay yield locus is given by (Fig. 2.26a):
q = Mp'ln(p'c/p')

(2.73)
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where, p'c is the isotropic pre-consolidation pressure of the soil.

Now, consider a sample of Cam-clay which is yielding: the current values of p' and q
must satisfy the equation of the yield locus. The current value of specific volume,
given by:

V = T+X-K-Xlnp')+Kln(p'c/p') (2.74)
By eliminating p'c, the SSBS (Stable State Boundary Surface) equation becomes:

a=

Yr^T)(r'i'x~K~v~xln(p')) (r75)

Modified Cam-clay
It was found that Cam-clay model is deficient in some aspects of modelling the

stress-strain behaviour of soil Two aspects of dissatisfaction are: the shape of th

yield locus at increased p'c and the predicted value of K„ (the coefficient of earth
pressure at rest). Therefore, modified Cam-clay was introduced to address those set
backs (Burland, 1965; Roscoe and Burland, 1968). The obvious difference between
modified Cam-clay and Cam-clay model is the shape of the yield locus, where the

yield locus of modified Cam-clay is elliptical as shown in Fig. 2. 26b. The modified
Cam-clay model incorporated in CRISP was used in this study for analysing all the
case histories.
The flow rule for modified Cam-clay is given by:

M = *CSHL (2.76)
8e"

277

where, Svp and Sep are volumetric and deviatoric plastic strain increments,
q
respectively and t]=—

represents the stress ratio.
P
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The modified Cam-clay yield locus is given by:
q + M2p'2 = M2p'p'c

(2.77)

The equation of the S S B S is given by:
VK = T +(X- K){ln(2)-ln(l + (ri / M)2)}
(a)
V

(2.78)
(b)

n

K

P'

Figure 2.26. The yield locus of Cam-clay and modified Cam-clay.

2.8 Numerical Methods of Consolidation Analysis
The governing equations for vertical drain systems include differential

equations in three dimensions with axisymmetric conditions. In the last few years,
with the advancement of computers, the use of different numerical techniques have
become popular among engineers. The term numerical techniques can be simply

defined as a method where a complex problem is divided or discretised into smaller

equivalent units or components. Although most of these numerical techniques do not

give the exact solution to the actual problem, they are considered to be appropri
for most engineering purposes. In structural and geotechnical engineering, there
two powerful numerical techniques often used in practice, which are the finite
difference and the finite element techniques.
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2.8.1 Finite Difference Method in Consolidation Analysis
The discretisation procedure in finite difference method is based on replacing
the derivatives at a point by ratios of the change of variables over a small finite
interval Hence, du/dx= Urn Au/ Ax- Au/ Ax. Several procedures are available
Ax-*0

for this purpose, for instance, Taylor series and interpolation polynomials. The
solution of the problem is generally approached using two techniques known as the

"explicit" and "implicit" solutions or the "Crank-Nicholson" solution. The accuracy of
the numerical procedure can be examined in term of convergence, stability and

consistency of the procedure. Since the basic governing (differential) equation can be

satisfied by many solutions, it is essential to define the boundary conditions: Dirich
boundary condition, Neumann boundary condition or mixed (third) boundary
conditions. A comparative study between implicit and explicit methods showed that
the implicit method provides more stability, although a set of simultaneous equations
had to be solved for each time step (Desai and Christian, 1977). Brenner and
Prebaharan (1983) developed a finite difference model for predicting settlement and
pore water pressure. This model could be used successfully to back-calculate the
consolidation parameters.

2.8.2 Finite Element Method in Consolidation Analysis
In this thesis, the finite element code, CRISP based on the modified Cam-clay
model was used. A brief introduction to Finite Element Method (FEM) is given here.
The finite element method is a relatively new development as it was first proposed by
Courant (1943). Unlike the finite difference method, the finite element method does
not use the governing differential equations directly, but derives the approximate
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solutions using alternate formulations based on variational calculus. The name "finite
element" was introduced by Turner et al (1956) as a method for solving structural
problems, where a continuous structure is discretised by a series of finite elements.
Zienkiewicz and Cheung (1967) played a significant role in the development of the
method in geotechnical engineering, by introducing its usefulness in subsurface hydrogeology. Later, most notably, complex transient problems have been studied by
Javandal and Witherspoon (1968,1969).
There are several steps to be followed in the finite element solution, which are
discretisation, selection of approximation functions, derivation of element equations,
assembling the element properties to form global equations and computation of
primary and secondary quantities. The discretisation involves division of a continuum
into smaller equivalent continua which are k n o w n as finite elements. For 1-D
problems, line elements (linear or curved) are usually used. Triangular and
quadrilateral elements are used for 2-D analysis, and tetrahedra or brick and
hexahedra elements are used in 3-D analysis. The behaviour of the element is
determined using a polynomial expressed in terms of generalised displacements of the
nodes. This polynomial m a y be solved using the variational and residual methods such
as Galerkin's residual method which is suitable for both linear and nonlinear
equations.
Finite element technique enables complex 3-D consolidation theory and
coupled equations of equilibrium and continuity introduced by Biot (1941, 1955) to
be incorporated in the solution. Sandhu and Wilson (1969) incorporated Biot's theory
of consolidation into the finite element method. Since then m a n y researchers have
extended the finite element formulation with regard to the consolidation problem.
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Booker and Small (1977) incorporated both primary and secondary consolidation into

the finite element solution where the soil is modelled as viscoelastic. Runesson et a

(1985) extended the solution by assuming the soil to be elastic-viscoplastic-plastic,

thus allowing plastic effects in undrained solution, and creep and plastic effects in
partially drained situations. The effect of finite strain was investigated by Carter
(1977). The details of the finite element method in solving the Biot's theory can be
found in several well known publications eg. Smith (1982), Zienkiewicz and Morgan
(1982), Desai and Christian (1977) etc. A finite element development and solution
procedure is given in Appendix A, as relevant to this study.

2.8.3 The Finite Element Program CRISP
CRISP (Critical state program) used in this study is a two dimensional finite
element program developed at Cambridge University (Britto and Gunn, 1987). This
program incorporates the fully coupled (Biot) consolidation analysis. The soil
behaviour can be modelled either as an anisotropic elastic or inhomogeneous elastic

material or following the critical state model (Cam-clay or modified Cam-clay). It is
possible to prescribe incremental values of displacement, porewater pressure and
loading, enabling the program to simulate loading or unloading (excavation) as
applied in the field. In order to rninimize computing memory and operation on zero
terms for the stiffness matrix, CRISP utilizes frontal solver method. The frontal
technique is a Gaussian elimination process in which variables can be eliminated
before the global matrix is fully assembled.
The basic element type in CRISP is the linear strain triangle (LST-element

type 2) consisting of six displacement nodes. The higher order of this element is the
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cubic strain triangle (CuST-element type 6) which contains 15 unknown displacement
nodes. For consolidation analysis, additional porewater pressures nodes are
in element types 3,5 and 7 (see Fig. 2.27).

O
A

displacement unknown
pore pressure unknown

a) L S T (type 2): 6 nodes, 12 dof

b) L S T (consolidation type 3):
6 nodes, 15 dof

c) C u S T (type 6): 15 nodes, 30 dof

d) C u S T (consolidation type 7):
22 nodes, 40 dof

e) L S Q (type 4): 8 nodes, 16 dof

f) L S Q (consolidation type 5):
8 nodes, 20 dof

Figure 2.27. Element type employed in CRISP.
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2.9 S u m m a r y of Recent Finite Element Models Applied to Vertical Drains
2.9.1 Drain Efficiency by Pore Pressure Dissipation (Indraratna et al., 1994)
In this study, the performance of embankment stabilised with vertical drains at
M u a r clay, Malaysia was analysed using the finite element code, C R I S P (Britto and
Gunn, 1987). The effectiveness of the prefabricated drains was evaluated according to
the rate of excess-pore pressure dissipation at the soil drain interface. Both single and
multi-drain (whole embankment) analyses were carried out to predict the settlement
and lateral deformation beneath the embankment.
A plane strain analysis was applied to a single drain and to the whole
embankment analysis. A n axisymmetric horizontal permeability was used in the plane
strain m o d e l A s explained in detail by Ratnayake (1991), the prediction of settlement
using the single drain analysis over-predicts the measured settlement, even though the
effect of smear is included. In the case of multi-drain analysis underneath the whole
embankment, the over-prediction of settlement is more significant compared to the
single drain analysis. Therefore, to enable better predictions, it was necessary to
consider more accurately, the dissipation of the excess pore pressures at the drain
boundaries at a given time.
In order to elaborate this technique, the average undissipated excess pore
pressures could be estimated byfiniteelement back-analysis of the settlement data at
the centerline of the embankment as shown in Fig. 2.28. In this figure, 1 0 0 %
represents zero dissipation when the drains are fully loaded. Accordingly, at the end
of the first stage of consolidation (ie., 2.5 m of fill after 105 days), the undissipated
pore pressures decrease from 1 0 0 % to 1 6 % . For the second stage of loading, the
corresponding magnitude decreases from 1 0 0 % to 1 8 % after a period of 284 days,
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during which the height of the embankment has already attained the maximum of 4.74
m. It can be deduced from Fig 2.28 that perfect drain conditions are approached only
after a period of 400 days. Although the general trends between the finite element

results and field data are in agreement especially during the initial stages, the mark
discrepancy beyond 100 days is too large to be attributed solely to the plane strain

assumption. These excess pore-pressures reflect the retarded efficiency of the vertica
drains (partial clogging). A better prediction was obtained for settlement, pore
pressure and lateral deformation when 'non-zero' excess pore pressures at drain
interface were input into the finite element model, simulating 'partially clogged'
conditions. The 'non zero' excess pore pressures can also represent the smear effect
that contributes to decreased efficiency, as discussed later.
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Figure 2.28. Percentage of undissipated excess pore pressures at drain-soil interfaces
(Indraratna et al., 1994).
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2.9.2 Matching Permeability and Geometry (Hird et al., 1995)
Hird et al (1992, 1995) presented a modelling technique of vertical drains in
two dimensional finite element analysis using C R I S P (Britto and Gunn, 1987). In this
analysis, the permeability and geometry matching were applied to several
embankments stabilised with vertical drains in Porto Tolle (Italy), Harlow ( U K ) and
L o k M a Chau (Hongkong).
A n acceptable prediction of settlements was obtained, although the pore water
pressure dissipation was more difficult to predict. However, at L o k M a Chau
(Hongkong), the settlements were significantly over-predicted. This was because, in
this case history analysis, the effect of smear was not considered although the plane
strain model proposed by Hird et al (1992) allows smear effect to be modelled.
At Porto Tolle embankment, prefabricated vertical geodrains were installed on
a 3.8 m triangular grid to a depth of 21.5 m below ground level The equivalent radius
of geodrain was 31 m m , and its discharge capacity was conservatively estimated at
about 140 m3/year. The embankment, which was constructed over a period of 4
months, had a height of 5.5 m, a crest width of 30 m, a length of over 300 m, and side
slope of about 1 in 3. For the purpose of finite element analysis, the clay was modelled
using the modified Cam-clay model of Roscoe and Burland (1968) and their
parameters are as follows: X = 0.16, K= 0.032, T = 2.58, M « = 1.16, MPi = 0.92, v =
0.3, and permeability was kh = 4.1xl0"9 m/s and kv = 3.5xl0"10 m/s. The equivalent
plane strain permeability is estimated according to Hird et al, (1992) which is
described later in Chapter 3.
In this study, only a single-drain analysis at embankment centerline was
conducted. The typical results offiniteelement analysis are compared in Fig. 2.29a
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and 2.29b for surface settlement and pore water pressure, respectively. Fig. 2.29a
shows that in terms of surface settlement, the quality of matching is excellent.

settlement data are also plotted in Fig. 2.29a and these show that both during and

after construction, the development of settlement was reasonably well modelled. In
Fig. 2.29b the observed and computed excess pore pressures mid-way between the
drains are compared; only the axisymmetric computed results are shown, since in
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Figure 2.29. Result of axisymmetric and matched plane strain for Porto Tolle

embankment: a) average surface settlement and b) excess pore pressure (Hird et al
1995).
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plane strain analysis, pore pressures are not matched at corresponding points, but
merely on average. During construction, the observed and computed pore pressure
compared tolerably welL Afterwards, they differed greatly, although the field data
may have been unreliable because of the presence of organic gas in the soil
(Jamiolkowski and Lancellotta, 1984).

2.9.3 Modelling of Discharge Capacity (Chai et al. 1995)
Chai et al (1995) extended the method proposed by Hird et aL (1992) to
include the effect of well resistance and clogging. This new method was applied to
embankment stabilised with vertical drains founded on Muar clay, Malaysia. Four
analyses were presented considering: (1) no vertical drains, (2) embankment with

vertical drains and discharge capacity of the drains increasing with depth, (3) dra

with constant discharge capacity and (4) the same as (3) but assuming that the drai
were clogged below 9 m depth.
The discharge capacity of the drain in plane strain for matching the average
degree of horizontal consolidation is given by:
4k I2
Hwp

V

khi /
17
n
3h ln\+yin(s)'12
L \sj K

2l2nkh

(2.79)

3qM

The model developed in this study was refined using a single drain model of 5 m long,

and both elastic and elasto-plastic analyses were applied to predict its performanc
Excellent agreement was obtained between axisymmetric and plane strain models

especially with varied discharge capacity q*p as shown in Fig. 2.30 for elasto-plas

analysis. The well resistance matching also results in a more realistic excess pore
water pressure variation with depth as shown in Fig. 2.31 for elastic analysis. It
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seen from this figure that the varied discharge capacity yielded a more uniform and
closer match between axisymmetric and plane strain compared to constant discharge
capacity assumption.
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The model developed in this study was further verified with the performance
of embankment stabilised with vertical drains founded in M u a r clay, Malaysia. This
study shows that the vertical drains not only increase the settlement rate, but also
reduce the lateral deformation. A more realistic excess pore pressure distribution was
also obtained w h e n the well resistance and clogging were introduced in the analysis.

2.9.4 Influence of Discharge Capacity and Partial Clogging on PVD Effectiveness
(Chai and Miura, 1999)
S o m e influence factors on vertical drain behaviour were investigated in this
study by laboratory tests as well as by back-analysis of test embankments on vertical
drain improved subsoil at Saga Airport, Japan. T h e behaviour of vertical drains
depends on several factors such as: drain spacing and equivalent drain diameter, well
resistance (discharge capacity), smear effect, and drainage boundary condition. In
quantifying these factors, some uncertainties exist, except for the drain spacing. A s a
general tendency, the larger the equivalent drain diameter, the smaller the well
resistance (the larger the discharge capacity). The smaller the effect of smear, the
more effective the vertical drain is.
Discharge capacity of a vertical drain must be determined experimentally. A n
ideal discharge capacity test should simulate the drain installation, the confinement of
clay on the filter sleeve of drain, and the deformation of the drain during
consolidation. A systematic laboratory test program was carried out to identify the
important influencing factors on discharge capacity and the following findings were
reported:
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a) The discharge capacity of confining the drain by clay during one week was only
about 2 0 % of the corresponding value of confinement provided by a rubber
membrane. Air bubbles trapped in the drainage path of the drain reduced the
discharge capacity by about 2 0 % .
b) The folding of the drain with a vertical strain up to 2 0 % did not have m u c h effect
on discharge capacity, which supports the conclusion drawn by Hansbo (1983).
A n extensive series of tests of discharge capacity of drains were further
conducted in this study using confinement from rubber membrane and natural clay. It
was observed that the discharge capacity of drains continuously reduced with elapse
time, and the lowest value was about 4 % of the value of the drain confined by rubber
membrane. The discharge capacity of P V D tested in this study was reported to be 75
to 126 mVyear. The major factors considered for causing the discharge capacity
reduction with time under clay confinement are creep deformation of the filter and
clogging of fine particles entering the drainage path. The creep test on the filter
showed that in the long term, the cross-sectional area reduction due to deformation of
the filter was about 4 to 1 7 % . In order to examine the clogging effect, hydraulic
shocks (by stepping the inlet water flow hose) were applied during the discharge
capacity test. It was observed that some flocculated fine particles of clay were
pressured out of the drain channel and the discharge capacity increased after the
shocks. Also, after the tests, the fine particles were collected from the drainage
channel of the drain. It was concluded that the formation offineparticles entering the
drainage channel caused partial clogging of the drainage path and resulted in the
reduction of discharge capacity with time.
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The coefficient of permeability determined in the laboratory generally

underestimates the permeability of field deposits. It is suggested by Chai and Miura
(1999) that the horizontal permeability in the undisturbed region and in the smear
zone is estimated using the following expression:

itji*. Cf
k. U,//

(2.80)

where subscript / represents the value determined in the laboratory and Q represents
the coefficient of permeability ratio between field and laboratory value. The field
permeability may be obtained using back-analysed case history or using field self
boring permeameter. The Q values for a number of clay deposits are given in Table
2.4.

Table 2.4. Q value for a number of clay deposits (Chai and Miura, 1999).
Deposit
Bangkok clay at Asian Institute of Technology
(Back-analysis)
Bangkok clay at N o n g N g u H a o (Back-analysis)
Malaysia M u a r clay deposit (Back-analysis)
Ariake clay, Japan (Back-analysis)
Louiseville, Canada (Self-boring permeameter)
St-Alban, Canada (Self-boring permeameter)

25
4
2
4
About 1
About 3

2.9.5 Band Drains and Sand Compaction Piles (Indraratna et al., 1997)
Indraratna et al (1997) investigated the effect of ground improvement by

preloading together with geogrid and vertical band drains, as well as sand compactio

piles constructed on Muar clay, Malaysia. The settlement and lateral displacement of
the soft clay foundation were analysed using the plane strain finite element
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formulation, and the findings were compared to the field measurements. In order to
conduct a two-dimensional plane strain analysis, the vertical drain system was
converted into an equivalent drainage wall as explained by Cheung et al (1991), which
is described in more detail in Chapter 3.
The analysis employed critical state soil mechanics, and the deformations were
predicted on the basis of the fully coupled (Biot) consolidation model incorporated in
the finite element code C R I S P (Britto and Gunn, 1987). In the analysis, the soil
underneath the embankments was discretised using linear strain quadrilateral (LSQ)
elements. The vertical drains were modelled as ideal and non-ideal drains, where in
the former, the well resistance factor was ignored.
This study shows that the accurate prediction of lateral displacement depends
on the correct assessment of the value of the Cam-clay parameter X, the shear
resistance at the embankment-foundation interface and the nature of assumptions
made in the modelling of drains and sand piles. The actual soil properties are
influenced by the working stress range and the assumed stress path of the sub-soil at a
given depth. T h e normally consolidated parameters associated with the Cam-clay
theories over-estimate lateral displacement and settlements, if the applied stresses are
smaller than the pre-consolidation pressure.
The performance of vertical band drains and sand compaction piles was
compared based on normalised deformation as shown in Table 2.5. The ratio of
m a x i m u m lateral displacement tofillheight (PO and the ratio of m a x i m u m settlement
tofillheight (P2) were considered as stability indicators. In comparison with an
unstabilised embankment constructed to failure (Indraratna et aL, 1992), the stabilised
foundations are characterised by considerably smaller values for a and Pi, highlighting
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their obvious implication on stability. The normalised settlement (P2) on its own
not seem to be a proper indicator of instability. The foundation having SCP gives

lowest values of Pi and p2, clearly suggesting the benefits of sand compaction pile
over the band drains.

Table 2.5. Effect of ground improvement on normalised deformation factors
(Indraratna et al., 1997).
Ground improvement scheme a Bi p2
Sand compaction piles for pile/soil stiffness ratio 5
(h = 9.8 m , including 1 m sand layer
Geogrids + vertical band drains in square pattern at 2.0 m
spacing (h=8.7 m )
Vertical band drains in triangular pattern at 1.3 m spacing
(h = 4.75 m )
Embankment rapidly constructed to failure on untreated
foundation (h=5.5m)
Where:

0.185

0.018

0.097

0.141

0.021

0.149

0.123

0.034

0.274

0.634 0.104

0.164

a = ratio of maximum lateral displacement at the toe to the maximum settlement at
center line of embankment
Pi = ratio of maximum lateral displacement to the corresponding fill height.
P2 = ratio of maximum setdement to the corresponding fill height.

2.9.6 PVD with Vacuum Pressure (Bergado et al., 1998)
In this study, finite element analysis was applied to analyse the performance of
embankment stabilised with vertical drains, where a combined preload and vacuum
pressure were utilised at second Bangkok International Airport site. A simple
approximate method for modelling the effect of PVD as proposed by Chai and Miura

(1997) was incorporated in this study. PVD increases the mass permeability in ver
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direction. Consequently, it is possible to establish a value of permeability of

natural subsoil and the radial permeability towards the PVD. This equivalent ve

permeability (Kve) is derived, based on equal average degree of consolidation. T
deformation mode of PVD improved sub-soil is close to one-dimensional hence
Hansbo (1979) theory is applicable; and the total degree of consolidation is a
combination of vertical and radial consolidation as proposed by Scott (1963).
The approximate average degree of vertical consolidation Uv is given by:
Uv=l-exp(-3.54)Tv (2.81)
where, Tv is the dimensionless time factor.
The equivalent vertical permeability, Kve can be expressed as:
226L2K„ ""'JO
f?„
Kve - ;+ _
*
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(2.82)
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In the above, De is the equivalent diameter of a unit P V D influence zone, d, is the

equivalent diameter of the disturbed zone, dw is the equivalent diameter of PVD,

and K, are the undisturbed and disturbed horizontal permeability of the surroun

soil, respectively, L is the length for one-way drainage, and qw is discharge ca
PVD. The effects of smear and well-resistance have been incorporated in the
derivation of the equivalent vertical permeability.
Two full scale test embankments, TV1 and TV2 each with base area of 40 x

40 m were analysed in this study. The PVDs were installed to a depth of 15 m an
m for embankment TV1 and TV2, respectively. The design parameter are shown in

Table 2.6, and the typical cross section of embankment TV1 is shown in Fig. 2.3
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It can be concluded from this study that the vacuum assisted consolidation has
been effectively utilised on both embankment TV 1 and TV2. The performance of
embankment TV2 with vacuum preloading (compared to the embankment at the same

site without vacuum preloading), showed an acceleration in the rate of settlemen
about 60% and a reduction in the period of preloading by about 4 months.

Table 2.6. Parameters of vertical drains
Spacing, S
Diameter of drain, dw
Diameter of smear zone, d,
Ratio of KhfK,
Drainage length, /
Discharge capacity, qw (per-drain)

10.00 m

10.00 m

1.0 m (triangular pattern)
50 m m
300 m m
10
15 m for TV1 and 12 m for TV2
50 m3/year

15.00 m

5.00 m

Geomembrane—. Geonet with Geotextile

S3

S2

2.5 m
0.3 m

SI

S 0.0 m
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Figure 2.32. Cross-section of embankment T V 1 with 15 m long P V D and location of
monitoring instruments (Bergado et al., 1998).
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2.10 Summary and General Remarks
The classical axisymmetric theories of vertical drains have been well developed
and satisfactorily applied to estimate settlements of embankments stabilised with
vertical drains. A s often done in the case of predicting settlements, the total settlement
of a soil layer under loading is easily estimated using Terzaghi's one dimensional
theory of consolidation. However, the rate of the settlements and pore pressures
associated with vertical drains are difficult to predict accurately. This difficulty is
attributed to the complexity of estimating the correct values of soil parameters inside
and outside the smear zone. Therefore, the need for proper laboratory techniques to
measure these parameters is absolutely pertinent.
Since numericalfiniteelement techniques have been increasingly applied to
soil consolidation, several specific methods have been proposed to estimate
settlements underneath embankments stabilised by vertical drains. However, due to
mathematical complexities associated with the modelling of vertical drains, the
classical axisymmetric solutions cannot be applied directly in any plane strain finite
element analysis without making reasonable simplifications and assumptions.
Therefore, the development of a n e w model for simulating vertical drain behaviour
became necessary, in which the effect of smear could be incorporated properly, in
order to improve the accuracy of predictions. This n e w model is explained in detail in
the subsequent Chapters of the thesis.

CHAPTER 3 —THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND MODEL
DEVELOPMENT

3.1 General
Most finite element analyses on embankments are conducted based on the

plane strain assumption. However, this kind of analysis poses a problem, because the

consolidation around vertical drains is axisymmetric. Therefore, to employ a realist

2-D finite element analysis for vertical drains, the equivalence between plane strai
and axisymmetric analysis needs to be established.
The original axisymmetric analysis for vertical drains (Barron, 1948) which
has been further modified by Hansbo (1981) to include the effect of smear and well

resistance has been reviewed in Chapter 2. Hird at al (1992) developed an equivalent

plane strain analysis including smear and well resistance by considering a unit cell
the vertical drain, where geometric and permeability matching techniques were
adopted. In this model, several methods have been discussed with the objective of

satisfying the average degree of consolidation in both plane strain and axisymmetric

conditions. Firstly, the geometric matching approach was followed, where the spacing
of the drains was matched while keeping the permeability the same. Secondly, the
permeability matching was adopted, where the permeability coefficient was matched,
while keeping the spacing of the drains the same. The third method is a combination
of permeability and geometry matching, where the plane strain permeability is

calculated for a convenient drain spacing. A further refinement of this method has a
been reported later (Hird et al, 1995). These methods are discussed later in more
detail.
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The main objective of this study is to develop an analytical model to quantify
the smear effect, and to investigate its role on the soft clay behaviour using the finite
element method. Although the actual field conditions of vertical drains are threedimensional an equivalent plane strain model is often sufficient and advantageous
with regard to the computational effort (Zeng, et aL, 1987; Indraratna et aL, 1994).
The finite element code, C R I S P 9 2 (Britto and Gunn, 1987) has been extended to
incorporate the current analytical model representing the smear effect.

3.2 Conversion of Three-Dimensional Drain Pattern to an Equivalent TwoDimensional System
The consolidation of soil by vertical drains is three dimensional in nature,
however, it m a y often be analysed using a two-dimensional procedure for simplicity in
computation. Nevertheless, whether such a procedure is adequate remains
questionable. Cheung et al. (1991) presented a technique to convert the actual 3-D
vertical drains analysis into 2-D analysis by considering the vertical drain pattern as a
vertical wall system. A diagrammatic illustration of this conversion scheme is shown
in Fig. 3.1. The relationship between the parameters of the two systems was
developed by Sins ha et al. (1982), and it is expressed by:

MU
where, D is the equivalent diameter of the influence zone of sand drains, L is equal to
half of the distance between two adjacent sand walls, khp is the converted plane strain
coefficient of permeability of the soil, A is a conversion coefficient which is
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determined by considering the time for both systems to achieve a 5 0 % average degree
of consolidation. The value of X. is determined by:
X=

226
F + 7tG

(3.2)

In the above equation, F = In (n)-0.75 and n = D/dw, where dw is the diameter of t
drain. The well resistance factor, G is given by:

G =

r, Y / / v

(3.3)

where, h is the horizontal coefficient of permeability of the soil, kw is the coefficient
of permeability of the drain, and H is the length of the drain.

^

Sand
drain

-

-

^

H

D

2L
-\

Figure 3.1. Conversion scheme from axisymmetric sand drain to an equivalent sand
wall system (after Cheung et al., 1991).

In the finite element analysis, the soil mass between two sand walls should be

divided into at least 2 elements in the horizontal direction to ensure accuracy.
cases were introduced, namely, Case A: B, £ 2L+bw > S and Case B: 2L+bw = S.

Bi represents the width of the region stabilised with vertical drains, and L and
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defined in Fig. 3.1. S is the spacing of the drains. These two cases have been
considered for both ideal and non ideal drains, where ideal drains do not suffer from
smear, well resistance or clogging. The equivalent width of drain wall bw is converted
by assuming that the volume of the drain in both 3-D and 2-D is the same, and for
drains arranged in a square pattern, it is given by:
7tdw

It is critical that irrespective of the type of analysis, whether 2-D or 3-D, the
predicted settlements should be comparable to the actualfielddata. Therefore, any
equivalent method which requires conversion from 3-D to 2-D must include a rational
permeability model that simulates the consolidation process effectively. Although such
an equivalent 2-D model will be more efficient in terms of computational time, it is
not implied in this thesis that an equivalent model is superior to a true 3-D analysis.

3.3 Matching Geometry and Permeability (Hird et al., 1992)
A s briefly mentioned earlier, Hird et al (1992) based on several possible
methodologies (Zeng et al, 1987; Sanchez and Sagaseta, 1990) and extending
Hansbo's (1981) solution, developed a matching procedure for axisymmetric and
plain strain analysis by manipulating the drain spacing and/or soil permeability. A plain
strain unit cell of width 2B is shown in Fig. 3.2, which is made equivalent to the 3-D,
axisymmetric condition. The average degree of consolidation, U, at any depth and
time in both axisymmetric and plane strain cells become theoretically identical if the
following expression is satisfied:
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ln(s)--j

(3.5)
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where, B is the half-width of the plane strain unit cell and R is the radius of the

axisymmetric unit celL This condition is referred to as geometric matching, where

width of the plane strain unit cell B is selected to establish the same average d

consolidation in both axisymmetric and plane strain unit cells. The plane strain u

cell has the same permeability as the undisturbed soil in the axisymmetric unit ce
therefore, no smear zone is represented explicitly, in this approach.

The effect of well resistance is matched independently, if the following expressi
satisfied:
f
Q» =

\

2B
VJtR

(3,6)

"w

)

where Qw and qw are the discharge capacities of the plane strain and axisymmetric
drains, respectively.

£2Z7Z7\
Drain

by/

hfc
R
/

B
jj

2B
a) Axisymmetric

b) Plane strain

Figure 3.2. Unit cells: a) axisymmetric, b) plane strain (after Hird et al, 1992)
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A n alternative procedure m a y be derived in which the permeability of soil is

matched instead of the drain spacing. This procedures is referred to as permeabilit

matching. As kpi (permeability coefficient in plane strain) differs from *„ (perme

coefficient in axisymmetric situation), the following relationship is introduced to
satisfy equivalence:
2k„
k
* = f r„\

/,

/N

7T

WTH^KI

(3.7)

Also, in this case, Eqn. (3.6) simplifies to:
/

Gw =

2

OR q*

(3.8)

The alternative method is to pre-select a value of B, and then use a combination of
geometric and permeability matching (combined matching), which is modelled by the
following expression:

3

(3.9)

*K}&y*-i

3.4 Matching Permeability Alone (Bergado and Long, 1994)
Bergado and Long (1994) based on earlier work of Shinsha et al (1982),
developed a matching procedure for axisymmetric and plane strain conditions by

manipulating only the permeability of soil around vertical drain. Shinsha et al (19
proposed that the required time for 50% degree of consolidation in both actual case
(axisymmetric) and plane strain should be equal The following expression was
developed on the basis of this assumption:
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where, L is half the distance between two sand walls in 2-D model D is the influence

zone of the drains, Thso = 0.197 is the dimensionless time factor at 50% c
(laminar flow), and Trso is the corresponding radial flow in axisymmetric

k are the horizontal permeability coefficients of the 2-D (plane strain) a
axisymmetric model, respectively.

In this analysis, for 2-D consolidation analysis of embankment built above

vertical drains and granular piles, the actual axisymmetric case is transf

continuous walls but with the same spacing. If a, is taken as the ratio of

area to the total improved area, and the same ratio of at is used for both
then,

tS t
a =
' DJ=p or t=a*D
(311)
where, t is the thickness of the walls in the 2-D model, D and S are the r
and pile spacing of the axisymmetric condition, respectively.

In this procedure, the permeability of the soil between drain walls (2-D m

adjusted to achieve the same discharge between the actual axisymmetric cas

(plane strain) model. Hence, the vertical flow in both cases is assumed to

Taking the same head boundaries A and B for both axisymmetric and plain st
models as shown in Fig. 3.3, the converted permeability can be determined
following expression:

nil - a, )D
*- = ,c ( \ *

(3 12)

'

2S ln\an)
where, n = D/dw and a = DJD.
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Figure 3.3. a) Axisymmetric and plane strain model and b) Equivalent permeability for
smear effect (after Bergado and Long, 1994).

The effect of smear can be included by calculating the coefficient permeability

kg. The value of h is evaluated by introducing the same discharge rate of stead
subject to the same head boundaries (Fig. 3.3b), hence,
k ln(an)
k =
ccD
In
v*

(3.13)
Rln

d,

vA J
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where, R,=k/k„ in which k and k, are the horizontal permeabilities in undisturbed and
smear zone, respectively.
The horizontal (converted) permeability for plane strain model km is obtained
by replacing k in Eq. (3.12) by the value of ke from Eq. (3.13) as shown below:
7tD(l-as)k
*

=

2S In

aD

(d }

(3.14)

J

L \d, WRJn
) -f\dw J.

3.5 Proposed 2-D Analytical Solution of Vertical Drains
As discussed earlier, analytical modelling of radial flow to a central drain
involves a cylinder of soil around a single vertical drain with simplified boundary
conditions (ie. axisymmetric). In a two dimensional finite element analysis, in which

the plane strain model is utilised, it is pertinent to convert the system of vertical
into an equivalent drain wall following the approach of Hird et aL (1992). In this
section, the model developed by the writer is discussed, which constitutes the main

analytical component of the thesis. Fig. 3.4a shows a unit cell with an external radius
R and an initial length, /. The radius of the vertical drain and the smear zone are rw
r„ respectively. In comparison with Fig. 3.2 based on Hird et aL (1992), the Fig. 3.4
depicts a smear zone (hatched) which is modelled explicitly. According to Hansbo
(1981), for axisymmetric flow, the average degree of consolidation Uh on a
horizontal plane at a depth z and at time t may be predicted using Eqns. (2.12) to
(2.16) as discussed earlier in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.4. Conversion of an axisymmetric unit cell into plane strain.

In the method proposed here, the vertical drain system is converted into

equivalent parallel drain walls by adjusting both the spacing of the drain wall and

coefficient of permeability of the soil. The smear zone is modelled explicitly whic
contrasts with the previous methods of Hird et al (1992, 1995) and Bergado and
Long (1994). In Fig. 3.4, the appropriate conversion was conducted by assuming the
plane strain unit cell to have a width of 2B. The width of the drain is determined
considering the total capacity of the drain in both systems to be the same. For

example, in a system of vertical drains arranged at a spacing of S in a square patt
the width of the drain and the smear zone can be expressed by:
mi
, , 7tr2
W=
~2S '=2~S' respectlvely-

(3.15a)
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For drains arranged in a triangular pattern, the equivalent widths are given by:

U43nr?
b =

— and b, =
2S
'

2S

(3.15b)

where, S is the field spacing (center to center) between any two adjacent drains.

Another alternative is to keep the geometry (e.g. width of drain and smear

zone) the same in both axisymmetric and plane strain conditions. Hence, changin
equivalent plane strain accordingly, the geometric are made equal as follows:
bw=rwandbs=rs (3.15c)
The above drain and smear zone dimensions are defined in Fig. 3.4.
Axisymmetric analysis described by Hansbo (1981) may be transformed to an

equivalent plain strain solution as explained below. Considering Darcy's law, t
velocity of water flow (vx) in the undisturbed zone is given by the following equation:
k

(3.
v, 16)
=

hp

du

where,
khp = coefficient of horizontal permeability, where the subscript '/?' represents the
plane strain condition;

yw = unit weight of water, u = pore water pressure, and x = prescribed direction
flow.

In the smear zone, the corresponding flow in the same lateral direction is assu
be governed by:

(K
V

x

=

V'w A

(3.17)
dx
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where, k'^and u' are the coefficient of permeability and pore water pressure in the
smeared zone, respectively.
For the plane strain model, consider a horizontal slice of thickness dz, of the
unit cell (Fig. 3.5). It is postulated that the flow in the slice at a distance x

centerline of the drain is equal to the change in volume within a block of soil of
(B-x), such that:

Vx

=

(3. 18)

x)

where, e is the strain in the z direction.
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Figure 3.5. Plane strain unit cell.
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Substituting Eq. (3.16) into Eq. (3.18) and rearranging gives the following equation

for the pore pressure gradient in the undisturbed soil domain, outside the smeared
zone:

feltH

\dxj

B>x>b.

(3. 19)

In the smeared (disturbed) zone, the corresponding pore pressure gradient is then
given by:

bM

&ItH-

,dx

(3. 20)

For vertical flow in the z direction of the drain, the change of flow from the entrance
to the exit of the slice dqz is now given by:
d2u
dz2

dq =

dzdt

(3. 21)

'xibw

The horizontal inflow to the drain slice from each side dqx is determined from:
dqx =

Mil **

(3.22)

For ensuring continuity of flow, the following flow continuity equation needs to be
satisfied (see Fig. 3.5):
dqz+2dqx=0

(3. 23)

It is assumed that at the boundary of the drain (x-bw), there is no sudden drop in pore
pressure, hence, u=u'. Substituting Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) in Eq. (3.23) and
subsequent rearranging with the above boundary condition yields:
r 2

d u>^

dx

'x = b„

2k„

< °^h

= 0

=h

(3. 24)
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Substituting Eq. (3.24) into Eq. (3.20) and integrating in the z direction subject to the
following boundary conditions: at z-0, u' = 0; at z=2l, u' = 0; and at z=l,
du' I dz = 0, the pore pressure in the smeared zone u' may be determined by:

de {
Qi \J°iv dt
)

l\

2By,

(«W =

(3. 25)

*"T

Integrating Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) in the x direction with the same boundary

conditions as stated above, and by assuming u-u' at the interface x=bs (see Fig.
lead to the following two expressions for u and u':
y„ de 1
2
u = 2 dt JL xi2B-x)+—^-(2lz-z )-b,(2B-b,)

«' =

ywde 1
x(2B-x) +
2 dtk^

^(2lz-z2)-bw(2B-bw)

(3. 26)

(3. 27)

Let u be the average excess pore water pressure between the smeared and intact
zones, at depth z and for a given time, t:
J„ udx+j
udx+\'u'
u'dx
—

u=

»i;

»fc

(3. 28)

B

Solution of Eq. (3.28) by substitution from Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) gives the following
expression for u at any given depth, z and time, t:
-_ B2yw
2khp

de
dt

)+(d)(2lz-z2)

a +T^(P

where, a _ l _ i t+ ^ L _ ^
3

3

3B

2

B

(3.29a)

B

A b' b' 2b» _2b«b' xb» ,b»b>
P

~ B2

(3. 29)

K> fan

3B3

3B3

B_2kU]_

O
Kq\B B )
2

B2

B2

B3

and

(3.29b)

(3.29c)
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It should be noted that if the smear zone radius (b,) and the drain radius (bw) are very
close to each other or s= r/rw =1, than R in Eqn. (3.29b) becomes zero. For

simplicity, ignoring higher order terms, the geometric parameters a, )3 and 6 are
given by:
2 2b,
a=
3

K

b,2

B

3B2

\

(3.29d)

B

^jr^-Kr^istl-tl)^
V

i

*P

bm

(3.29e)
(3.29f)

e-TT-^r-ly—fB
B

Kiz \

Equation (3.29) m a y n o w be combined with the time-dependent compressibility
governed by the following well-known consolidation expression:
de
dt'

du
"^ dt

du
Chpyw ' dt

(3. 30)

where, m , is the coefficient of volume compressibility and ChP is the horizontal
coefficient of consolidation.

Substituting Eq. (3.30) into Eq. (3.29), and then integrating subject to the bound
condition that at t=0, u=u0 gives the following expression:
B27wmv
u
»Jn
2khp
KUoJ

(3. 31)

where, tf = cc+(P)-^+(e)(2lz-z2)
k

hp

Chp t

hp
-hp-

Given the time factor as T^ = — ~ T and the coefficient of consolidation as c to =my

v w

clearly the term (ul uQ) in Eq. (3. 31) is directly related to the average degree of
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consolidation (U hp) and the time factor (7^) for plane strain conditions, which can be
represented by:

Uhp=l-=-=l-exp
*.
Uo
{ Up )

(3. 32)

At each time step and at a given stress level the average degree of consolidation for

both axisymmetric (17/,) and equivalent plane strain (Uhp) conditions are made equal
hence:
V* = UhP (3. 33)
Combination of Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33) with the original Hansbo (1981) theory (Eq.
2.2) defines the time factor ratio by the following equation:
*-hp ^hp

Th

R

(3. 34)

kh B<

For square and triangular patterns of vertical drains, the influence diameter for each

drain (D=2R) is given by: D = 1.13 S, and D = 1.05 S, respectively (Barron, 1948). In

the equivalent plane strain model, the spacing S is equal to the total width of the u

cell, 2B. Therefore, for simplicity, the writer has assumed the magnitudes of R and B
to be the same, which results in the following expression for the equivalent plane
strain permeability.

a+(p)-^+(9)(2lz-z2)
khp
^hp

f

4-

k ^
2
_£ ln(s)-075 + 7t(2lz-z ) —
k' ,

(3. 35)

L \sj

Ignoring the well resistance in Eq. (3.35), where all terms containing / and z are

omitted, the influence of the smear effect can be isolated and represented by the rat
of the smear zone permeability to the undisturbed permeability as follows:
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k'
K

hp

(3. 36)
>

.•€) v**;7 /nU)-075 -a

The influence of well resistance is not pronounced when significant flows (qw and qz)

take place within the drains, whereby the parameter 6 becomes small in compari

with the smear effect terms. If there is hardly any smear (ie. bt-bw), then j3 a

zero, hence, the Eqn. (3.36) cannot be used. Putting f3=Q in Eqn. (3.35) and ig

well resistance provides a=0.67 and s-bjby^=\. In other words, if both smear an

well resistance effects are ignored in Eqn. (3.35), then the simplified ratio o

strain to axisymmetric permeability is readily obtained, as proposed earlier b
al. (1992):
>

kh

0.67
[ln(n)-075]

(3. 37)

The well resistance is derived independently and yields an equivalent plane strain
discharge capacity of drains as also proposed earlier by Hird et al. (1992):

qi

nBqw

(3.38)

In this study, Eqs. (3.36), (3.37) and (3.38) are incorporated in the numerical analysis
(employing CRISP) to compare the laboratory data and to study selected case
histories, as discussed in the following sections (Chapters).

3.6 Verification of the Proposed Model
In order to verify the proposed model, a finite element analysis was

undertaken for both axisymmetric and equivalent plane strain models. A unit dr

was considered with a drain installed to a depth of 5 m under the ground surfa
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1.2 m spacing. The radius of the drain was 0.03 m , the radius of the mandrel used to
install the drain was 0.05 m , and the radius of the unit cell (half spacing) was 0.6 m.
The soil was assumed as a homogeneous clay with a vertical permeability of 5 x 10'9
m/s, and the horizontal permeability was taken to be twice that of the vertical
permeability (Le. 1 x 10 m/s). The corresponding equivalent plane strain permeability
in the smear zone was equal to 5.02 x 10"10 m/s, based on Eqn. (3.36). In the
undisturbed zone the equivalent plane strain faP was 2.97 x 10"9 m/s ( Eqn. 3.37). The
saturated unit weight of the soil ys was 18 k N / m 3 and the water table was assumed to
be at the ground surface. In the analysis with smear, the size of the smear zone was
taken to be 5 times the size of the mandrel (later justified based on laboratory tests)
and the horizontal permeability in the smear zone was taken to be equal to the vertical
permeability. Also, the drain was assumed to have no stiffness. Thefiniteelement
mesh used in the analysis of single drain is shown in Fig. 3.6, which contains 6-node
linear strain triangular (LST) elements with three pore pressure nodes. Because of
symmetry, it was sufficient to consider one half of the unit cell For the verification of
the model a simplified permeability variation was assumed as shown in Fig. 3.7, where
the permeability within the smear zone was taken to be constant (Le. k\P = 5.02x10"
m/s). A higher permability was used for the undisturbed zone (khp = 2.97 x 10"9 m/s).
Figure 3.7 shows both the assumed axisymmetric and the converted plane strain
permeability values.

Surface/Drain

Drain
element
Smear
zone

Impermeable
fi = 0.6m

H

Figure 3.6. Finite element meshes for unit cell analysis.
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For the elasto-plastic finite element analysis, modified Cam-clay model
(Roscoe and Burland, 1968) was used. The Cam-clay parameters of the soil are as

follows: the gradients of volume against log pressure relations for consolidation and

swelling, X - 0.2, and K - 0.04, respectively; slope of the critical state line based
effective stress, M = 1.0; void ratio at unit consolidation pressure, ect = 2 and
Poisson's ratio v = 0.25.
The results of both axisymmetric and plane strain analysis are plotted in Fig.
3.8, where the average degree of radial consolidation Uh (%) is plotted against the

time factor Th for perfect drain conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 3.8, the proposed
plane strain analysis gives a good agreement with the axisymmetric analysis. The
maximum difference between the two methods is less than 5%. Figure 3.9 indicates

the settlement-time plots for both axisymmetric and equivalent plane strain conditio
which again reveal good agreement. Excess pore pressures are zero in both cases,
hence not shown on a separate plot.
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Figure 3.8. Average degree of consolidation vs T i m e factor.
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of surface settlement vs T i m e for axisymmetric and equivalent
plane strain analyses for perfect drain condition.

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate the settlement vs time and excess pore
pressure against time plots for drains with smear only (i.e. no well resistance). The
comparison between axisymmetric and equivalent plane strain models is in good
agreement. It is noted that the pore pressures are more difficult to match than the
settlements. The maximum error in settlement plot is 7 %, whereas the maximum
deviation in excess pore water pressure is about 15 %.
The well resistance can also be included using Eqn. (3.32). Figures 3.12 and

3.13 illustrate the settlements and excess pore pressure variations with time for sing
drains including smear plus well resistance. Once again, very good agreement between
the axisymmetric model and the equivalent plane strain model is found. It is important

to note that the inclusion of well resistance reduces the errors, notably in excess por
pressures.
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of the average surface settlement for axisymmetric and
equivalent plane strain analyses with smear.
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of the average pore water pressure at mid depth for
axisymmetric and equivalent plane strain analyses with smear.
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Plane strain with smear and well resistance
Axisymmetry with smear and well resistance
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Figure 3.12. Comparison of the average surface settlement for axisymmetric and
equivalent plane strain analyses with smear and well resistance.
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of the excess pore pressure at mid depth for axisymmetric
and equivalent plane strain analyses with smear and well resistance.
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Based on the above single drain analysis, Figs. 3.8 - 3.13 all provide concrete
evidence that the equivalent (converted) plane strain model is an excellent substitute
for the axisymmetric m o d e l Infiniteelement modeling, the 2-D, plane strain analysis
is expected to cut d o w n the computational time considerably, in comparison with the
time taken by a 3-D, axisymmetric model, especially in the case of multi drain analysis
as will be discussed later (Chapter 5). Therefore, in the remaining part of the thesis,
the analysis will be based only on the equivalent plane strain model.

3.6.1 Variation of Permeability Ratio with The Radial Distance from Vertical Drain
O n o u e et aL (1991) suggested a multi zoned permeability around the drain,
namely the disturbed zone, intermediate zone and the undisturbed region. Detailed
laboratory tests conducted to study this aspect will be discussed next in Chapter 4.
For preliminary finite element analysis, the variation of horizontal permeability is
assumed to be linear as shown in Fig. 3.14. The minimum horizontal permeability in
the smear zone is taken to be the same as the vertical permeability (kv = 5 x 10" m/s),
which increases linearly in the smear zone until the boundary of smear zone and the
undisturbed zone is reached. The corresponding minimum equivalent plane strain
permeability (k'hp) for the smear zone is 5.02 x 10"10 m/s. The variation of permeability
within the undisturbed zone is also linear, but the gradient is smaller (Fig. 3.14). The
m a x i m u m horizontal permeability in the undisturbed zone (kh) is 1 x 10 m/s which
corresponds to an equivalent plane strain permeability (khp) of 2.97 x 10" m/s.
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Figure 3.14. Variation of permeability along radial distance from the vertical drain.

In finite element modelling, the linear variation of the permeability along the

radial distance is taken into account by inputting the corresponding khp for eve

vertical column of the mesh. The mesh employed was shown earlier in Fig. 3.6, whe

the unit drain system was divided into 6 columns of elements along the radial dis
The settlement-time plot for axisymmetric and plane strain models shows good

agreement (Fig. 3.15). The excess pore pressure variation (Fig. 3.16) also indica

acceptable agreement, but the deviation between the two models is greater than th
of the settlement variation. Nevertheless, by varying the permeability along the

distance (rather than assuming constant), the error in excess pore pressure is re
(i.e. compare Fig. 3.16 with Fig. 3.11).
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Figure 3.15. Comparison of surface settlement for axisymmetric and plane strain with
varying permeability along radial distance from the drain.
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Figure 3.16. Comparison of excess pore water pressure at mid depth for axisymmetric

and plane strain with varying permeability along radial distance from the drain.
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3.6.2 Effect of Well Resistance
The effect of well resistance is considered in the analysis by choosing an
appropriate discharge capacity of the drain. Equation 3.38 provides an equivalent
plane strain discharge capacity of the drain, by converting the natural axisymmetric
discharge capacity. The excess pore water pressure for the equivalent plane strain
condition at any time step or the degree of consolidation can be determined by
employing Eq. 3.32.
The discharge capacity of the drain is a function of time, lateral deformation
and clogging. Typical values of discharge capacity were given in Fig. 2.5 (Section
2.3.3). It was reported in Fig. 2.5 that the discharge capacity could be as high as 800
mVyear, but reduced to 100-300 m3/year under elevated lateral pressure (Rixner et al.,
1986). Hansbo (1981) reported magnitudes of discharge capacity of various drains
corresponding to actualfieldconditions (Table 2.2). Under a confining pressure of 80
kPa, the discharge capacity of drains was about 20 mVyear with the smallest value
around 5 mVyear. Under a confining pressure of 500 kPa, the discharge capacity is
reduced to 10 mVyear or less. 'Clogged' drains are associated with discharge
capacities approaching zero.
Figs. 3.17 and 3.18 show the settlements and excess pore water pressures
based on smear and well resistance with a discharge capacity qw of 20 mVyear. A
reduced settlement is expected w h e n the well resistance is included in the analysis. A
good agreement between axisymmetric and equivalent plane strain models is obtained
for surface settlements (Fig. 3.17). Not surprisingly, the excess pore pressures,
however, are more difficult to match. Nevertheless, the deviation between the models
is reduced by the inclusion of well resistance (Fig. 3.18).
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Figure 3.17. Comparison of the average surface setdement for axisymmetric and
equivalent plane strain analyses with smear and well resistance.
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Plane strain with smear and well resistance
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Figure 3.18. Comparison of the excess pore pressure at mid depth for axisymmetric
and equivalent plane strain analyses with smear and well resistance.
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3.6.3 Degree of Consolidation-Time Factor Difference between Axisymmetric and
Equivalent Plane Strain Analyses
As illustrated previously, the equivalent plane strain model proposed in this
study provides an excellent settlement match with the axisymmetric analysis.
However, the excess pore water pressures at the corresponding times were more

difficult to match in contrast to the settlements. The difference of the degree of
consolidation (AU) obtained by using both models at any time step is illustrated

Figs. 3.19 based on the Uh-Th plot. The difference of degree of consolidation betw
the two models is represented by (Upi-Uax) %, where Upi and 17« are the degree of
consolidation for plane strain and axisymmetric conditions, respectively.
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Figure 3.19. Errors between the results obtained using axisymmetric and equivalent
plane strain analyses based on settlements.
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The peak errors occur at Time factors of 0.30 and 2.0, respectively, where the
deviation in Uk is as high as 7 %. The largest error is associated with the 'smear only'
case, however, this error is reduced when the well resistance is incorporated. In other
words, Fig. 3.19 confirms that the best accuracy of modelling is obtained by including
both smear and well resistance. The error is further reduced by taking into account of
the correct variation of permeability with the radial distance.

3.7 Summary and General Remarks
In this Chapter, several theoretical models were reviewed, especially those that
deal with the conversion of the axisymmetric field situation (radial drainage around
vertical drains) to an equivalent plane strain modeL This conversion is necessary in
order to reduce the large computational time generally required for a 3-D finite
element analysis with m a n y drains. Since Hansbo's theory of vertical drains has gained
wide acceptance among engineers, it was thought that appropriate plane strain models
could be derived following modification of the axisymmetric theory. For instance,
Hird et al (1992) introduced an equivalent plane strain unit cell for vertical drain
analysis based on Hansbo (1981), but only an average smear zone was considered
across the plane strain unit cell. Consequently, the smear zone was not modelled
explicitly. In this study, a more rigorous model is proposed, where the effect of smear
is explicitly defined in the plane strain unit cell. Also, the variation of permeability
with radial distance from the central drain is taken into account. The agreement
between the proposed equivalent plane strain model and the axisymmetric model is
very good. The difference between the degree of consolidation with smear (based on
surface settlement) was less than 7 %. However, the excess pore water pressure is
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more difficult to match between the two systems. The errors are further reduced by
incorporating the well resistance, even though it is not as significant as the smear

effect. The validity of the writer's model is verified using laboratory tests (Le. lar
scale, radial drainage consolidometer) and case history analyses, which will be
described in subsequent Chapters.

CHAPTER 4 — LABORATORY TESTING

4.1 General
The installation of vertical drains by means of a mandrel causes significant

remoulding of the subsoil especially in the near vicinity of the mandrel Thus, a zone
of smear will be developed with reduced permeability and increased compressibility.

As remoulding retards the consolidation process of the subsoil, it has to be consider
in any theoretical solution. Barron (1948) suggested the concept of reduced

permeability which is equivalent to lowering the overall value of the coefficient of
consolidation. Hansbo (1979) also introduced a zone of smear in the vicinity of the
drain with a reduced coefficient of permeability.
In this research, a large-scale consolidometer (Indraratna and Redana, 1995)

was utilised to examine the actual reduction of soil permeability, and to assess the

extent of the smear zone around a mandrel driven vertical drain. By sampling the soi

around the vertical drain, the smear zone could be quantified by the measured change

in permeability. This change in permeability has been incorporated in a finite eleme

model to predict the corresponding consolidation settlements under a given load. The
numerical results indicate that accurate predictions can be obtained once the smear

effects are included in the model, giving a close match with the axisymmetric solutio

including smear proposed by Hansbo (1981). The prediction of settlement in the radial
drainage consolidometer using the equivalent plane strain model developed in this
study also indicates a good agreement with the axisymmetric solution with smear
using CRISP. However, the prediction based on perfect drains (no smear)
overestimates the settlement considerably.
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4.2 Apparatus and Test Procedure
4.2.1 Apparatus
The schematic illustration of the large-scale radial drainage consolidometer is

given in Fig. 4.1, where the main body of the cell consists of two half sections made
of stainless steel (450 mm in internal diameter and 950 mm in height). The friction
along the cell boundary is reduced by placing a 1.5 mm thick teflon sheet around the

Line Connecting
to Mandrel

2 m m teflon sheet
pressure gauge
pressure regulator
release valve
7^

Figure 4.1. Large-scale consolidation apparatus.
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internal cell boundary. The loading system with a capacity of 1200 k N can be applied
by an air jack compressor system via a piston. The axial displacement transducer is
usually placed at the top of this piston to measure the settlements. In order to measure
the excess pore water pressures, six diaphragm type piezometers complete with
wiring can be connected to a ten-channel switch box for signal conditioning, and the
subsequent readings can be observed via a digital voltmeter. Volume changes during
the test are monitored using a burette drainage tube system. The cell is also equipped
with a specially designed steel hoist from which a synthetic vertical drain can be
inserted along the central axis of the cell A photograph of the equipment is shown in
Appendix C.

4.2.2 Test Procedure
4.2.2.1 Test sample
A s it was not feasible to obtain one undisturbed sample for the large
consolidometer apparatus, reconstituted alluvial clay from Sydney was used to make
large samples. Selected geotechnical properties of the sample are shown in Table 4.1.
The clay size particles (<0.002 m m ) accounted for about 4 0 % - 5 0 % of the specimen,

Table 4.1. Soil properties of the reconstituted clay sample
Soil Properties
Clay Content
(%)
Silt Content
(%)
Water content, w
(%)
(%)
Liquid Limit, WL
Plastic Limit, wP
(%)
Plasticity Index, PI (%)
Unit Weight,
(t/m3)
Specific Gravity, G,

Reconstituted Clay
40-50
45-60
40
70
30
40
1.7
2.6
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and particles smaller than silt size (<0.06 m m ) constituted about 9 0 % of the specimen.
O n the basis of the Casagrande Plasticity Chart, the reconstituted clay could be
categorised as C H (high plasticity clay).

4.2.2.2 Test procedure
Clay was thoroughly mixed with water, before placing it inside the large
cylinder, and subsequently, the soil was placed and compacted in layers. In order to
reduce friction between the side wall of the cylinder and the soil a teflon sheet was
laid around the inner periphery of the cell After specimen preparation, filter material
and a sand mat of about 5 c m thick were put on the surface of the compacted clay.
The loading device was set and an initial preconsolidation pressure of 20 kPa was
applied prior to the installation of the central drain.
The vertical sand drain was installed by using a specially designed 'pipe'
mandrel and hoist (pulley system). The diameter of the mandrel was 50 m m and its
thickness was 2 m m . After the sand was poured into the pipe, it was gradually
withdrawn by the hoist while applying light vibration to the pipe as well as
compacting the sand using an external (inner) rod. The vertical drain thus formed can
be regarded as a sand compaction pile (SCP).
After installation of the sand compaction pile in the large cell small specimens
were collected from different locations within the cell at k n o w n radial distances by
using a specially designed tube sampler (Fig. 4.2b). The samples were subjected to
one-dimensional consolidation using conventional (50 m m dia.) oedometers in order
to study the variation in soil properties close to and away from the central drain. It is
postulated that the compressibility and permeability characteristics of the smear zone
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near the sand drain would be significantly different from the rest of the clay unaffected
by the installation of the SCP. The horizontal and vertical compressibility and

permeability characteristics were measured for the specimens recovered from the cel
as indicated in Fig. 4.2b.
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Figure 4.2. a) Schematic section of the test equipment showing the central drain and
associated smear and b) locations of small specimens obtained to
determine the consolidation and permeability characteristics.
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In order to investigate the effect of vertical drain on settlements, separate
samples were prepared in the large-scale consolidometer with the central drain, and
loaded axially in increments of 50, 100, and 200 kPa to promote radial consoEdation.
Schematic illustration of the vertical drain and associated smear in the large-scale

consolidometer is illustrated in Fig. 4.2a. The pore water pressure transducers Tl to
T6 were placed at different locations within the cell The pressure port of the
'Mediamate' transducers Tl to T6 are a braced assembly of stainless steel, with no
risk of corrosion.

4.3 Test Results and Discussion
As mentioned earlier, the extent of the smear zone associated with the vertical
sand drain installation was investigated by evaluating the compressibility and
permeability parameters close to and away from the vertical drain. The following
section describes the oedometer consolidation behaviour of the small specimens which
were obtained from the large cell after the drain installation (Fig. 4.2b).
Fig. 4.3 shows the relationship of the void ratio against the applied

consolidation pressure for samples obtained at different radial distances (R) from th

axis of the drain. It is observed that the void ratio decreases towards the vicinity o
the central drain, which confirms that the effect of smear (compaction) is most
pronounced near the drain boundary. Due to the significant reduction of the

horizontal permeability in the vicinity of the drain (Fig. 4.4a), it is clear that the
of the smear zone can be taken to be 100 mm or estimated to be a factor of 4 to 5
times the radius of the drain (mandrel).
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Figure 4.3. Void ratio against pressure relationship for a) vertical specimen, and
b) horizontal specimen.

Although Fig. 4.3 only shows a small difference in the e-log (f curves, the
effect on the difference in permeability (h and kv) is significant. The variations of the
horizontal and vertical coefficient of permeability (h and kv) for different mean
applied consolidation pressures are plotted in Fig. 4.4. The magnitudes of the
coefficients of permeability kv and kh are calculated by Terzaghi consolidation theory,
where the coefficients of consolidation (cv and Ch) are determined on the basis of the
Casagrande 'log time' method. In the smear zone, although it is seen that the
coefficient of horizontal permeability (k'h) becomes smaller towards the drain, the
vertical permeability (k'v) is almost unchanged even at the drain interface.
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Figure 4.4. a) Horizontal permeability and b) vertical permeability along the radial
distance from the central drain.

A s discussed previously, the coefficient of permeability, k (Fig. 4.4) was
obtained (back calculated) using the Terzaghi one-dimensional consolidation theory.
Tavenas et al (1983a) have stated that this indirect method of determining k is not
accurate because of the assumptions of constant modulus of deformability (m) and
constant coefficient of consolidation (cv) during the reduction of void ratio (e) upon
loading. Tavenas et al (1983a) suggest the determination of permeability using the
triaxial or modified oedometer apparatus. However, in this study, the actual
magnitude of k is not critical in determining the extent of smearing. Smear zone is
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characterised by the significantly decreased permeability towards the drain, in relation
to the higher permeability of the soil that is unaffected by drain installation. In other
words, it is the kind of variation of permeability with radial distance (ie. shape of
graph in Fig. 4.4) that is important to detect smear, rather than the actual magnitude
of kv or h. Therefore, in this study, a dimensionless ratio khlkv (Fig. 4.5) is proposed
to eliminate the above discussed ambiguity inherent in Terzaghi's method. The
method of obtaining kh and kv is not critical, as long as the same laboratory approach
is consistently followed for determining both h and kv.
T h e change in kt/kv ratio along the radial distance from the central drain is
plotted in Fig. 4.5. T h e value of k'h f k'v in the smear zone varies between 0.9 and 1.3
with an average of 1.15. Hansbo (1987) argued that for extensive smearing, the
horizontal permeability coefficient in the smear zone (k'h) should approach that of the
vertical permeability coefficient (k'v), thus suggesting that the ratio k'h I k'v could
approach 1. The experimental results of the current study seem to be in agreement
with Hansbo (1987). For the applied consolidation pressures, it is observed that the
value of kh/ky varies between 1.4 and 1.9 with an average of 1.63 in the undisturbed
zone. Shogaki et al (1995) reported that the average values of kh/kv were in the range
of 1.36-1.57 for undisturbed isotropic soil samples taken from Hokkaido to Chugoku
region in Japan. Tavenas et al (1983b) reported that for the soil tested in
conventional oedometer, the kh/kv ratio was found to vary between 0.91 and 1.42 for
intact natural clays, and from 1.2 to 1.3 for Matagami varved clay. Bergado et aL
(1991) conducted a thorough laboratory study on the development of smear zone in
soft Bangkok clay, and they reported that the horizontal permeability coefficient of
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Figure 4.5. Ratio of krfh along the radial distance from the central drain.

undisturbed zone to the smear zone varied between 1.5 and 2 with an average of 1.75.

More significantly, the ratio of k'h I k'v was found to be almost unity within the smear
zone.
The settlement behaviour of clay under loading was predicted using the
analytical approach of Hansbo (1981) and by the finite element method (CRISP). The
finite element discretization of the consolidation cell is shown in Fig. 4.6, and the
results are discussed Later. The variation of kh/kv within the consolidation cell as

explained earlier was incorporated to represent the effect of smear in the predictions.
The settlement of the large-scale consolidometer sample without smear was predicted
from the Terzaghi one-dimensional theory, (Cc = 0.34, Cr = 0.14, cv= 1.5 x 10"8 m2/s
and kv = 2.25 x 10"10 m/s). A maximum past pressure (o'p) of 20 kPa was assumed
based on previous oedometer consolidation data. The stress distribution within the
cell was determined by the theory of elasticity (Boussinesq analysis). The radius of the
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smear zone was estimated to be 100 m m on the basis of the large-scale experimental
results shown in Fig. 4.5.

Drain
boundary

/ = 950 m m

Smear zone

Periphery
of the cell

zzsr
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I.

225mm
M

Note: width of drain
is not shown

Figure 4.6. Finite element discretization for plane strain analysis of the soil in largescale consolidometer.

Following Hansbo (1981) analytical method for axisymmetric flow, the
average degree of consolidation U h on a horizontal plane at a depth z and at time t
was predicted from Eqs. (2.2) to (2.8).
Plane strain finite element analysis was also employed to predict the settlement
behaviour of the soil, where the numerical analysis based on the modified Cam-clay
model (Roscoe and Burland, 1968) was incorporated in the finite element code,
CRISP92. The discretised finite element mesh for the soil cell (Fig. 4.6) is composed
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of 6-node linear strain triangular (LST) elements with three pore pressure nodes.
Because of symmetry, it w a s sufficient to consider one half of the unit cell The clay
layer w a s characterised by vertical drained conditions at upper boundaries only. The
applied piston loading was simulated by applying incremental vertical loads to the
upper boundary. T h e excess pore water pressures were set to zero along the drain
boundary to simulate complete dissipation, and the effect of well resistance was
neglected, due to the relatively short length of the drains.
The equivalent (plane strain) permeability in the smear zone (k'hp) can be
determined by Eq. (3.36). Subsequently, The ratio of the equivalent plane strain
permeability (khp) to the axisymmetric permeability (kh) without smear effect is given
by Eq. (3.37). The Cam-clay parameters of the soil (measured using consolidometer
tests) are as follows: the gradients of volume against log pressure relations for
consolidation and swelling, X = 0.15, and rc= 0.05, respectively (eg. from Fig. 4.3);
slope of the critical state line based on effective stress, M - 1.1; void ratio at unit
consolidation pressure, ec, = 1.55; Poisson's ratio assumed to be v = 0.25 and the unit
weight of soil ys = 17 kN/m 3 . The consolidometer and triaxial test results for
computing Cam-clay properties are given in Appendix A. The extent of the smear
zone and the associated permeability parameters were determined by large-scale
consolidometer tests as described earlier. In the smear zone, the average, converted
(plane strain) permeability was, k'^ = 2.26 x 10"11 m/s, while outside the smear zone,
the mean converted value of permeability was, k^ = 1.66 x 10"10 m/s, for the range of
applied consolidation pressures. The stress levels at various depths within the
consolidation cell (Table 4.2) were incorporated in the finite element code, CRISP.
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Table 4.2. Stress state within the large-scale consolidometer

Depth (m) oZ(kPa) <(kPa) w(kPa)
P^OcPa)
0
11
20
0
30
0.15
12
21
1.5
20
0.45
14
23
4.5
23
0.95
16
28
9.5
27
Note: &y, (fh = vertical and horizontal effective pressures
M = pore water pressure
p'c = isotropic pre-consolidation pressure

T h e finite element predictions are also compared with Hansbo (1981) theory
as illustrated in Fig. 4.7 together with the laboratory measurements. As shown in Fig.
4.7, Hansbo (1981) theory underestimates settlements particularly during the final
loading stage. The finite element analysis incorporating the laboratory permeability
ratios provides a good agreement with the measured data and is more appropriate to
predict the long-term settlements. If the effect of smear is not included in the
predictions, the conventional time-settlement curve plots considerably below the
actual settlement response (Fig. 4.7). However as the time period is increased
substantially (greater than say 3 months), the settlement curve without smear
converges towards the settlement prediction with smear. This implies that the effect of
smear is concerned with the rate of settlement in the short-intermediate term, and that
the ultimate settlement is unaffected by the pattern of drains.
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Figure 4.7. Consolidation settlement of the soil stabilised with sand drain as measured
in the large-scale consolidometer incorporating smear effect.

Axisymmetric analysis was conducted using the finite element analysis to
predict the settlement of the soil in the large-scale, radial drainage consolidometer.
The results of the analysis together with the plane strain analysis are shown in Fig.
4.8. The settlement predictions using the axisymmetric and plane strain analyses (with
smear) are in good agreement, although both methods slightly overpredict the
settlement. As expected, the 'no smear' analysis clearly overpredicts the settlements,
and this discrepancy increases with time. The equivalent plane strain analysis for 'no
smear' is not plotted because it coincides very closely with the axisymmetric case,
hence omitted for clarity. In other words, the equivalent plane strain model is an
excellent alternative to the axisymmetric condition.
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of settlement prediction using plane strain and axisymmetric

analysis with settlement of the soil stabilised with sand drain as measured in the largescale consolidometer.

The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures in large-scale
consolidometer are compared in Fig. 4.9. For the pressure transducer T2 which is
located 25 cm below the soil surface, the measured pore water pressures are in
agreement with the numerical predictions incorporating smear. As expected, the
prediction without smear (perfect drain) obviously underestimates the pore water
pressure. Meanwhile, the measured pore water pressure at T5 (0.25 m above the base
of the cell) is in agreement with the prediction in Stage 1 loading only. For subsequent
loading stages, the measured pore water pressure dissipated faster than the predicted
values with smear. The pore water pressure prediction based on axisymmetric analysis
is also plotted in Fig. 4.9. It is once again shown that the equivalent plane strain
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model provides similar predictions to those given by the axisymmetric modeL The
slight discrepancy arises from the fact that 'equal vertical strain' (Barron, 1948)
analysis could not be perfectly incorporated in CRISP.
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of measured pore water pressures with prediction using
equivalent plane strain and axisymmetric models in the large-scale consolidometer.
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Effect of Different Sized Sand Compaction Piles
In order to investigate the effect of drain thickness on settlements, separate
samples were prepared in the large-scale consolidometer, and loaded axially in
increments of 50, 100, and 200 kPa to promote radial consolidation. Different sizes of
vertical drains were tested, where the diameter of the sand compaction piles was
varied (2.5,5 and 10 c m ) to provide values of n (n=R/n) between 4.5 and 22.
The predicted surface settlements of the sample for various drain diameters are
plotted in Fig. 4.10. It is shown that sand compaction piles accelerate settlement
significantly compared to the settlement of the sample without any improvement. A
rapid settlement was observed when the soil sample was stabilised with S C P of
diameter 25 m m (n = 18). Increasing the size of the S C P from 25 m m to 50 m m (n =
9) and 86 m m (n = 5.2) increase the settlement slightly. In Figure 4.11, the maximum
settlements after 42 days are plotted against S C P diameter. The maximum settlement
without S C P was about 62 m m and the settlement is negligible when the size of S C P
the same as the diameter of the cell (45 m m ) . The optimum size of S C P is about 10
c m with n = 4.5. Increasing the size of the S C P larger than the optimum diameter is
not efficient since the stiffness of the S C P prevent the settlement as shown in Fig.
4.11.
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4.4 Effect of S m e a r on Prefabricated Vertical Drain
The same test procedures as explained above were conducted, however, the
sand compaction pile was replaced by prefabricated vertical Flodrain. The Flodrain
(75 m m x 4 m m ) has a studded core and filter, both of which are made of
Polyethylene. This size of Prefabricated Vertical Drain is equivalent to a circular
drain of 3.95 c m in diameter based on Eq. 2.23. The vertical Flodrain was installed
using a specially designed mandrel end shoe and hoist (pulley system). After
installation of the Flodrain in the large cell, small specimens were collected from
different locations within the cell at known radial distances using a tube sampler.
Subsequently, the samples were subjected to one-dimensional consolidation using
conventional (50 m m dia.) oedometers, in order to study the variation in soil
properties around the central drain.
The schematic section of the large scale consolidometer is again plotted in Fig.
4.12 to illustrate the effect of smear due to vertical Flodrains. Along section A - A of
Fig. 4.12, the length of the smear zone on either side of the drain was estimated to be
around 7 c m (Fig. 4.12). In the same way, the length of the smear zone along section
B-B on either side of the drain was estimated to be 10 cm. This defines a quasielliptical smear zone around the band drain with a major axis of 20 c m and a minor
axis of 14 cm, as marked on Fig. 4.12 with a dashed line. The estimated smear zone is
about 4-5 times the cross-section area of the band drain (mandrel). The change in kh/kv
ratio along the radial distance from the central drain is plotted in Fig. 4.13. The value
of ki I k' in the smear zone varies between 0.9 and 1.3 with an average of 1.15.
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Figure 4.12. Locations of small specimens obtained to determine the consolidation
and permeability characteristics around vertical Flodrain.

The variation of the horizontal and vertical coefficient of permeability (kh and

kv) for various mean applied consolidation pressure is plotted in Fig. 4.13. A simila
method was applied in determining the coefficients of permeability kv and h (as
explained above in Section 4.3), where kv and h were calculated by Terzaghi's
consolidation theory on the basis of the Casagrande 'log time' method.
The change in kt/kv ratio along the radial distance from the central drain is
plotted in Fig. 4.14 for kh/kv ratio along section A-A. Following Equation 2.22 in
Chapter 2, where the equivalent diameter of band drains and smear zone could be
2(t+b)
calculated using d =

-, the equivalent diameter of Flodrain and smear zone
n

was estimated to be 5 c m and 10 cm, respectively.
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The settlement behaviour of the soil in large-scale consolidometer stabilised

with vertical Flodrain was predicted using the equivalent plane strain, fini

analysis. The discretised finite element mesh is the same as shown earlier i

The soil properties for modified Cam-clay model, stress state within the soi

equivalent plane strain permeability were taken to be the same as those desc

earlier for the sand compaction piles. The variation of Mv ratio with radial

was incorporated in the finite elements as accurately as possible. The measu

predicted settlements are shown in Fig. 4.15. Again, the finite element anal

incorporating the laboratory permeability ratios provides a good agreement w

measured settlements. If the effect of smear is not included in the predicti

conventional time-settlement curve plots considerably below the actual settl
response. As mentioned before, the equivalent diameter of the Flodrain (4 x

was about the same as the diameter of the sand drain used in Section 4.3, wh
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cm. However, it is important to note that the rate of the settlement associated with
Flodrain is quicker (Fig. 4.15). The extent of the smear zone for sand compaction
piles (SCP) is also indicated for comparison. This is obviously due to the reduced
smear effect during the installation of Flodrain in comparison to the natural sand
drains.
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Figure 4.15. Settlement of the soil stabilised with prefabricated vertical Flodrain as
measured in the large-scale consolidometer.

The results of the axisymmetric analysis together with the plane strain analysis
are shown in Fig. 4.16. The predictions of settlement using the axisymmetric and

plane strain models with smear are very close to each other. As expected, the 'perfec
drain' gives the maximum settlements.
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Figure 4.16. Comparison of settlement prediction using plane strain and axisymmetric

analysis with settlement of the soil stabilised with vertical band Flodrain as measu
in the large-scale consolidometer.

The predicted and measured excess pore water pressure in the large-scale
consolidometer are compared in Fig. 4.17 for both axisymmetric and plane strain
models. The measured pore water pressures at transducer T2 (23 cm below the

surface, see Fig. 4.2a) are in agreement with the numerical predictions incorporatin

smear for stages 1 and 2 of loading, but pore pressure at stage 3 is under estimated.

As expected, the prediction without smear (perfect drain) indicates faster dissipati
The measured pore water pressure at T5 (24 cm above the base of the cell) is in

reasonable agreement during Stage 1 and Stage 2 of loading, but the pore pressures at
Stage 3 are over-predicted. The agreement between axisymmetric and plane strain
methods is acceptable with and without smear. Undoubtedly, inclusion of smear

improves the predictions considerably, in relation to the laboratory measurements. F
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both T 2 and T5, the Stage 3 pore pressures were difficult to predict. This m a y be

because of the slight non-uniformity of the soil close to load distribution with de
(ie. probably higher load near surface than at depths).
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Figure 4.17. Pore water pressure prediction and measurements associated with
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Tests on Different Sizes of Prefabricated Vertical Band Drains
The predicted settlements of PVD Flodrain for various drain diameters are

shown in Fig. 4.18. The width of the vertical band drains (b) are 2.5, 7.5

which are equivalent to a circular diameter of 1.45, 3.95 and 5.2 cm, resp

based on cross-sectional area (Eqn. 2.22). The values of n (n=R/rs) vary be

and 31. The predicted settlements based on the equivalent plane strain ana

smear) indicate a close match with the measured data. Increasing the width

has little effect on settlement, which implies that in the case of PVD's, a

width is more than sufficient for pore pressure dissipation. In Figure 4.1

width of PVD is plotted against maximum settlement after 42 days. It is cle

that the PVD's accelerate settlement significantly compared to the settlem

PVD. However, the settlement increase only slightly when the size of PVD l

7.5 cm. It is seen that the 10 cm width of PVD available in market is appr
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Figure 4.18. Predicted settlement for various diameter of prefabricated vertical band
drains in large, radial drainage consolidometer.
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4.6 Empirical and Mathematical Approximation of the Equivalent Plane Strain
Horizontal Coefficient of Permeability
The coefficient of permeability measured in the laboratory large-scale
consolidometer as shown previously in Fig. 4.4 is replotted in Fig. 4.20. In
the coefficient of permeability along the boundary line of the smear zone is
approximated by the following linearised equations: klu=kll-

*h

*A

k^ = kh - — ( * A -k'h) and k,,, - k h - — { k h - k ' h ) for mean consolidation pressures of
6.5, 16.5 and 64 kPa, respectively. This approximation is necessary to plot the
variation of permeability along radial distance from the drain for situations where only
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the vertical coefficient of permeability, kv is known. The horizontal permeability in the
smear zone, k\ is approximately equal to 1.15 times kv, and outside smear zone the
undisturbed horizontal permeability h is approximately equal to 1.3timeskv.
The linearised formulae given in Fig. 4.20 can also be used to plot the plane
strain permeability variation along the radial distance from the drain. Mathematically,
the equivalent plane strain permeability of undisturbed soil should be m u c h smaller
than the natural axisymmetric permeability, for the same degree of consolidation. The
equivalent plane strain permeability in the smear zone can be determined as shown in
Fig. 4.21. Once the equivalent plane strain permeability of the undisturbed soil is
known, then by following the empirical approximation curves, the equivalent plane
strain permeability along the radial distance from the drain can be plotted and
interpolated.
The mathematical solution proposed in this study (Chapter 3) provides a more
accurate estimate of the equivalent plane strain permeability. The undisturbed
horizontal permeability h of the soil used in the large-scale consolidometer test is
equal to 3.6 x 10"10 m/s and in the smear zone the disturbed horizontal permeability k'h
is equal to 2.25 x 10'10 m/s. The equivalent plane strain approximation (Eqs. 3.36 and
3.37) gives k^ and k^ equal to 1.66 x 10"10 m/s and 3.7110"11 x m/s, respectively.
This mathematical approximation agrees well with the empirical postulation as
explained in Fig. 4.21.
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4.7 Summary and General Remarks
The effect of smear due to the installation of vertical sand compaction piles
and prefabricated vertical drains ( P V D ) was investigated in the laboratory, using the
large-scale consolidometer. B y measuring the variation of the horizontal permeability
close to and away from the centrally installed drain, the extent of the smear zone
could be determined. The smear zone radius was estimated to be about 100 m m for
the sand compaction piles, which was a factor of 4-5 times the radius of the central
drain. For the band drains, the smear zone was about 90 m m , which was a factor of 34 times the equivalent radius of band drains. Smear zone accounted with P V D ' s is less
than that caused by S C P . At the drain-soil interface, the measured ratio of horizontal
to vertical permeability approached unity, while in the undisturbed zone this ratio was
measured to be in extent of 1.60. The inclusion of the correct variation of the
permeability ratios (effect of smear) in the finite element method provides a more
realistic prediction of settlements of soft clays stabilised with vertical drains.
W h e n the width of the drain becomes larger, a greater surface area is in
contact with the soil for greater pore water pressure dissipation. Even though a larger
width m a y cause a greater smear zone, for PVD's, the measurements and predictions
indicate slightly increasing settlements due to the increased surface area facilitating
efficient pore water pressure dissipation. In contrast, for S C P , increasing the pile
diameter does not necessarily improve pore pressure dissipation. In fact, a greater pile
diameter increases the over all stiffness, thereby decreasing the surface settlement.

CHAPTER 5 — ANALYSIS OF CASE HISTORY 1: SECOND BANGKOK
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (THAILAND)

5.1 Sub-soil and Embankment Condition
The Second Bangkok International Airport is located in the Samutprakan
Province, about 30 km east of the capital city Bangkok. In the past, the site was

occupied by ponds for fish farming and agricultural usages. The site plan for the

test embankments TS1, TS2 and TS3 is shown in Fig. 5.1. The location of bore holes

and field vane shear test prior to the construction of the embankments are also s
in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Site plan for the test embankments at Second Bangkok International
Airport (ATT Report, 1995).
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The sub-soil is relatively uniform, consisting of a thin weathered clay crust
(1.5 m deep) overlying a layer of soft Bangkok clay approximately 12 m thick. A stiff
clay layer underlies the soft clay and extends to a depth of 20-24 m below the ground
surface. During the wet seasons the area often gets flooded, and the soil generally
retains a very high moisture content. Figure 5.2a summarises the water content,
Atterberg limits, unit weight, and specific gravity with depth. These parameters were
obtained from three boreholes B H 1 , B H 2 , and B H 3 carried out at the location of the
test embankment TS1, T S 2 , and TS3, respectively which were subsequently stabilised
with prefabricated vertical drains. The unit weight of the weathered crust is about 18
kN/m 3 and the lowest unit weight of the soil is about 14.3 kN/m 3 at 7 m depth.
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The shear strength and the compressibility parameters of the sub-soil are
plotted in Fig. 5.2b. T h efieldvane strength values reveal the existence of a weathered
crust at the surface of about 2 m thick, with a shear strength approaching 20 kPa. The
lowest shear strength is observed at a depth of 2 to 6 m . The oedometer tests also
confirmed a normally consolidated soil underlying the overconsolidated, surface crust.
The compression index ratio ranges from 0.3 to 0.38 with occasionally high values,
especially beneath 5 m depth. All other properties necessary for the analysis including
modified Cam-clay parameters, vertical and horizontal coefficient of permeability will
be discussed in the next section.
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Three test embankments TS1, T S 2 and TS3 were constructed and stabilised
with Prefabricated Vertical Drains (PVD) installed in a square pattern to a depth of 12
rh. The cross-section of the embankment including the vertical drain pattern at this
location is shown in Fig. 5.3. Three types of P V D have been selected including
Flodrain (FD4-EX), Castle Board (CS1) and Mebra (MD-7007) drains. These drains
are composed of a channelled plastic core, which is wrapped in a syntheticfilterfabric
to prevent intrusion of clay particles into the core channels. The Flodrains (100 m m x
4 m m ) have a studded core and filter, both of which are made of Polyethylene. Castle
Board drains (94 m m x 3 m m ) have grooved channels made of Polyolefine wrapped
in a non-woven Polyesterfiltermaterial. Mebra drains (100 m m x 3 m m ) have
grooved Polypropylene channels which are wrapped in a non-woven Polypropylene
filter. The test embankment TS1 was stabilised with vertical Flodrains which were
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Very soft clay
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Soft to medium clay
14 Stiff clay
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Prefabricated Vertical Drains
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Figure 5.3. Cross section at embankment with sub-soil profile, Second Bangkok
International Airport, Thailand.
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installed at 1.5 m spacing. Vertical Castle Board drains were installed ben

embankment TS2 at 1.2 m spacing. In embankment TS3, Mebra drains were insta

at 1 m spacing. In these embankments, the drains were installed using a mand
x 45 mm) which was continuously pushed into the soil using a static weight

vibration), in order to reduce soil disturbance (smear) as much as possible.
The embankment load was applied in stages. Figure 5.4 indicates the rate of
loading and the construction history of all three embankments. The Stage 1

was equivalent to 18 kPa which included a sand blanket and clay sand having

80
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Figure 5.4. Construction loading history for embankments TS1, T S 2 and TS3 at
Second Bangkok International Airport (AIT, 1995).
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height of 1.0 m. The load in Stage 2 was raised to 45 kPa, followed by Stage 3 (54
kPa) and Stage 4 (75 kPa) giving a total fill height of 4.2 m. In order to maintain
stability, a berm of 5 m width and 1.5 m height was added, once the surcharge
increased from 45 kPa to 54 kPa. The berm width was increased to 7 m when the
surcharge load exceeded 54 kPa. The settlements and excess pore water pressures
were monitored for about 400 days. The behaviour of each embankment was
monitored using settlement plates, slope inclinometers and piezometers, including
open standpipes, pneumatic and closed hydraulic piezometers.

5.2 Numerical Analysis
The numerical analysis was based on the modified Cam-clay model (Roscoe
and Burland, 1968) incorporated in the finite element code, CRISP92 (Britto and

Gunn, 1987). The Cam-clay parameters for each soil layer and the in-situ stress state
under the embankment are given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The modified
Cam-clay parameters include the gradients of volume against log pressure relations
for consolidation and swelling (k and K, respectively); slope of the critical state

based on effective stress (M); void ratio on critical state line (CSL) at unit norma

effective pressure (e„)\ Poisson's ratio (v); and saturated unit weight of soil (%).
the analysis, the Cam-clay parameter X was taken to be Xoc = 0.18 in the first two

stages of loading, where the pre-consolidation pressure of the soil is not exceeded.

The value of X should be associated with the working stress range in relation to the

effective pre-consolidation pressure of the soil at a particular depth (Indraratna e
1997). The method used to obtain the modified Cam-clay parameters is illustrated in
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Appendix B. The values tabulated in Table 5.1 based on full scale field test rep
(ATT, 1995).

Table 5.1. Modified Cam-clay parameters used in F E analysis for Second
Bangkok International Airport (Asian Institute of Technology, 1995)
Depth (m)
0-2
2-8
8-12

K
0.07
0.18
0.10

X
0.34
0.90
0.50

Ccs

2.80
5.90
4.00

M
1.2
0.9
1.0

V
0.25
0.30
0.25

% (kN/m 3 )
16
14
15

Table 5.2. In-situ stress condition used in F E analysis for
Second Bangkok International Airport
Depth (m)
0
0.5
2
7
12

°L
0
10
17
32
55

<Ko
0
8
17
45
95

u
0
0
9.8
59
108

P'c
70
70
46
58
91

The measured horizontal and vertical permeability coefficients of the

undisturbed soil (h and kv), and their equivalent plane strain values based on Eq

(3.36) and (3.37) as discussed in Chapter 3 are given in Table 5.3 for the three

embankments TS1, TS2 and TS3. The magnitude of the coefficient of permeability k

and h are calculated using Terzaghi consolidation theory, where the coefficient
consolidation (cv and ch) are back calculated using Asaoka's approach (Section

2.4.1.2). These back calculated ch values are comparable with the measured c* va
using piezocone (ATT, 1995). In the smear zone, the horizontal permeability was

taken to be 1.15 times the vertical permeability, based on large scale laboratory tests

simulating the mandrel driven procedure. In Table 5.3, it is important to

although kh and kv at various depths are the same for all 3 embankments, t

k^ and k'^ are different for each embankment because of the dissimilar ge

parameters of the drain systems as indicated in Table 5.4. The summary of

Cam-clay parameters, permeability and in-situ stress distribution on subplotted in Figure 5.5.

Table 5.3. Permeability coefficients used in FE analysis for embankments
TSl, TS2 and TS3 at Second Bangkok International Airport
Embankment
TSl
(5=1.5 m )
TS2
(5=1.2 m )
TS3
(5=1 m )

Depth
(m)
0-2
2-7
7-12
0-2
2-7
7-12
0-2
2-7
7-12

kh (m/s)

kv (m/s)

5.23 xlO"8
1.2 xlO"8
5.25 xlO-9
5.23 xlO 8
1.2x10"*
5.25 xlO-9
5.23 xlO'8
1.2 xlO"8
5.25 xlO'9

2.99 xlO 8
6.83 xlO"9
3.0 xlO"9
2.99 xlO"8
6.83 xlO'9
3.0 xlO"9
2.99 xlO 8
6.83 xlO 9
3.0 xlO'9

khp (m/s)
(no smear)
1.47 xlO"8
3.36 xlO 9
1.48 xlO 9
1.62 xlO'8
3.63 xlO"9
1.63 xlO"9
1.78 xlO"8
4.05 xlO'9
1.78 xlO-9

*; (m/s)
(with smear)
1.18 xlO"9
2.7 xlO 10
1.19 xlO 10
2.04 xlO 9
4.67 xlO 10
2.05 xlO 10
2.91 xlO 9
6.65 xlO'10
2.92 xlO"10

Table 5.4. Geometric parameters of the drains for embankments
TSl, TS2 and TS3 at Second Bangkok International Airport
embankments
TSl
TS2
TS3

Spacing (m)
1.50
1.20
1.00

B (m)
0.75
0.60
0.50

rw=bw (m)
0.030
0.030
0.030

rs=bs (m)
0.27
0.27
0.27
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Figure 5.5. Sub-soil profile, Cam-clay parameters and stress condition used in
numerical analysis, Second Bangkok International Airport, (after ATT, 1995).

The discretized finite element mesh near the drain boundary is shown in Fig.
5.6, which contains 6-node linear strain triangular (LST) elements with three pore

pressure nodes. Because of symmetry, it was sufficient to consider one half of the u

cell The clay layer is characterized by drained conditions at the upper boundary on

due to the presence of a stiff clay layer below 12 m depth. The equivalent drain rad
radius of mandrel and smear zone radius of the drain (axisymmetric) are rw = 0.03 m,
rm = 0.054 m and r, = 0.27 m, respectively. The radius of smear was taken to be 5
times the radius of mandrel based on large scale consolidometer test explained in
Chapter 4. The transformed, equivalent plane strain widths of the drain and smear
zone were previously given in Table 5.4 for each embankment, based on Eqn. 3.15c
as discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.6. Finite element mesh in the vicinity of drain.

The embankment loading was simulated by applying incremental vertical loads
to the upper boundary. Three different types of analysis were conducted in order to
explain the behaviour of settlements and the retarded pore pressure dissipation in the

field. In the first analysis, if necessary, the excess pore water pressures could be set
zero along the drain boundary to simulate the condition of 'perfect drains'. In the
second analysis, the effect of well resistance was neglected, and only the effect of
smearing was considered in the numerical model. In the last analysis, both smear and
well resistance were considered. After a few trials to include the effect of well
resistance, it was found that a discharge capacity (qw) of 50 mVyear was appropriate
to model the settlements and pore water pressure dissipation. This value of qw is
acceptable, where Holtz et al. (1991) reported a reduced value of discharge capacity
(qw) of about 25-100 m3/year for PVD affected by significant vertical and lateral
pressure (see Section 2.3.3.3).
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T h e results of the plane strain analysis together with the measured settlements
are plotted in Fig. 5.7 for the three embankments. A s shown, the analysis based on
perfect drain conditions (no smear, complete pore pressure dissipation) overpredicts
the measured settlement, whereas the inclusion of smear effect significantly improves
the accuracy of the predictions. The inclusion of both the effect of smear and well
resistance underestimate the measured settlements. In terms of settlements, the effect
of well resistance could be regarded as small However with the effect of well
resistance, the pore water pressure prediction is more realistic as explained below.
The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures along the centerline
of the embankments at a depth of 2 m below the ground surface are compared in Fig.
5.8 for all three embankments, T S l , T S 2 and T S 3 . In the analysis with smear only,
pore water pressure increase is well predicted during Stage 1 and Stage 2 loading, but
after Stage 3 loading, the predicted pore pressure is significantly lower than the
measurements. A s expected, the perfect drain predictions always underestimate the
actual pore water pressures. T h e inclusion of both the effect of smear and well
resistance gives a m u c h better prediction of the pore water pressure dissipation for all
loading stages.
The excess pore water pressures along the centerline of the embankments at a
depth of 8 m below the ground surface are compared in Fig. 5.9 for all three
embankments, T S l , T S 2 and T S 3 . The pore water pressure prediction with smear is
well predicted during Stage 1 only. At later stages, the predicted pore pressure is
significantly smaller than the measurements. A s expected, the perfect drain predictions
underestimate the actual pore water pressures at all stages of loading. The inclusion of
both smear and well resistance again gives an excellent prediction of the excess pore
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water pressure dissipation. It may also be noted that the sudden increase in pore water
pressure is not clearly reflected by the measured values. This is because in practice,
the load application is more gradual or staggered in relation to the finite element
model, in which a linear (uniform) increase in construction load was assumed.
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Figure 5.7. Surface settlement at the centre-line for embankments (a) TSl, (b) T S 2
and (c) TS3, respectively, Second Bangkok International Airport.
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Figure 5.8. Variation of excess pore water pressures at 2 m depth below ground level
at the centre-line for embankments (a) TSl, (b) T S 2 and (c) TS3.
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5.3 Multi-drain Analysis
Finite element mesh of the embankment is shown in Fig. 5.10 where the
foundation w a s discretized into linear strain quadrilateral (LSQ) elements. For the
zone with P V D (prefabricated vertical drains), a finer mesh was used so that each
drain element represents the P V D containing the smear zone on either side of the
drains as shown in the insert of Fig. 5.10. T h e properties of the soil within the smear
zone and outside the smear zone are taken to be the same as those used in the single
drain analysis. T h e locations of instrumentation to monitor the performance of the
embankment (inclinometers and piezometers) are placed in the mesh in such a manner
that the measuring points coincide with the mesh nodes. A s shown in the insert of Fig.
5.10, the piezometer is placed at 0.75 m from the embankment centre-line (in between
2 drains) to measure the pore water pressure.
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Figure 5.10. Finite element mesh of embankment for plane strain analysis at Second
Bangkok International Airport.
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The results of the plane strain, multi drain analysis together with the measured
settlements are plotted in Fig. 5.11 for the three embankments. A s shown, the analysis
based on perfect drain conditions (no smear, complete pore pressure dissipation)
overpredicts the measured settlement, whereas the inclusion of smear effect
significantly improves the accuracy of the predictions. The inclusion of both smear
and well resistance slightly underestimate the settlements. In the multi-drain analysis
(Fig. 5.11), the inclusion of smear gives a slightly faster rate of settlement as
compared to the single drain analysis (Fig. 5.7). This is clearly expected because of
the greater degree of drainage provided by an increasing number of drains, the effect
of which is felt even at the centerline of the embankment. Nevertheless, for all
practical purposes, at the centerline of embankment where the lateral displacements
are very small, the centerline settlements can still be predicted with reasonable
accuracy using a single drain model. The settlements away from the centerline can
only be predicted accurately using the multi-drain model.
T h e prediction of ground settlement from the embankment centerline to a
distance of 100 m away is shown in Fig. 5.12 for the three embankments. A s shown in
Figure 5.12, the agreement between the predicted and measured settlements is very
good. Heave or swelling is predicted to take place beyond the toe of the embankment
at about 27 m away from the centerline. T h e measurements of surface settlements are
available on either side of the centerline, which indicate acceptable agreement with the
calculated profile.
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The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures along the centerline
of the embankments at a depth of 2 m and 8 m below the ground surface are compared
in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 for all three embankments. In multi-drain analysis, the trend of
pore water pressure dissipation is slightly faster than the single drain analysis. The
excess pore pressure with smear is well predicted during Stage 1 only, but at later
stages of loading they are significantly smaller than the measurements. The inclusion
of both the effect of smear and well resistance gives an excellent prediction of the
excess pore water pressure. A s expected, the perfect drain predictions underestimate
the actual pore water pressures.
Lateral deformations as measured by the inclinometer installed 7.5 m away
from the centerline of the embankments are potted in Fig. 5.15 for embankments T S l ,
T S 2 and T S 3 , respectively. The finite element predictions (smear and well resistance)
are also plotted for comparison. Given the limitation of the 2-D plane strain model
the prediction are acceptable. The lateral deformation measured and predicted at 20 m
away from the centerline of the embankments are shown in Fig. 5.16. Undoubtedly,
the inclusion of both smear and well resistance in the plane strain, F E M model enables
acceptable prediction of lateral yield of the soft clay foundation. Comparison with 'no
drain' situation indicates that vertical drains contribute to reducing lateral
displacements.
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5.4 Summary and General Remarks
The performance of three test embankments stabilised with vertical drains has
been investigated using a plane strain finite element analysis. It has been demonstrated
that the explicit modelling of the effect of smear in the vicinity of the drains improves
the settlement prediction significantly, but the excess pore water pressure is harder to
match very welL T h e inclusion of both the effect of smear and well resistance in the
analysis provides a m u c h better prediction of both settlement and pore water pressure.
The modelling of 'perfect drain' condition overestimates the settlements, because the
perfect drains represent locations of zero or very small undissipated pore pressures
well below the field measurements. In practice, vertical drains will rarely act as
'perfect', and the remaining pore pressures often represent the degree of
'ineffectiveness' of the drains. The application of single drain analysis is sufficient to
model the behaviour at the centerline of the embankment, where lateral deformation
of the soil is negligible.
In the multi-drain analysis where the whole region of the embankment was
analysed, the prediction of the settlement and porewater pressure at the centerline of
the embankments provides only a slight deviation from the single drain analysis. The
horizontal displacements beneath the region of the embankment were also reasonably
well predicted. In this multi drain analysis, the effect of smear was explicitly defined
and the location of piezometers was also defined as a part of the finite element
discretization. While the single drain analysis is sufficient to study the behaviour at the
centerline, only a multi-drain analysis can provide the settlements, pore pressures and
lateral displacements in the remaining regions beneath the embankment.

CHAPTER 6 — C A S E HISTORY 2: M U A R CLAY EMBANKMENTS
(MALAYSIA)

6.1 General
The Malaysian Highway Authority was responsible for constructing a number
of test embankments on the Muar Plain, with various forms of ground improvement

techniques including vertical drains. The location of the embankments is shown in Fig
6.1. Soft clay foundation at this location are mainly of marine, lagoonal or deltaic
origin. They are extremely soft and present considerable construction problems.
Therefore, the design and construction of surface structures including embankments
requires a thorough geotechnical knowledge of these soft foundations, in order to
avoid excessive settlement and structural damage in the future.

I

Location of embankment built

j

Location of reference

Method of Ground Improvement:
- Electro osmosis (6)
- Micro Piles (3)
- Chemical Injection (1 & 4)
- Vacuum Preloading (10)
-Sand Sandwick (13)
- Sand Compaction Piles (8)
-Preloading & Drains (11,12 & 14) - Well-point Preloading (5)
- Prestressed Spun Piles (7)
Figure 6.1. Location of embankments at M u a r clay, Malaysia.
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6.2 E m b a n k m e n t Stabilised with P V D (Prefabricated Vertical Drains)
6.2.1 Sub-soil and Embankment Condition
The sub-soils profile and the corresponding properties are shown in Fig. 6.2.
The sub-soil revealed the existence of a weathered crust of about 2 m above a 16.5 m
thick layer of soft silty clay. This layer is underlain by a thin layer of peaty soil of
about 0.3-0.5 m thick, and followed by a stiff sandy clay which extends to 22.5 m
below the ground surface. Fig. 6.2 shows the variation of water content, liquid and
plastic limit and consolidation parameters with depth. The Muar clay exhibits light
overconsolidation toward the surface, probably due to surface desiccation and
weathering. The unit weight of the soil with depth is fairly consistent between 15-16
kN/m 3 , except at the top most crust, where the unit weight is about 17 kN/m 3 . The
minimum undrained shear strength, as measured by the field vane was about 8 kPa at
a depth of 3 m , and this value increased linearly with depth. In addition to the in-situ
data, extensive laboratory tests were conducted prior to the construction of the
embankment. These include oedometer, unconsolidated undrained ( U U ) and
consolidated drained ( C D ) triaxial tests. The parameters required for the settlement
analysis will be presented in the next section.
Fig. 6.3 shows the cross section of the embankment together with the
prefabricated vertical drains (mandrel driven) installed in a triangular pattern at a
spacing of 1.30 m. The equivalent drain radius, the radius of the mandrel and the
extent of the smear zone were estimated to be rw= 0.035 m , rm = 0.054 and r, = 0.27
m , respectively. The radius of smear was taken to be 5 times the radius of mandrel
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Figure 6.2. Geotechnical properties of Muar clay (after Malaysian Highway Authority,
1989).

based on large-scale laboratory tests explained previously in Chapter 4. The

equivalent width of the drain and smear zone in the plane strain model were taken to
be the same as their radii in axisymmetric condition to give: bw = 0.035 m and bs =
0.27 m, respectively, (ie. alternative 2 described in Chapter 4).
The embankment load was applied in two stages. During Stage 1 of
construction, the embankment was raised to a height of 2.57 m in 14 days. Following
a rest period of 105 days, an additional fill layer (compacted unit weight of 20.5
kN/m3) was placed (Stage 2) until the embankment reached a height of 4.74 m in 24
days. The loading history of the embankment is plotted in Fig. 6.4. The settlements
and excess pore water pressures were monitored for about 400 days.
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6.2.2 Single-drain Analysis at Embankment Centerline
The Cam-clay parameters and the in-situ stress distribution for the M u a r clay
sub-soils are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. For Stage 1 loading, as the
surcharge pressure approaches or exceeds the effective pre-consolidation pressure
(p'c), a value of Xoc - 0.16 compatible with the over consolidated line was used. The
value of X should be associated with the actual stress path behaviour within a given
region of the foundation, where the working stress range must be considered in
relation to the effective pre-consolidation pressure of the soil at a particular depth
(Indraratna et. al, 1997). The measured horizontal and vertical permeability
coefficients of the undisturbed soil (kh and kv) and the equivalent plane strain values
based on Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) are given in Table 6.3. These field values of
permeability at this site were estimated to be about two times the laboratory values
(Chai et al, 1995). In the analysis, the effect of both smear and well resistance were
considered. After a few trials to include effect of well resistance, a discharge capacity
(qw) of 4 0 mVyear was found to be appropriate to predict the settlements, pore water
pressure dissipation and lateral deformation. This revealed that the drain suffered
significant well resistance, where according to Holtz et aL (1991), discharge capacity
could be reduced to about 25-100 mVyear. The summary of the Modified Cam-clay
properties, permeability and effective stress distribution in the sub-soil layers is shown
in Fig. 6.5.
The discretized finite element mesh near the drain boundary is given in Fig. 6.6
where the length of drains is 18 m and the width (half-spacing) is 0.65 m . The clay
layer is characterized by drained conditions at both the upper and lower boundaries.
The embankment loading was simulated by applying incremental vertical loads to the
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upper boundary. The numerical analysis was conducted in the same manner as th

previous case history, Second Bangkok International Airport described in Chap

Table 6.1. Modified Cam-clay parameters used in F E analysis
for Muar Clay, Malaysia
Depth (m)
K
ys (kN/m3)
X>
M
V
Ccs
0-2
0.30
0.06
3.10
16.5
0.29
1.19
2-5.50
0.60
0.06
3.10
15.0
0.31
1.19
5.50-8.0
0.30
3.06
15.5
1.12
0.29
0.05
16.0
0.26
8.0-18.0
0.35
1.61
1.07
0.035
Note:" The values of X tabulated are for Stage 2 loading. At Stage 1 of construction
due to a lower applied load X values were taken to be Xoc - 0.16.

Table 6.2. In-situ stress profile at the site of Muar Clay, Malaysia
Depth (m)
0
1.75
5.5
8.0
10

<TUkPa)
0
17
29
38
75

cr^fkPa)
0
29
48
63
125

u (kPa)
0
0
37
62
160

P^
110
95
44
60
65

Table 6.3. Permeability coefficients used in the F E analysis
for Muar Clay, Malaysia
Depth (m)

h (m/s)

kv (m/s)

0-2
2-5.50
5.50-8.0
8.0-18.0

6.4 xlO"9
5.2 xlO'9
3.1 xlO-9
1.3 xlO'9

3.0x10"
2.7 xlO'9
1.4 xlO 9
0.6 xlO"9

knp (m/s)
(no smear)
1.9 xlO"9
1.6 xlO"9
9.5 xlO 1 0
3.9 xlO 1 0

k'hp (m/s)
(with smear)
1.7 xlO 1 0
1.6 xlO 1 0
7.9 xlO 11
3.4 xlO"11
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Figure 6.6. Finite element mesh in the vicinity of drain (Single-drain analysis at
embankment centerline).
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The results of the plane strain analysis together with the measured settlements
are plotted in Fig. 6.7. The settlements at the surface and at 5.5 m depth below
ground level along the centerline of the embankment are well predicted. The analysis
based on perfect drain conditions (no smear, complete pore pressure dissipation)
overpredicts the measured settlement, whereas the inclusion of smear effect
significantly improves the accuracy of the predictions. The inclusion of both the effect
of smear and well resistance slightly underestimate the measured setdements.
The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures at piezometer P6
which is located under the centerline of the embankment at depths of 11.2 m below
the ground surface are compared in Fig. 6.8. The pore pressure increase during Stage
1 loading is well predicted w h e n the effect of smear is considered, but the postconstruction predictions (after Stage 2 loading) indicate a greater rate of pore
pressure dissipation in comparison with the gradually decreasing field data. The
inclusion of the smear effects gives a better prediction of the excess pore pressure
dissipation. However, after 150 days, thefieldmeasurements indicate retarded pore
pressure dissipation, which is not in accordance with the measured and well predicted
settlements shown earlier in Fig. 6.7. It is possible that this piezometer malfunctioned
after 5 months or so, due to 'localised clogging'. Inclusion of well resistance does not
show any significant improvement of predictions (in fact makes the settlement
prediction worse in Fig. 6.7). This is in agreement with Ratnayake (1991) w h o
concluded that 18 m drains are not long enough to present any significant well
resistance in M u a r clay. A s expected, the perfect drain predictions underestimate the
actual pore water pressures, giving a zero excess pore pressure after 250 days.
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Figure 6.7. Total settlements at (a) ground surface and (b) at depth of 5.5 m below
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Figure 6.8. Variation of excess pore water pressures at embankment centerline for
piezometer P6 11.2 m below ground level.

6.2.3 Multi-drain Analysis of Prefabricated Vertical Drains
Finite element mesh of the embankment is shown in Fig. 6.9, where the
foundation is discretized into linear strain quadrilateral (LSQ) elements. For the
with PVD, a finer mesh was used so that each drain element includes the smear zone
on either side of the PVD. The properties of the soil in the smear zone and outside
smear zone are taken to be the same as those used in the single drain analysis. The

location of inclinometers and piezometers is accurately defined in the mesh, with t

measurement points placed on the mesh nodes. As shown in the insert of Fig. 6.9, the
piezometer is placed at 0.65 m from the embankment centre-line, exactly half way
between two adjacent drains.
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Figure 6.9. Finite element mesh of the embankment for plane strain analysis, M u a r
clay, Malaysia.

The results of the plane strain and multi drain analysis together with the
measured settlements are plotted in Fig. 6.10. The analysis based on perfect drain
conditions (no smear, complete pore pressure dissipation) overpredicts the measured
settlement. The inclusion of smear effect decreases the settlements, hence improves
the accuracy of the predictions. The inclusion of both smear and well resistance
slightly underestimate the settlements, especially beyond 200 days. At the centerline
of the embankment, there is little difference between the multi-drain and single drain
settlement analysis. This is not surprising because at the embankment centerline, the
lateral displacements are insignificant, hence, the single drain analysis is sufficient
accurate prediction.
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Figure 6.10. Total settlements at (a) Ground surface and (b) at depth of 5.5 m below
ground level, along embankment centreline, Muar clay.
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The prediction of settlement along the ground surface from the centerline of
embankment after 400 days is shown in Fig. 6.11. The limited available data agree
well with the settlement profile, near the embankment centerline. Heave is also
predicted beyond the toe of the embankment, Le. at about 42 m away from the
centerline.
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Figure 6.11. Surface setdement profiles after 400 days, M u a r clay, Malaysia.

The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures for the piezometer
P6 which is located at the embankment centerline at a depth of 11.2 m are compared

in Fig. 6.12. Although the inclusion of smear effect can accurately predict the exces
pore pressures up to stage 2 construction, the prediction of post-construction pore
pressures is slightly improved by including both smear and well resistance. However,

it is still not clear that the effect of well resistance is significant for these 18

drains. At the most, the well resistance plays a secondary role to the more important
smear effects, as reflected from both single-drain and multi-drain analyses. As

expected, the perfect drain predictions underestimate the actual pore water pressure
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Figure 6.12. Variation of excess pore water pressures at embankment centerline for
piezometer P6 11.2 m below ground level.

Lateral deformation (predicted and measured) for the inclinometer installed at
23 m away from the centerline of the embankment is shown in Fig. 6.13. The lateral
deformation at 44 days and 294 days after loading are well predicted when the effects
of both smear and well resistance are included in the analysis. As shown in Fig. 6.13b
the inclusion of smear effect alone underestimates the magnitude of lateral
deformation. The perfect drain condition, as expected, yields the smallest lateral

deformation. It is illustrated clearly in Fig. 6.13 that the presence of the drains are
expected to reduce the lateral movement of the soft clay under embankment loading.
The predicted lateral deformation for 'no drains' is plotted for comparison.
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6.3 Embankment Stabilised with SCP (Sand Compaction Piles)
6.3.1 Condition of Embankment Stabilised with SCP
Fig. 6.14 shows the cross section of the embankment together with the Sand
Compaction Piles (SCP) installed using mandrel in a square pattern at a spacing

2.20 m. The drain radii, were 70 cm and 50 cm for depth 0 to 10 m and 10 to 20 m,
respectively. The extent of the smear zone were estimated to be r, = 1.40 m, r,

m for drain radii 0.7 m and 0.5 m, respectively. The radius of smear was taken t

times the radius of the drain (mandrel). The equivalent width of the drain and sm

zone in the plane strain model were taken to be the same as their radii in axisy
condition to give: bw = 0.7 m and bs = 1.4 m for drain with 0.7 m radius and bw =
m and bs = 1 m for drain with 0.5 m radius.
The embankment load was applied in three stages. During Stage 1 of
construction, the embankment was raised to a height of 6 m in 70 days. Following
rest period of 100 days, an additional fill layer (compacted unit weight of 20.5
was placed (Stage 2) until the embankment reached a height of 8.00 m in 24 days.

The loading Stage 3 was then applied to a total height of 9 m. The loading histo

the embankment is plotted in Fig. 6.15. The settlements were monitored for about

days and the excess pore water pressures and lateral displacements were monitore
for about 200 days. The location of piezometer P6 in this embankment was exactly

the same as the previous embankment, ie. 11.2 m below the ground level at center
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10 m

20 m
9.3 m

1 m Sand Layer

depth (m)
weathered clay

2 —
8—
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^0 700 mm
SCP

very soft
silty clay

^500 mm
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20.
medium dense to
dense cluvcv
Sand Compaction Piles at 2.2 m Spacing ^ silty sand
(Square grid)

Figure 6.14. Cross section through centerline of embankment with sub-soil profile.
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Figure 6.15. Construction loading history of Muar clay embankment
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6.3.2 Numerical Analysis of Single S C P
The Cam-clay parameters for the M u a r clay sub-soils used in the analysis are
given in Tables 6.4. For Stage 1 loading, as the surcharge pressure approaches the
effective pre-consolidation pressure (p'c), a value of 7^. =0.16 compatible with the
over consolidated line was used. The value of X should be associated with the actual
stress path behaviour within a given region of the foundation, where the working
stress range must be considered in relation to the effective pre-consolidation pressure
of the soil at a particular depth (Indraratna et. al, 1997). The measured horizontal and
vertical permeability coefficients of the undisturbed soil (kh and kv) and the equivalent
plane strain values based on Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) are given in Table 6.5. In the
analysis, the effect of both smear and well resistance were considered. After a few
trials to include the effect of well resistance, a discharge capacity (qw) of 500 and 300
m /year for the soil layer at depth 0-10 m and 10-20 m, respectively was found to be
appropriate to predict the settlements, pore water pressure dissipation and lateral
deformation. Values of qw are much greater for SCP's in comparison with the PVD's.
The effective stress distribution in the sub-soil layers is taken to be the same as shown
in Table 6.2 previously.
The discretized finite element mesh near the drain boundary is given in Fig.
6.16 where the length of drains is 20 m, but the width of smear zone were 1.4 m and
1.0 m for depth 0 to 10 m , and 10 to 20 m, respectively, as explained previously. The
stiffness of the drains were neglected, or in other words, considered to be the same as
the stiffness of the soil The clay layer is characterized by drained conditions at the
upper boundary only. The embankment loading was simulated by applying incremental
vertical loads to the upper boundary.

Table 6.4. Modified Cam-clay parameters used in F E analysis
for Muar clay stabilised with SCP, Malaysia
Depth (m)
0-2
2-5.50
5.50-8.0
8.0-20.0

K
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.035

A*
0.16
0.61
0.36
0.36

M
1.19
1.19
1.12
1.07

Ccs

V
0.29
0.31
0.29
0.26

ys (kN/m3)
16.5
15.0
15.5
16.0

3.10
3.10
3.06
1.61
Note:' T h e values of X tabulated are for Stage 2 loading. At Stage 1 of construction
due to a lower applied load X values were taken to be X^ = 0.16.

Table 6.5. Permeability coefficients used in the F E analysis
for M u a r clay with SCP, Malaysia
Depth (m)
0-2
2-5.50
5.50-8.0
8.0-20.0

kh (m/s)

9

9

3.0 xlO*
2.7 xlO 9
1.4 xlO'9
0.6 xlO 9

6.4 xlO
5.2 xlO*9
3.1 xlO"9
1.3 xlO"9

Om
drain
boundary

m

0100 mm
SCP
Smear zone

1.1 xHT
8.8 xlO'9
5.2 xlO 9
1.2 xlO"9

k'hp (m/s)

(with smear)
7.4 xlO 1 0
7.0 xlO 1 0
3.4 xlO'10
8.4 xlO 11

te

z

'/

Location
of Piezometer tip
L-OCU
' 2 m below ground level

I

10 m

centreline
of clay body
between two
adjacent drains

,0500 mm
SCP

20 m

**, (m/s)
(no smear)

kv (m/s)

ii*
._ mZ£ 5SF
fi=l.lm

BH

Figure 6.16. Finite element mesh in the vicinity of drain.
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The results of the plane strain analysis together with the measured settlements
are plotted in Fig. 6.17. The analysis based on perfect drain conditions (no smear,
complete pore pressure dissipation) overpredicts the measured settlement, whereas

the inclusion of the effect of smear slightly underestimates the measured settlements.
Inclusion of well resistance provides no improvement of numerical data.
The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures at piezometer P6
which is located under the centerline of the embankment at depths of 11.2 m below
the ground surface are compared in Fig. 6.18. The pore pressure increase during
Stage 1 loading is well predicted when the effect of smear is considered.
Unfortunately, the field pore pressure reading is available only until the Stage 2 of
construction (200 days). Therefore the dissipation of the pore pressure after 200 days
cannot be compared. As expected, the perfect drain predictions underestimate the
actual pore water pressures. Inclusion of well resistance slightly improves the pore
pressure predictions.
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Figure 6.17. Total settlements at ground surface.
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Figure 6.18. Variation of excess pore water pressures at embankment centerline for
piezometer P6 11.2 m below ground level.

6.3.3 Multi-drain Analysis of Embankment Stabilised with SCP
Finite element mesh of the embankment is shown in Fig. 6.19, where the
foundation is discretized into linear strain quadrilateral (LSQ) elements. For the
with SCP, a finer mesh was used so that each drain element includes the smear zone
on either side of the SCP. The properties of the soil in the smear zone and outside
smear zone are taken to be the same as those used in the single drain analysis. The

location of inclinometers and piezometers is accurately defined in the mesh, with t
measurement points placed on the mesh nodes. As shown in the insert of Fig. 6.19,
the piezometer is placed at 1.1 m from the embankment centre-line, exactly half way
between two adjacent drains, at a depth of 11.2 m from the ground surface.
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Figure 6.19. Finite element mesh of the embankment for plane strain analysis, M u a r
clay, Malaysia.

The results of the plane strain and multi drain analysis together with the
measured settlements are plotted in Fig. 6.20. The analysis based on perfect drain
conditions (no smear, complete pore pressure dissipation) overpredicts the measured
settlement. The inclusion of smear effect decreases the settlements, hence improves
the accuracy of the predictions. The inclusion of both smear and well resistance
slighdy underestimate the settlements, especially beyond 200 days.
The prediction of settlement along the ground surface from the centerline of
embankment is shown in Fig. 6.21. The limited available data agree well with the
settlement profile, near the embankment centerline. Heave is also predicted beyond
the toe of the embankment, i.e. at about 25 m away from the centerline.
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Figure 6.20. Total settlements at ground surface at embankment centreline, M u a r
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Figure 6.21. Surface settlement profiles, M u a r clay, Malaysia
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The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures for the piezometer

P6 which is located at the embankment centerline at a depth of 11.2 m are compared

in Fig. 6.22. The inclusion of both smear and well resistance slightly underpredic

measured pore pressures. Compared to Fig. 6.18, the pore pressure prediction is mo

accurate in single drain analysis. This is probably due to the larger number of dr
included in multi drain analysis, where errors in pore pressure modeling are

accumulated towards the center of embankment (ie. left hand side boundary of mesh)

This implies that the single drain analysis is not only simple but is sufficient t

the settlement behaviour along the embankment centerline. As expected, the perfect
drain predictions underestimate the actual pore water pressures.
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Figure 6.22. Variation of excess pore water pressures at embankment centerline for
piezometer P6 11.2 m below ground level.
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Lateral deformation (predicted and measured)forthe inclinometer installed at
10 m away from the centerline of the embankment is shown in Fig. 6.23. The change

from very soft silty clay to soft silty clay at 8-10 m depth is clearly reflected by t

sudden decrease of lateral displacements at this depth. The lateral deformation at 2
days after loading are very well predicted when the effects of both smear and well

\

1
N o drains

Field Measurement:
•
-• 201 days
Prediction F E M :
Perfect drains (no smear)
Smear only
Smear and well resistance

25

30
0

200

400

600

800

Lateral displacement ( m m )

Figure 6.23. Lateral displacement profiles at 10 m

away from centerline of

embankments after 201 days.

resistance are included in the analysis. A s shown in Fig. 6.23, the inclusion of smear
effect alone underestimates the magnitude of lateral deformation. The inclusion of

both smear and well resistance predicts better lateral displacement. The perfect drai
condition, as expected, yields the smallest lateral deformation. The inclusion of the
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drains are expected to reduce the lateral movement of the soft clay under embankment
loading. The predicted lateral deformation for 'no drains' situation is plotted for
comparison which logically yields the highest lateral deformation of the foundation.

6.4 Comparison of PVD's with SCP's
In order to compare the performance of the embankments stabilised with
vertical band drains and sand compaction piles, the following normalised parameters
are introduced.
a = ratio of m a x i m u m lateral displacement at the toe to the m a x i m u m settlement at
center line of embankment
pi = ratio of m a x i m u m lateral displacement to the corresponding fill height.
P2 = ratio of m a x i m u m settlement to the corresponding fill height.
Table 6.6 gives the above normalised deformation factors evaluated for
embankment stabilised with vertical band drains and sand compaction piles studied in
this Chapter. The embankment stabilised with P V D is characteristic by considerably
smaller values of a, and Pi compared to the one stabilised with SCP. Smaller values
of a and Pi indicate that lateral deformation is more effectively controlled by P V D .
Smaller value of p 2 implies that a smaller settlement has been recorded for the same
period of preloading.
The normalised parameters a and Pi are plotted in Figs. 6.24 and 6.25,
respectively. Both these Figures show that lateral deformation is less for the
embankment stabilised with P V D . The SCP's were installed at 2.2 m spacing and they
do not effectively control the lateral deformation as the shear stiffness of the sand is
not high enough to withstand the lateral displacements of this increased spacing. The
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PVD's, on the other hand provide better lateral restrain especially when installed at a
m u c h closer spacing at 1.3 m . Figure 6.26 shows the normalised plot of settlement
which is a good indicator to evaluate the effectiveness of both P V D and S C P
techniques. Initially, until 150 days of preloading, a faster rate of settlement was
obtained from the embankment stabilised with P V D . But after 413 days (the only
available data for P V D ) slightly larger settlement was recorded for the embankment
stabilised with SCP. This indicates that although the P V D is effective in accelerating
settlement in the short term, in the long term, PVD's are susceptible to 'partial'
clogging in comparison with natural sand material Nevertheless, PVD's are easier to
install in large numbers, hence are more attractive economically than SCP's at the
moment

Table 6.6. Normalised deformation factors of ground improvement techniques
Normalised

~

Ground improvement techniques

parameters

Vertical band drains

Sand compaction piles

a

0.136

0.415

p,

0.032

0.079

p2

0.259

0.325

~

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Lateral deformation/maximum settlement, tf
Figure 6.24. Normalised lateral deformation and maximum settlement.

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

Lateral deformation/maximum fill height, P t
Figure 6.25. Normalised lateral deformation.
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6.5 S u m m a r y and General R e m a r k s
Based on the performance of the test embankment stabilised with vertical

drains in Muar clay, it is revealed that the explicit modelling of the effect of s
the vicinity of the drains is necessary to predict the settlements accurately. The

inclusion of the effects of smear in the analysis improves the prediction of settle
pore water pressure and lateral deformation. The role of well resistance is of
secondary importance in comparison with smear effects. The application of single

drain analysis is sufficient to model the behaviour at the centreline of the embank

where the lateral deformation of the soil is negligible. Nevertheless, the behaviou
the soft clay foundation beneath the entire embankment can only be predicted using
multi-drain analysis, as described here.

CHAPTER 7 — C A S E HISTORY 3: NAVAL DOCKYARD (THAILAND)

7.1 Sub-soil and Embankment Condition
This case history looks at the performance of sandwick drains at a Naval
Dockyard test embankment, Pom Prachul Thailand. The test site is located in the
Samutprakarn Province, approximately 20 km south of Bangkok, along the Chao
Phraya river. Three test embankments Tl, T2 and T3 (no drains) were constructed

and stabilised with sandwick drains installed in a square pattern to a depth of 17

The layout of the test embankments is shown in Fig. 7.1. Prior to the construction

the embankment, eight boreholes were drilled for soil identification and laborato

tests. Specimens for oedometer and triaxial tests were obtained using 10 inch dia
tube samplers. As shown in Fig. 7.1, the boreholes were located outside the
embankments.
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Figure 7.1. Layout of test embankment at Naval dockyard.
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The subsoil is relatively uniform, consisting of a thin weathered clay (0.75 m
deep) overlying a soft clay approximately 17 m thick. A stiff clay layer underlies the
soft clay and extends to a depth of 25 m below the ground surface. Fig. 7.2
summarises the water content, Atterberg limits, unit weight, and specific gravity with
depth. T h e soil retains a very high moisture content of about 7 5 % near the surface to
a depth of 10 m . The moisture content decreases with depth, and is about 40 % at 20
m depth. The unit weight of the soil varies between 15 to 18 kN/m 3 from the ground
surface to a depth of 20 m . Thefieldvane strength increases with depth, except at the
surface where the weathered clay gives a locally increased shear strength of about 20
kN/m 2 .
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Figure 7.2. Soil properties at the site of Naval dockyard (AIT Report, 1977).
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The drain pattern and the typical cross section of the embankment at this
location are shown in Fig. 7.3. The sandwick drains consist of a hose made of a

fibrous material of high permeability, and filled with a dry sand. The diameter of t
sandwick drains was 5 cm, and they were installed to a depth of 17 m to reach the
stiff clay layer. The drains were installed using a 7.5 cm diameter casing with a
wooden plug at its lower end and pushed into the soft ground using a 2 tonne
hammer. The drain pattern was a square grid which was installed at 1.5 m and 2.5 m
spacing for the two embankment sections, Tl and T2, respectively.
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Figure 7.3. Cross section of embankment with drain pattern installed at Naval
Dockyard, Thailand.

The instrumentation for monitoring settlements of this test embankment
included both surface and sub-surface settlement plates (Figs. 7.1 and 7.3). Surface
settlement points consisted of a 16 mm diameter steel rod connected to a 0.40 x 0.40
m2 base plate and protected by a 19 mm diameter casing. The subsurface type
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consisted of a 25 c m diameter steel screw head connected to a 19 m m diameter steel
tube which was attached to a screw head by a keyway. Pore water pressures were
monitored using three types of piezometers including open stand pipe, closed

hydraulic and air (pneumatic) systems. Lateral deformations were monitored using
inclinometers which were installed close to the embankment toe (Fig. 7.1).
Figure 7.4 indicates the rate of loading (construction history) of the
embankment. The embankment loading was applied in three stages. Firstly, a sand

blanket of thickness 0.35 m was placed, followed by an initial layer of fill of

which was then raised until a total fill height of 2.35 m was attained (Fig. 7.

loading scheme of the unstabilized section of the embankment (T3: without drains

was almost the same, therefore, the performance of the embankment with and witho
drains could be direcdy compared.
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Figure 7.4. Construction loading history for embankments Tl and T 2 at Naval
dockyard.
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7.2 Numerical Analysis
The Cam-clay parameters for each soil layer and the in-situ stress states are
given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. In order to estimate the undisturbed soil
permeability, laboratory consolidation tests were conducted on both vertically and
horizontally cored specimens. In the smear zone, the horizontal permeability was
taken to be equal to 1.15 times the vertical permeability, based on the current
laboratory tests. The horizontal and vertical permeability coefficients of the
undisturbed soil (h and * v ) and the equivalent plane strain values based on Eqs. (3.36)
and (3.37) are given in Table 7.3. The estimated values of vertical permeability (kv) at
this site given by Brenner and Prebaharan (1983) varies between 10"10 m/sec at the
bottom of the stratum and 2 x 10'9 m/sec at the top. However, these values are lower
than the permeability estimated by the writer as shown in Table 7.3. The coefficient of
horizontal permeability was taken to be 1.8 times the vertical permeability. Inside
smear zone, the horizontal permeability was taken to be 1.15 times the vertical
permeabihty based on large scale-consolidometer testing, as explained in Chapter 4.
The summary of the soil properties and effective stress state beneath the embankment
are given in Fig. 7.5.

Table 7.1. Cam-clay parameters used in F E analysis, Naval Dockyard,
Thailand (Asian Institute of Technology, 1977)
Depth (m)
0-3
3-8
8-11.5
11.5-14
14-17

K
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.06

X
0.4
0.87
0.48
0.30
0.22

Ccx

3.61
5.06
3.35
2.79
2.26

M
0.80
1.10
0.90
0.88
0.93

V
0.29
0.31
0.29
0.26
0.26

y, (kN/m 3 )
16
16
15
16
17
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Table 7.2. In-situ stress condition used in F E analysis for
Naval Dockyard, Thailand
Depth (m)
1
3
8
11.5
14
17

fT^fkPa)
9.18
18.61
31.67
47.75
57.28
68.26

cCQcPa)
14
28.38
59.33
77.50
92.97
114.54

w(kPa)
0
19.62
68.67
103.01
127.53
156.96

P'c
14.36
29
56.24
77.50
92.93
113.03

Table 7.3. Coefficients of permeability used in numerical analysis
for the Naval Dockyard, Thailand
Depth
(m)

kh (m/s)

kv (m/s)

X

X

lO

0-3
3-8
8-11.5
11.5-14
14-17

9

94.70
11.20
8.46
7.81
8.49

10 9

51.30
5.60
4.23
4.18
4.23

Drains Spacing 1.5 m
khp (m/s) *i (m/s)
(with
(no
smear)
smear)
9
xlO"9
xlO"
1.33
32.2
0.15
3.811
0.11
2.88
0.11
2.66
0.11
2.89

Drains Spacing 2.5 m
knp (m/s) *; (m/s)
(with
(no
smear)
smear)
9
xlO'9
xlO"
0.38
25.6
0.04
3.02
0.03
2.28
0.03
2.11
0.03
2.29
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Figure 7.5. Subsoil profile, Cam-clay parameters and stress state used in numerical
analysis for Naval Dockyard site, Thailand.

Single Drain Analysis
For the single drain analysis, the discretized finite element mesh near the drain

boundary is shown in Fig. 7.6, with drain length of 17 m. This mesh contains 6-nod

linear strain triangular (LST) elements with three pore pressure nodes. Because of

symmetry, it was sufficient to consider one half of the unit cell The clay layer i

characterized by drained conditions at the upper boundary only, due to the presenc

of a stiff clay layer below 17 m depth. In axisymmetric condition, the equivalent r

of sandwick drains and smear zone are rw= 0.05 m and r, = 0.3 m, respectively. For

the plane strain analysis, the width of drains and smear zone were taken to be the
same as their radii in axisymmetric condition, which give bw= 0.05 m and b, = 0.3

The geometric parameters are given in Table 7.4 for each embankment. In the analys

incorporating both smear and well resistance, after a few trials based on single dr
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analysis, it was found that a discharge capacity (qw) of 50 m3/year for each drainwas

appropriate to model the settlements and pore water pressure dissipation.
discharge capacity is in the range of qw of 25-100 mVyear as reported by
(1991) for drain affected by significant vertical and lateral pressures.

loading was simulated by applying incremental vertical loads to the upper

17 m
Drain Boundary

centerline
of clay body
between two
adjacent drains

*»

Smear zone

4|

Note:
5=0.75 m for embankment T l

n

r

„_

5=1.25 m for e m b a n k m e n t T 2

B = 0.75 m
H
H
Figure 7.6. Finite element mesh in the vicinity of drain.

Table 7.4. Geometric parameters of the drains beneath embankments
Tl and T2 at Naval Dockyard, Thailand.
Embankment Spacing (m) B (m) bw (m) b, (m)
Tl
1.5
0.75
0.05
T2
2.5
1.25
0.05

0.3
0.3
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The results of the plane strain analysis together with the measured surface
settlements for drain spacing of 1.5 m and 2.5m are plotted in Fig. 7.7a and 7.7b,
respectively. T h e analysis based on perfect drain conditions (no smear, complete pore
pressure dissipation) overpredicts the measured settlement, whereas the inclusion of
smear effect enables acceptable prediction. The inclusion of well resistance provides
only a small reduction in settlement in comparison to smear effect. A s shown in Fig.
7.7b, where the drain spacing is 2.5 m , the settlement prediction is acceptable, but the
installation of the drains at a spacing of 2.5 m does not seem to be of much benefit, as
the settlements associated with the 'smeared' drains are not very different from the
'no drains' situation. In other words, the spacing of 2.5 m between vertical drains is
too excessive to yield any additional settlements. The 'perfect' drains, however, still
overestimate the settlements. The settlements at a depth of 5 m under the centreline of
the embankment are shown in Fig. 7.8. The inclusion of smear effect improves the
accuracy of the predictions for both embankments T l (drain spacing of 1.5 m ) and T 2
(drain spacing of 2.5 m ) , but the predictions underestimate settlements after 150 days.
Again, the effect of well resistance is insignificant
The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures at the centerline of
the embankment at a depth of 7.5 m below the ground surface are compared in Fig.
7.9. For embankment Tl, it is observed that thefieldmeasurements are generally in
agreement with the numerical predictions during Stage 1 and Stage 2 of loading,
whereas the pore pressures at Stage 3 during the post-construction period are underpredicted. It is possible that 'partial clogging' of drains might have occurred during
the post-construction stage, retarding the pore pressure dissipation in the case of
embankment Tl. The aspects of partial clogging have been discussed previously by
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Indraratna et aL (1994)forPVD's installed in Muar clay, Malaysia. The pore pressure

prediction with smear is excellent during and after Stage 3 for the
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7.3 Multi-drain Analysis
The finite element mesh of the embankment for multi-drain analysis is shown

in Fig. 7.10. The foundation was discretized into linear strain quadrilateral (LSQ)

elements. For the zone with sandwicks, a finer mesh was developed so that each drai
element represents the sandwick containing the smear zone on either side of the

drains. The properties of soil used in single drain analysis was also used in the m

drain analysis. The locations of instrumentation such as inclinometer and piezomet
to monitor the performance of the embankment are placed in the mesh in such a way
that their measuring points coincide with the mesh nodes. For instance, the

piezometer is placed in between two drains at 0.75 m from the embankment centerline
to measure the pore pressure (see insert of Fig. 7.10).
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Fig. 7.10. Finite element mesh of embankment for plane strain analysis at Naval
Dockyard, Thailand.
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The results of the plane strain and multi drain analysis together with the
measured settlements are plotted in Fig. 7.11. The analysis based on perfect drain
conditions (no smear, complete pore pressure dissipation) overpredicts the measured
settlement. The inclusion of smear effect decreases the settlements, hence improves
the accuracy of the predictions. The inclusion of both smear and well resistance
slightly underestimates the settlements, especially beyond 150 days. At the centerline
of the embankment, there is little difference between the multi-drain (Fig. 7.11) and
single drain (Fig. 7.7) settlement analyses. This is not surprising because at the
embankment centerline (symmetric), the lateral displacements are insignificant, hence,
the single drain analysis is sufficient for accurate prediction. At 5 m depth where the
applied stress is smaller, the effect of well resistance is hardly noticed (Fig. 7.12b), in
comparison with surface settlements (Fig. 7.11).
The prediction of settlement along the ground surface from the centerline of
embankment is shown in Fig. 7.13. The limited available data agree well with the
settlement profile, near the embankment centerline. Heave is also predicted beyond
the toe of the embankment, i.e. at about 25 m away from the centerline.
The predicted and measured excess pore water pressures for the piezometer
located at the embankment centerline at a depth of 7.5 m are compared in Fig. 7.14.
Although the inclusion of smear effect can accurately predict the excess pore
pressures up to Stage 2 of construction, the prediction of post-construction pore
pressures are slightly improved by including both smear and well resistance (Fig.
7.14a). However, the effect of including well resistance is negligible for embankment
T 2 even in the long-term (Fig. 7.14b). This is because the spacing between the drains
in T 2 is m u c h larger (2.5 m ) compared to the drain spacing in T l (1.5 m ) . A s
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expected, the perfect drain predictions underestimate the actual pore water pressures
for both embankments Tl and T2.
Lateral deformation (predicted and measured) for the inclinometer installed at
10 m away from the centerline of the embankment is shown in Fig. 7.15. The lateral
deformations at 230 days after loading are very well predicted when the effects of

both smear and well resistance are included in the analysis. As shown in Fig. 7.15 th
inclusion of smear effect alone underestimates the magnitude of lateral deformation.

The perfect drain condition, as expected, yields the smallest lateral deformation. It

illustrated clearly in Fig. 7.15 that the inclusion of the drains are expected to red

the lateral movement of the soft clay under embankment loading. The predicted lateral
deformation for 'no drains' is also plotted for comparison. In T2, the difference in
lateral displacements between 'no drains' situation and the field measurements is

small in comparison to Tl. This also verifies that the drain spacing in T2 (ie. 2.5 m
too large to have much effect on both settlements and lateral displacements. In

contrast, the smaller drain spacing of 1.5 m in Tl has significant effect on reducing
lateral displacements.
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7.4 Summary and General Remarks
Based on the performance of the test embankment stabilised with vertical
sandwick drains at a Naval dockyard, Bangkok, it is revealed that the explicit

modelling of the effect of smear in the vicinity of the drains provides good pred

of settlement, compared to the field measurements. The inclusion of the effects of

both smear and well resistance in the analysis improves the prediction of settlem

but the contribution from well resistance alone has little effect on the change o
water pressure and lateral deformation. This indicates that the 17 m long drains

suffer from well resistance to any significant extent, hence, it is the smear effe

predominantly affects the consolidation process in the vicinity of the drains. Thi

history confirms once again that the application of single drain analysis is suff
model the behaviour at the centreline of the embankment, where the lateral
deformation of the soil is negligible.

CHAPTER 8 — C A S E HISTORY 4: LEGOK OVERPASS (INDONESIA)

8.1 Sub-soil and E m b a n k m e n t Condition
This case history evaluates the performance of test embankment stabilised with

vertical geodrains at Legok Overpass, East Java, Indonesia. The typical geotec

properties at this location are shown in Fig. 8.1. It is apparent that the soil

consists of a firm surface crust to a depth of approximately 4 m. This surface

underlain by soft or loose clayey and sandy silts and sands to a depth of 18 m.

underlying layer appears to be a more uniform soft silty clay with shell, whic

to a depth of 48 m below the ground level The underlying hard strata are locate
depth of 66.5 m below ground level.
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»
• Water content

_JQ L20_
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\5 \6 1,7 \p 1,9
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o
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and shell
Firm grey silty clay and
sheU
Firm grey sandy clay
and shell

Firm grey silty clay

40

Figure 8.1. Soil profile and geotechnical properties at Legok overpass (after
Directorate General Highways Indonesia).
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The vertical band drains were installed at two different depths following the

drain pattern as shown in Fig. 8.2. One set of drains was installed to a depth of 2

on a 2 m square grid, and another set was also installed on a 2 m square grid but t
depth of 10 m. Unfortunately, the types of instrumentation used for monitoring the

performance of the embankments in this trial embankment were very limited. The only
instrumentation used was an array of settlement plates which were installed in the

centreline of the embankment. Therefore, only the centerline settlements are predic
and compared with measurements.

Depth
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- -

10 _. 1 . . J ... L . . 1

—

Very stiff to firm grey
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20 _. . 1 - - 1- - - 1.
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..
. . .Soft, to firm .grey
Vertical band drains (square pattern) clay+shells
Firm grey silty clay+shells

30
Firm grey sandy clay+shells
Figure 8.2. Cross section through centerline of embankment with sub-soil profile.

8.2 Numerical Analysis of'Single Drain' Condition
The modified Cam-clay parameters, the in-situ stress state and the transformed

permeability coefficients required for the plane strain analysis are given in Tabl
8.2 and 8.3, respectively. The coefficient of permeability kv were obtained using
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Terzaghi's consolidation theory on laboratory oedometer test results. After a fe

trials to include the effect of well resistance, a discharge capacity (qw) of 50
was found to be appropriate to predict the settlement

Table 8.1. Modified Cam-clay parameters for numerical analysis
Depth (m)
0-6
6-10
10-12.5
12.5-17.5
17.5-20

K
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.08
0.08

X
0.11
0.16
0.16
0.10
0.37

ec,
1.24
2.82
2.82
2.82
2.82

M
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1

V
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26

7s
18.00
17.00
17.00
15.00
15.00

Table 8.2. In-situ stress condition used in numerical analysis
Depth (m)
0
1
6
10
12.5
17.5
20

Oho

Ovo

0
12
38
46
55
74
81

0
18
59
86
103
138
152

u
0
0
49
88
113
162
186

P'c
60
60
60
82
98
131
144

Table 8.3. Coefficients of permeability used in numerical analysis
Depth (m)

kh (m/s)

kv (m/s)

0-6
6-10
10-12.5
12.5-17.5
17.5-20

2.14 xlO'9
1.79 xlO'9
1.79 xlO"9
1.75 xlO'9
1.85 xlO'9

1.22 xlO"9
1.02 xlO'9
1.02 xlO'9
1.00x10"*
1.00 xlO'9

k„p (m/s)
(no smear)*
6.17 xlO 1 0
5.15 xlO'10
5.15 xlO"10
5.05 xlO 1 0
4.39 xlO"10

* i (m/s)
(with smear)*
9.8 xlO"11
8.2 xlO 1 1
4.0 xlO 1 1
4.0 xlO 1 2
4.0 xlO'12

The discretized finite element mesh near the drain boundary is shown in Fig.

8.3, which contains 6-node linear strain triangular (LST) elements with three po

pressure nodes. The clay layer is characterized by drained conditions at the upp
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boundary only due to the present of impervious clay and shell at a depth of 20 m
below ground leveL The embankment loading was simulated by applying incremental
vertical loads to the upper boundary. The excess pore water pressures were set to
zero along the drain boundary to simulate complete dissipation.

Hg88lmH
Figure 8.3. Finite element discretization in the vicinity of drains, Legok Overpass.

The results of the plane strain analysis together with the measured settlements
are plotted in Fig. 8.4. As shown, the analysis based on perfect drain conditions (no
smear, complete pore pressure dissipation) overpredicts the measured settlement,
whereas the inclusion of smear effect significantly improves the accuracy of the
predictions. The inclusion of well resistance makes the prediction even better, but
slightly underpredicts settlement after 150 days of loading.
The predicted excess pore water pressures at the centerline of the
embankment at a depth of 15 m below the ground surface is shown in Fig. 8.5. The
dissipation of pore water pressure is rapid for the perfect drain modeL The
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undissipated pore pressure is significant, especially after Stage 2 loading wh

effect of smear is incorporated in the analysis. As expected, the rate of pore
dissipation decreases further when the effect of well resistance is taken into
consideration.
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Figure 8.4. Surface settlement at embankment centerline, Legok Overpass.
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Figure 8.5. Variation of excess pore pressure at depth 15 m below ground surface at
embankment centerline at Legok Overpass.
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8.3 Multi-drains Analysis
The finite element mesh of the embankment for multi-drain analysis is shown
in Fig. 8.6. The foundation was discretized into linear strain quadrilateral (LSQ)
elements. For the zone with PVD, a finer mesh was developed so that each drain
element represents the PVD containing the smear zone on either side of the drains.

The same soil properties used in the single drain analysis were used in the multi-dr

analysis. There were no piezometers and inclinometers installed in the field to moni
the performance of the embankment, but the overall surface settlements were
monitored using settlement plates. However, in the finite element analysis the

hypothetical locations of piezometers and inclinometers are placed in the mesh in su
a way that their measuring points coincide with the mesh nodes. For instance, a
piezometer is placed in between two drains at 0.5 m from the embankment centerline
to measure the pore pressure.
Hypothetical Piezometer
Location
Drain

Smear zone
kh/kv = W

i£

Drain

Ora

W

--10m

Smear zone

k„/kv=W
-L20m
0

1.0 2.0

4.0

k„/kv=lJ8

Hypothetical Inclinometer

«

01
15 m
100 m

Figure 8.6. Finite element mesh of embankment for plane strain analysis,
Legok Over pass.
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The results of the plane strain, multi drain analysis together with the measured
surface settlements are plotted in Fig. 8.7. The analysis based on perfect drain
conditions overpredicts the measured settlement, whereas the inclusion of smear
effect slightly improves the accuracy of the predictions. A very good prediction is
obtained w h e n both the effect of smear and well resistance are incorporated in the
analysis. The settlements corresponding to 'no drains' situation is plotted as a
reference.
The prediction of settlement along the ground surface from the centerline of
embankment is shown in Fig. 8.8. The limited available data agree well with the
settlement profile, near the embankment centerline. The settlement profile of the
section of the embankment without vertical drain is also plotted for comparison.
Heave is also predicted beyond the toe of the embankment, Le. at about 25 m away
from the centerline.
The predicted excess pore water pressures for the piezometer located at the
embankment centerline at a depth of 6 m and 15 m below ground surface are plotted
in Figs. 8.9 and 810, respectively. A s expected, the pore pressure release is rapid for
the perfect drain predictions, and the undissipated pore pressure is m u c h greater when
the effects of smear and well resistance are included in the analysis.
The predicted lateral deformation for the hypothetical inclinometer installed at
10 m away from the centerline of the embankment is shown in Fig. 8.11. T h e perfect
drain condition, as expected, yields the smallest lateral deformation. It is illustrated
clearly in Fig. 8.11 that the existence of drains is expected to reduce the lateral
movement of the soft clay under embankment loading. The predicted lateral
deformation for 'no drains' is plotted for comparison. T h e sudden reduction of lateral
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displacements at a depth of 5-6 m indicates the change of strata from a silty clay to a
clayey silt.
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Figure 8.7. Surface settlement at e m b a n k m e n t centerline, L e g o k Overpass.
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Figure 8.8. Surface settlement profile at L e g o k Overpass.
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Figure 8.9. Variation of excess pore pressure at depth 6 m below ground surface at
embankment centerline at Legok Overpass.
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Figure 8.10. Variation of excess pore pressure at depth 15 m below ground surface at
embankment centerline at Legok Overpass.
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Figure 8.11. Lateral displacement profiles at 10 m away from centerline of
embankment at Legok Overpass.

8.4 S u m m a r y and General R e m a r k s
Based on the performance of the test embankment stabilised with vertical

drains at Legok Overpass, Indonesia, it is revealed that the explicit modelling of the

effect of smear in the vicinity of the drains is justified in predicting the settleme
accurately. The inclusion of the effects of both smear and well resistance in the
analysis further improves the prediction of settlement. Once again, this case history

proves that the application of single drain analysis is sufficient to model the behav
at the centreline of the embankment, where the lateral deformation of the soil is
negligible. At Legok Overpass, based on surface settlement at centerline of
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embankment, the predictions are acceptable in comparison with the measurements.
Unfortunately, due to the limited field instrumentation, a thorough study of the
embankment was not possible. For instance, the dissipation of pore pressure and the
development of lateral deformation could not be compared to the field measurements,

hence only the settlements were plotted and discussed. Nevertheless, the capabilities
of the smear effect model developed by the writer has been demonstrated through this
case history.

CHAPTER 9—CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 General Summary
The review of literature shows that there has always been a discrepancy
between the observed and predicted behaviour of embankments stabilised with
vertical drains, although a significant progress has been made in the recent years
through analytical and numerical modeling (Zeng et al, 1987; Hird et al, 1992;
Bergado and Long, 1994; Chai et al, 1995; Indraratna and Redana, 1997 among
others). This marked discrepancy is attributed to numerous factors such as:
uncertainty of soil properties, the effect of smear, and improper conversion of

axisymmetric condition to plane strain (2-D) analysis of vertical drains. This study

directed to clarify the effect of smear by conducting laboratory tests to measure i

role using a large scale consolidometer, and at the same time formulating a convers
from axisymmetric into 2-D plane strain analysis of vertical drains to analyse and
predict their performance in soft clay.
In clay soils, a good estimate of the preconsolidation pressure will provide a
better estimate of settlement. As suggested by Casagrande (1936), the
preconsolidation pressure should be estimated based on its maximum possible, most
probable and minimum possible values which lead to minimum, most probable and

maximum settlement, respectively. Very often, the values of preconsolidation pressur

show considerable scatter when plotted with depth. In stage by stage construction of

embankments, it is important to note that the first stage of loading might not excee

the natural preconsolidation pressure of the foundation soil, hence proper values of
compression index ( Cr and Cc or Kand X) should be selected, which may represent a
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state of over-consolidation. A s thefillheight is increased in subsequent construction
stages, the soil properties m a y become more compatible with the normally
consolidated line in the case of soft clays, as pointed out in this study.
The most convenient location to predict settlements and pore pressures is the
embankment centerline at which the lateral displacements are negligible by symmetry.
Also at the centerline, there is very little development of shear stress and therefore
avoids the problem of shear deformation (failure) as well as shear induced pore
pressure changes. Therefore, a relatively simple, single drain analysis can be
conducted to predict settlements and pore pressure at the embankment centerline. In
single drain analysis, an ideal match could be made between the axisymmetric and
plane strain analyses incorporating both the effect of smear and well resistance, as
demonstrated in Chapter 4. The measured and predicted settlements of large clay
samples tested in the large scale consolidometer indicate a reasonable agreement,
where both axisymmetric and plane strain analyses were used in the prediction of
settlements and pore pressures. In Multi-drain analysis, all three items, namely,
settlement, pore pressure and lateral deformation were determined to further verify
the accuracy of the smear effect model developed in this study. It was also shown that
larger the value of Cam-clay parameter, X, greater the settlement and lateral
deformations, which is in agreement with a previous study conducted by Indraratna et
aL (1997). All case histories analysed in this study confirmed that for drains less then
20 m in length, the effect of well resistance is secondary in comparison to the
influence of smear. Moreover, the well resistance is difficult to model unless the flow
or discharge capacity of the drains is correctly estimated or k n o w n from previous
data.
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The single-drain analysis presents an acceptable solution for settlements at the

embankment centerline, with little deviation from the results of multi-drain analysis.
To highlight this aspect, settlement predictions at the centerline of embankment TSl
at Second International Bangkok Airport are replotted in Fig. 9.1. As expected, the
perfect drain analysis (no smear and no well resistance) yields almost the same
settlement for both single and multi-drain analysis. A lower rate of settlement is

predicted when the effects of smear and well resistance are incorporated in the single
drain analysis. The discrepancy between the single-drain and multi-drain analyses is
somewhat significant at higher loading stages, the difference being negligible at
smaller fill heights.
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Figure 9.1. Comparison of settlement predicted using single drain and multi drain
analyses.

Table 9.1 summarises the parameters affecting the prediction of settlements,
pore water pressure and lateral deformation. Larger values of compression index (X)
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will provide larger settlement and lateral deformation. Increased values of
permeability will lead to a greater settlement and a faster dissipation of pore water
pressure. T h e increased effect of smear and well resistance will reduce the settlement,
retard the dissipation of pore pressure and increase the lateral displacement. The
associated increase in lateral displacement to settlement ratio for a given fill height
represents a reduction in the stability of the soft clay foundation. Effective drains
should increase settlements and decrease lateral deformation, thereby increasing the
stability of soft clay foundation.

Table 9.1. Effect of increasing the value of parameters on the performance of
embankment stabilised with vertical drains.
Soil Parameter
(increasing)

K

Settlement (S,)

Pore water pressure

-

Lateral deformation
(Hz)
increases
increases

increases

decreases

decreases

decreases

increases

increases

increases

decreases

decreases

increases
increases

X
Permeability,
kv and kh
Effect of smear
(soil disturbance)
Discharge capacity
of drain, qw

(«)
-

9.2 Specific Observations and Conclusions
In this study, an equivalent 2-D plane strain analysis of embankments stabilised
with vertical drains has been demonstrated, incorporating the effects of smear and
well resistance. T h e extent of the effect of smear was studied in the laboratory using a
large-scale consolidometer apparatus. T h e behaviour of several embankments
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stabilised with vertical drains was analysed in detaiL The predictions based on the
proposed equivalent 2-D plane strain model were compared to the laboratory
observations andfieldmeasurements. O n the basis of this study, the following specific
conclusions can be drawn.

9.2.1 Development of the Equivalent Plane Strain Model
1. T h e proposed equivalent plane strain model developed in this study was properly
calibrated with the true axisymmetric model Based on surface settlements, the
difference between both methods was less than 7 % . However, the rate of
dissipation of pore water pressure was found to be more difficult to match between
the two models.

2. The effect of smear is explicitly defined in this model which makes it unique from
other models proposed earlier by other researchers. The soil surrounding a unit
drain is divided into two zones, the smear zone adjacent to the drain and the outer
zone of undisturbed soiL The degree of soil disturbance within the smear zone
could be varied (via finite elements) so that the effect of smear diminishes with the
distance away from the drain. For example, the adoption of linearly varying
permeability in the smear zone and prescribing the in-situ (undisturbed)
permeability in the outer zone presents a more realistic model giving acceptable
predictions in relation to field measurements.

3. The effect of well resistance was simulated given the approximate (estimate)
discharge capacity of the drain, which is directly related to the pore pressure along
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the drain at a given depth, as represented by Eqn. 3.32. A n y undissipated pore
water pressure in the drain, retards the consolidation process. In the case of perfect
drains, the pore water pressure along the drains is always assumed to be zero.

9.2.2 Laboratory Work
1. T h e laboratory tests utilising the large scale consolidometer revealed that the
horizontal permeability is reduced significantly due to the installation of drain by
mandrel At the soil and drain interface where the soil suffers from the m a x i m u m
smear, the horizontal permeability is almost the same as the vertical permeability.
However, at the periphery of the cell where the disturbance due to the installation
of drain is insignificant, the horizontal permeability was measured to be 1.63 times
the vertical permeability. The smear zone radius was estimated to be about 4-5
times the radius of sand compaction piles (SCP) and was about 3-4 times the
equivalent radius of the prefabricated vertical drain ( P V D ) . The radius of
disturbance developed by the installation of P V D is smaller than that of SCP,
because the band shape of P V D creates less disturbance of the surrounding soil
during driving.

2. The settlement of the soil observed in the large scale consolidometer was well
predicted using both axisymmetric and equivalent plane strain models incorporating
the effect of smear. The predictions of the latter were found to be slightly smaller
in comparison to the former, but in good agreement with the laboratory
measurements of both settlements and pore pressures. In view of this, one can
accept the equivalent plane strain model as an excellent substitute for the
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axisymmetric drain m o d e l which is more difficult to adopt in a multi-drain analysis
involving a large construction site having m a n y drains.

9.2.3 Case History Analysis
1. T h e application of the proposed equivalent plane strain model with explicit smear
zone provides a convenient alternative to a complex 3-D analysis involving a large
number of axisymmetric drains. The capability of the equivalent model was verified
by the good agreement with thefielddata from several embankments reported in
this study. Both single-drain and multi-drain analyses revealed that the inclusion of
the effect of smear improves the settlement predictions significantly. However, the
prediction of pore water pressure is more difficult, especially at higher loading
stages and after the construction of embankment. The inclusion of the effect of
well resistance m a y offer a slight improvement in pore pressure prediction, but in
general the effect of well resistance is insignificant compared to the effect of
smear. It was also verified from the case history analyses, that closer the drain
spacing, greater the settlement induced and smaller the lateral deformations of the
soft clay foundation.

2. The exact value of compression index (Cc) or gradient X in Cam-clay model is
sensitive to the loading stages (fill heights). T h e values of X should be associated
with the applied working stress range in relation to the effective preconsolidation
pressure of the soil at a particular depth. The realistic value of X should be based
on appropriate stress paths as pointed out by Indraratna et al. (1997), depending
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on whether the applied load is m u c h less or considerably greater than the preconsolidation pressure of the clay.

3. Multi-drain analysis of vertical drains installed at the Second Bangkok Internati
Airport (same soil parameters as used in the single drain analysis) provides an
accurate prediction of settlement, pore pressure and lateral displacements, verifying
the dominant role of the smear effects. O n the contrary, the role of well resistance
for drains in Bangkok clay was found to be of secondary importance, and the
inclusion of well resistance tends to underestimate settlements and over-predict the
horizontal

displacements.

Minimum

settlements

and

maximum

lateral

displacements are associated with 'no drains' or 'totally clogged' condition.

4. For Malaysian clay, the proposed plane strain model works very well in the analysi
of settlements, pore water pressure and lateral displacements in the case of PVD's.
Single drain analysis is still sufficient to predict settlements and pore water pressure
at the embankment centerline. The effect of smear is significant in M u a r clay, and
the effect of well resistance provides slightly improved predictions for pore water
pressure. However, the role of well resistance on its o w n is still insignificant
compared to the effect of smear. In multi-drain analysis, the well resistance
contributes to increased lateral deformation of the foundation. The m a x i m u m
lateral yield occurs w h e n all drains are clogged (ie. same as no drains). The
assumption of 'perfect drain' over-predicts the settlements and keeps lateral
displacements to a minimum, which is not reasonable for M u a r clay. Consequently,
one cannot neglect the smear effects in design.
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5. Acceptable predictions of settlements, pore water pressures and lateral
deformations were again obtained for the embankment stabilised with vertical sand
compaction piles (SCP) at the M u a r clay site. The diameter of smear zone was at
least twice the diameter of S C P (<f> 70 cm). For simplicity, the properties of the
sand columns (not available) were taken to be the same as the surrounding soil
hence the axial stiffness of the sand piles was not modelled in this study. A
sensitivity study of varying the stiffness of SCP's has been conducted elsewhere by
Indraratna et al (1997), which indicates that less settlements are predicted when
the S C P stiffness significantly exceeds that of the clay soil.

6. At an embankment stabilised with sandwick drains at a Naval dockyard, Thailand,
a good prediction is once again obtained for both settlements and pore water
pressures. Both single-drain and multi-drain analyses provide excellent results at
the embankment centerline. However, in the multi-drain analysis, the lateral
deformation is slightly over predicted. At embankment T 2 where the sandwicks
were installed at an increased of 2.5 m , the efficiency of the drains was found to be
unacceptable. This indicated that the spacing of 2.5 m for these drains was far too
large for inducing sufficient consolidation.

7. At Legok overpass, only the centerline settlement was compared with predictions
due to limited instrumentation in thefield.Nevertheless, the equivalent plane strain
model was found to be accurate in relation to the limited field data.
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9.3 Recommendations for Future W o r k
Further studies associated with embankments stabilised with vertical drains are
recommended. Future work should focus more on the following aspects:

1. Detailed stress path testing of foundation soils in order to obtain the most accurate
soil properties, and to quantify in a rational manner the role of applied stresses in
relation to the pre-consolidation pressure of the foundation soils.

2. It is important to evaluate the coefficient of permeability of the soil as accurate
possible, based on large soil samples. Very often, the coefficient of permeability
obtained from conventional oedometer tests was not accurate, in contrast to the
field permeability data (when available). It is recommended that a more realistic
permeability coefficient is obtained through back analysis of tests conducted in the
large scale consolidometer using 300 m m diameter samples, even though some
practical difficulties m a y arise due to the need for handling large specimens.

3. The proposed equivalent plane strain model developed in this study can be
modified to include vacuum preloading, and the option of incorporating partial
clogging of drains, in addition to the effects of smear and well resistance. Partial
clogging could also be studied for different drain types and different stress
conditions.

4. The numerical model should also incorporate the role of both axial and lateral
stiffness of vertical drains where warranted (eg. in sand compaction piles), in order
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to obtain better predictions of settlements and lateral displacements in the soft clay
foundation.

5. In order to quantify the effect of size and shape of the mandrel it is recommended
to carry out a parametric study. This parametric study conducted on both
axisymmetric and plane strain models will be useful to quantify the effect of the
extent of smear on settlement and consolidation characteristics of the case
histories.

6. Smearing represents a mechanical disturbance due to insertion of the drain and the
development of shearing and changes in the stress regime around the soil A stiffer
soil will have a different size of smear zone than a softer soiL This is because a
greater load will be needed to insert the mandrel in a stiffer soil The actual
disturbance of the soil m a y be greater in the case of a softer clay, however, this
disturbance maybe controlled better by designing appropriate mandrel ends that
can be penetrate a soft clay with minimum disturbance. Therefore, it is
recommended to study the effect of disturbance (smear zone) on the plasticity
characteristics of the soiL Subsequently, the size of the smear zone could be
estimated properly on the basis of the soil stiffness.

7. It is recommended to use the equivalent plane strain model developed in this study
in conjunction with other soil constitutive models apart from the modified C a m clay. For this purposes, thefiniteelement code A B A Q U S could be employed in the
future, to analyse the performance of vertical drains installed in soft clay.
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APPENDIX A
GENERALISED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

A.1 Finite Element Preliminary
A.1.1 Displacement Function
A typical finite element is defined by nodes i, j, m etc. and straight line
boundary is shown in Fig. A.1. The displacement, u, at any point within the element
m a y be approximated as a column vector u and represented by:
a

«« 5 = EJV>, =[#,*,..]•a,t=Na

(A-l)

where N represent the shape function and a represent a listing of nodal displacements
for a particular element.

Figure A.1. Elements in a plane strain finite element mesh.
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A.1.2 Strain
With displacement known at all points within the element, the strains at any
point can be determined by:
e = Su

(A-2)

where S is a suitable linear operator. Using Eqn. (A-l), the strain can be approximated
as:
e = Ba

(A-3)

where B = SN
In plane stress, strain is given by:
du
dx
dv
dy

e=1
*y

du
dy

dx

dv
dx.

,0

d_d_

I:)

(A-4)

.dy' dx.

Once the shape function N is determined, the matrix B will be obtained.

A.1.3 Stress
Stress is denoted by

o-De

(A-5)

where D is an elasticity matrix containing the appropriate material properties.
For plane strain condition, stress is given by:
f

-\

(A-6)

tT =
i < ^

and the D matrix m a y be obtained from the isotropic stress-strain relationship.
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1

V
(A-7)
v

1

2(l + v)

Y„=—=—T

*>

Hence,
1
D =

1-V

v

0

v 1 0

(A-8)

10 0 (l-v)/2.

A.1.4 Equivalent Nodal Forces

The nodal forces which are equivalent to the boundary stresses and distributed lo
on the element is represented by

q =

(A-9)

The distributed loads acting on a unit volume of material within the element with the
directions corresponding to the displacement, u at a point is defined as b.
In plane stress the nodal forces are

-fc}

(A-10)

with components u and v corresponding to the directions of displacement u and v, and
the distributed load is given by:

b=

(A-ll)
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where bx and by are the 'body force' components.
To make the nodal forces statically equivalent to the actual boundary stresses and
distributed loads, the simplest procedure is to impose an arbitrary (virtual) nodal
displacement (ba) and to equate the external and internal work done by the various
forces and stresses during that displacements.
By using Eqns (A-l) and (A-2) displacements and strain within the element equal to
Su = NSa and Se = Bba, respectively
The work done by the nodal forces is equal to the sum of the products of the
individual force components and corresponding displacements and in matrix form is
denoted by:
&iTq

(A-12)

similarly, the internal work per unit volume done by the stresses and distributed forces
is given by:
5eTo-SuTb

(A-13)

or
baT(BTo-NTb)

(A-14)

Equating the external work with the total internal work obtained by integrating over
the volume of the element V, gives:
SaTq = 5aT[\vBod(vol)-\NTbzd(vol)) (A-15)

As this relation is valid for any volume of the virtual displacement, hence redu
q = JBod(vol)-JNTbTd(vol) (A-16)
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A.1.S Element Shape Functions
The element shape function in finite element analysis may be taken as

triangular, rectangular, quadrilateral brick and others element. Once the e

the corresponding shape functions are determined, subsequent operations fol

standard and well defined path. For a preliminary analysis, a rectangular e
introduced in Fig. A.2a. The element contains 8 nodal points, for instance,

corresponding to the displacements, u. Since there are eight points to be d
uniquely, the function may be written as follows:
u = at + a2x + a3y + a4xy + asy2 +a6xy2 +a7y3 +a8xy3

(A-17)

In matrix form this expression can be written as:
f

~\

u
= [7,xi,yi,xiyi,y/2,x/yi2,y',x/y;2]'

(A-18)
a,

or simply,

u-Ca

(A-19)

a = C~lu

(A-20)

or
-i.
u = Pa = PC~'u

(A-21)

where
P = [l,x,y,xy,y2 ,xy2 ,y3 ,xy3]

(A-22)

The shape functions for the element is defined by:
u = Nu-[NnN2,....N8]u
or

(A-23)
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N =— orPC

1

(A-24)

It will be more convenience to use normalised coordinates as shown in Fig. A.2b for
further derivation.
x-xc
a
y-yc
b

(A-25a)

a
A

d

y

(A-25b)

dn=T

u y

M

a) A rectangular element

y

b) Normalised coordinates

Figure A.2. A rectangular element for shape function.

A.1.6 Plane Strain, Axisymmetric and Three Dimensional Analysis
Plane strain analysis have been explained previously in this section where the

displacement field is uniquely given by the displacements u and v in direction

Cartesian, orthogonal x and y axes. In both of plane strain and plane stress a
only the 3 components of strains and stresses have to be considered. In plane
the stress in a direction perpendicular to the xy plane is not zero, however the strain in
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this direction is zero. Therefore, no contribution to internal work is m a d e by this
stress.
The problem of stress distribution in bodies of revolution (axisymmetric) is
shown in Fig. A.3a. B y symmetry, the two components of displacements in any plane
section of the body along its axis of symmetry define completely the state of strain and
the state of stress. In axisymmetric, radial coordinate r and axial coordinate z is
defined to describe the position of a point with the corresponding displacements u and
v. T h e same displacement functions as those applied in plane strain can be used to
define the displacements within a triangular element i, j, m as shown in Fig. A.3a. In
axisymmetric situation any radial displacement automatically induces a strain in the
circumferential direction, and as the stress in this direction are non-zero, this fourth
component of strain and therefore stress has to be considered.

a) Axisymmetric

b) Three-Dimensional

Figure A.3. Axisymmetric and three dimensional analysis.
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The general solution of finite element analysis can be further applied into a
fully three dimensional problem. Such problem may be faced in any applications,
though for some, the plane strain solutions may provide an adequate and more
economical modeL A simplest two dimensional continuum element is a triangle and

three dimensional analysis its equivalent is a tetrahedron element with four nod
corners as shown in Fig. A.3b. Other is a brick type of element.

A.2 Finite Elements for Consolidation Analysis
The differential equations of equilibrium in two dimensional continuum is
given by:

do, drvx
+

(A 26a)

lif lf="»

-

d*xv d<*v

—i+—i

(A-26b)

= w
y

ax
dy
The two dimensional differential equation of continuity is:

*4£+*z4£+£»0 CA-27)
yw dx2

yw dy2 dt

Galerkin's weighted residual method is applied to obtain the finite element

matrix equations. The first step is to multiply the continuity equation by an ar
scalar, in this operation using an imaginary or virtual pore pressure:
kx d2u

ky d2u

<k

^_f+^kv<>,;
2
2+
+:
2+

L7w o\ yw

=0

(A-28)

dy dt

Zienkiewics-Green theorem is now applied:

r* dv

'Iy HdxHdx^ yfdyS T
A-29)
dy f *-;-J^f«.^f-f-)-0 (
2

w

w
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where v„ is the artificial seepage velocity normal to the boundary. This eq
regarded as the principle of virtual power.

The finite element discretisation can be introduced. The placement are assu
vary over a finite element mesh:
d = Na (A-30)
The excess pore pressure are also assumed to vary over the same mesh:
u=Nb (A-31)

where matrix N and N is shape function of displacement and shape function o
pore pressure respectively.

The virtual excess pore pressure is assumed to vary according to the same s
function as the excess pore pressure:
u = Nb (A-32)
The strains are given by:
e = Ba (A-33)
and the gradient of the excess pore pressure is given by:
du'
= dx_
Eb (A-34)

du
Idy.

The term of the E matrix are obtained by differentiating N. A vector m is d
1
m = 1

(A-35)

0.
such that
o- &rnu

(A-36)
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and
vsmT£

(A-37)

Substituting into Eqn. (A-29):
b ]NTmTBd(vol)-^—b [ETkE/ywd(vol)b = b j~NTvnd(area) (A-38)
where k is a permeability matrix:
ks 0
(A-39)
0 JL
The virtual pore pressure can be cancelled and making the substitutions:
L = ]BTmTNd(vol) and4> = [E*kE/ywd(vol) (A-40)
result in:
rTd(a) M

~dt

f—T
<K? =

^

vnd(area)

(A-41)

This is the first order differential equation which we integrate with respect t
J't+#-d(a) _ [t+At (l+/U f—T
t

LT-^-4>]Bdt

=I

}N

v„d(area)dt

(A-42)

In performing this integration, approximation is required:
jbdt = {(1-6^+ 6b2At} (A-43)
where bj=b(t) and b2=b(t + At). The value of 6 defines the way that b varies
during the time interval; for example 0 -j corresponds to linear variation and
trapezoidal integration rule.

Similar approximation is made for the integration of v„, and after substitution
Eqn. (A-42) becomes:
LT = [a];+* -0{(l-6 )bj +0b2}At = \NT{(1-6 )vnJ +9vn2}Atd(area) (A-44)
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Booker and Small (1975) consider the stability of integration schemes usin

values of 6 and show that for stability, 6tj. A value of 6 = I is adopted.
substitution in Eqn. (A-44) and defining Aa = a( t + At) - a( t) and Ab =
LTAa -&At •Ab = <PAtAb1 + [N* vn2Atd( area) (A-45)

Return to the equilibrium equation and use the incremental form of virtual

\eT Aod(vol) = \dT Axd(area)+\dT Awd(vol) (A-46)
Now,
Ao — Ao'+mAu
Note that Au = Au
Ao = Ao'+mAu
Using this relation, and making the finite element substitution:

Ae-bAa
d = Na
Au = ~NAb
The following equation is obtained:
aT\BTDBd(vol)Aa+aTl(BTmN)d(vol).Ab = aT \NT.Drd(area) (A-47)
v

»

aT can be cancelled, and using the notation already established:
KAa+LAb = \ Nr.Dxd(area) (A-48)
S

where

K = l[BTDBU(vol)
The equation can be written:
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Ar,
(A-49)

T

L -4>At[Aby

A.3 Cam-clay Model in Finite Element Analysis

The material properties is incorporated in term of D matrix in finite elem

analysis. The equation of D matrix related to the anisotropic elastic prop

strain had been explained in Section A. In order to incorporated non-line
using elasto-plastic models of soil behaviour, it is necessary to compute
matrix DeP as follows:
(A-50)

Ao = D.ePPAe
l
DeP is given by:

A,=

Deoa1
aTDEa-CTHa

Dt

(A-51)

where a = —~ = ^-, c = -^~ and H is a matrix relating changes in hardening
do do
dh

parameters to changes in the incremental plastic strain: dh = Hde and DE i
elastic D matrix.
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APPENDIX B
MODIFIED CAM-CLAY PARAMETERS

B.l Gradients X and K
In order to obtain the modified Cam-clay parameters, the results from the

standard oedometer test are plotted in Fig. B.l. The Schmertmann (1955) graphica

procedure is applied to correct the laboratory virgin compression curve, which i
extend to 0.42 eQ. The compression index, Cc and recompression index Cr are
obtained using the following expressions:

Cc=-L~£=034 (B-l)
log-~
where cr^ and&2 are the effective stresses on the consolidation line

C,=->-g=0J4 (B-2)

where o*t and&2 are the effective stresses on the swelling line

The Cam-clay parameters are estimated using Eq. (2.66) as follows:
C
*> = T^;=0.147
2307
C
2307

and
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Figure B.l. Determination of compression properties of soil using standard
consolidometer test.

B2 Slope of Critical State Line (CSL), M
The slope of the critical state line, M in V-p' plot is obtained using Eq. (2.69)
6 sin (b'
as follows: M =

^—, = 1.02 for (b = 26°.
3-sin 9

B3 Initial Void Ratio, ecl
The initial void ratio, ea can be estimated using Eqs. 2.72 and 2.78 (Chapter

2). The soil was initially loaded of about 20 kPa prior to consolidation stages as

explained in Chapter 4. At depth 0.45, the total vertical stress, pore water press
and effective stress are estimated to be : ov =28kPa, u=4.5kPa, and o[ =235kPa,

respectively. The coefficient of earth pressure at rest, Knc which is required to e
effective vertical stress is determined using the following expression:
Km =7 - sin 0' -0331, where <b' is 26°.

The effective vertical stress is estimated as follows:
ofh=Knco'v=123kPa
The critical state coordinate are determined as follows:
q=&v-&k=llkPa
p,=(o/v+2o,h)/3=162kPa
The modified Cam-clay yield locus is given by:
q2
^~UK?+P'=22AkPa
M p
The intersection between CSL and swelling line is estimated at:
F
P*A=-t=U2kPa
A
2
Following Eq. (2.70), the ec, is estimated to be:
e

=e+(X+ k)lnFA- Klnp' = 134

APPENDIX C
LARGE-SCALE CONSOLIDOMETER APPARATUS (PHOTOGRAPH)

Figure CI. Set-up large-scale consolidometer apparatus.

